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Congratulations!
You have chosen one of Hewlett-Packard's new data entry terminals that represent another
technological advance in terminal reliability. Your terminal's flexibility, extensive feature set,
and ease of operation will save you valuable time and computer resources in a wide range of
applications.

This User Manual acquaints you with your terminal. It tells you how to install and use the
terminal both off-line (by itselD and on-line (connected to a computer). It should answer all
your questions about the terminal's keyboard operations.

The Reference Manual (02625-90002) gives detailed information on programming your termi
nal through use of escape sequences. The Service Manual (02625-90003), which you may order
separately, discusses trouble-shooting and maintenance procedures.



Preface

How To Use This Manual
This manual describes your terminal's keyboard operations. If you ever require information
on the programmatic control of your terminal, you should refer to the Reference Manual.
Those users familiar with other HP 262X terminals may use the index to answer specific
questions.

Depending upon its feature set, your terminal assumes one of two product personalities. As
this manual describes both products, portions of the text may pertain to features that are
missing from your terminal. Additionally, your terminal's personality predetermines the
function key labels. Those labels which may vary appear darkened. If ((blank fields" replace
these labels upon your screen, your terminal lacks the corresponding option.

This manual is organized into sections and appendices. The ten sections describe features
that are shared by both products. The first three appendices describe special options that
determine a product's personality. Read Section 1 to find which options apply to your termi
nal. Then read the remaining portions of this manual as your needs dictate.

Section I-Getting To Know Your Terminal. This section describes the different terminal
products and tells how you may identify which options apply to your terminal.

Section 2-Preparing Your Terminal For Use. This section tells how to ready your terminal
for use.

Section 3-The Keyboard. This section locates and describes each of the major key groups.

Section 4-Function Keys. This section describes how the function keys may simplify your
work at the terminal.

Section 5-UsingYourTerminal By Itself. This section shows how your terminal manipulates
information.

Section 6-Using Your Terminal's Alphanumeric Capabilities. This section describes the
terminal's enhanced alphanumeric features.

Section 7-Using Your Terminal With A Computer. This section tells how to put your terminal
tton line" with a computer.

Section 8-UsingYourTerminal With An External Device. This section provides information
on using your terminal with an external printer.

Section 9-Using Your Terminal With The Integral Printer. This section describes the op
tional integral printer.
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Section 10-In Case Of Difficulty. This section describes preventive maintenance, the tests
which verify your terminal's correct operation, and procedures to follow if you encounter
problems.

Appendix A-Using Your Terminal In Graphics Applications. This appendix describes graph
ics keypad operations and introduces ((compatibility mode". Since escape-sequence program
ming controls graphics design, the Reference Manual provides full details.

Appendix B-Using Your Terminal For Word Processing. This appendix describes the
keyboard templates for HPWORD. See the HPWORD manual for details on word processing.

Appendix C-Using Your Terminal In IBM Applications. This appendix describes the key
board features that allow you to use your HP terminal as an IBM 3276/78 display station. See
the appropriate IBM manuals for details on operation.

Appendix D-Exploring Your Terminal's Features. This appendix uses examples to demon
strate your terminal's operation.

Index. The index provides quick access to the manual's information.

ii
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Preface

Terms Used In This Manual
The following table is a brief glossary of terms used in this manual. Being familiar with these
words will aid your reading and increase your understanding of the material presented.

ALPHANUMERIC
MEMORY

ALPHANUMERIC
CURSOR

DATA

DATACOMM

DATA TRANSFER

DESTINATION
DEVICE

DEVICE CONTROL
OPERATION

DISPLAY MEMORY

ESCAPE SEQUENCE

FILE

FORM

A storage area that holds alphanumeric information. (Also
called display memory because the terminal displays this
data upon the screen.) See GRAPHICS MEMORY.

The mark on the screen that shows where the next-entered
character will appear. You can select the cursor's form to be
either an underline or a rectangular box.

A general term for describing information. Examples of data
are names, numbers, words, and instructions. Computers
manipulate data.

An abbreviation for ((data communications". This refers to the
transfer of data between the terminal and a computer sys
tem.

The process of transferring (or ((copying") data from one
device to another.

The device that receives data during a data transfer. Also
called the ((to" device.

The process of skipping lines, moving printer paper to the top
of the next page, or copying data between devices.

Another term for alphanumeric memory. Display memory is
distinct from graphics memory.

A sequence of characters beginning with Ec (the ASCII escape
character), followed by one, or more, additional characters.
The terminal recognizes these sequences as special com
mands rather than data. The Reference Manual covers es
cape sequence programming.

A collection of text or data. A file normally consists of one or
more lines.

A specially-designed layout that organizes information into
fields for easy entry, retrieval, and interpretation.

iii
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FORM FEED

FORMAT MODE

"FROM" DEVICE

FUNCTION KEYS

FUNCTION CONTROL
KEYS

GRAPHICS CURSOR

GRAPHICS MEMORY

LABEL LINE

LINE

LOCAL MODE

MEMORY

NATIONAL LANGUAGE

PAGE

REMOTE MODE

SIMULTANEOUSLY
PRESS

iv

A command that advanees printer paper to the top of the next
page.

An operating mode where the terminal prevents the user
from entering data into ««protected" areas (such as a form's
outline or its headings).

The device that supplies the data in a data transfer opera
tion. Also called the ««source" device.

The eight keys at the top of the keyboard that associate with
the eight labels appearing along the bottom of the screen.
The function of each key changes as its label changes.

The .,., and. keys. These keys assign initial values
to the function key labels.

The crosshair on the display, when in graphics mode, that
shows where either the next character or vector end point
will appear.

The storage area (also called raster memory) that holds
graphics display data. The terminal stores graphics data and
alphanumeric data in separate memories.

The two lines toward the bottom of the screen that display
the function key labels. See STATUS LINE.

A row of characters. You may envision a line as being a row of
text in a book.

The operating state where the terminal functions indepen
dently from a computer. Also referred to as being tcofT line".

The internal medium within a computer or terminal that
stores information.

The language spoken in a particular country or region.

The number of data lines that the terminal can display on the
screen. The maximum page size is 24 lines.

The operating state where the terminal functions with the
aid of a computer. Also referred to as being «Con line".

Correct use of the Control and Shift keys requires your press
ing and continuing to hold down the III or. key while
pressing and releasing another appropriate key. This manual
uses the phrase tcsimultaneollsly press" to describe this proce
dure.

'---.



SOURCE DEVICE

STATUS LINE

UTO" DEVICE

WINDOW

WORD PROCESSING

WORKSPACE

Preface

The device that supplies the data in a data transfer. Also
called the ((from" device.

The screen's last line. It displays information on the termi
nal's operating state.

The device that receives data during a data transfer. Also
called the ((destination" device.

The upper 24 lines on the display screen. These lines may
display information stored within workspace memory.

The interactive entering and editing of text using a com
puter's resources.

A block of display memory that stores information.

v
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Getting To Know Your Terminal __1

INTRODUCTION
This manual describes two new data terminals that share several features. Depending upon
your terminal's basic feature set, it assumes one of the following personalities:

The HP 2625A: Dual-System Display Terminal

• Primary Personality (offering Hewlett-Packard features)
(1) Graphics option available
(2) HPWORD word processing option available
(3) PORT 1 HP communications <RS-232-C or direct connect type 422 standard) at 19.2K

baud

• Alternate Personality (offering IBM* 3276 display station features)
(1) Overlays for keyboard show placement of IBM keys
(2) PORT 2 IBM Binary Synchronous Communications (ESC)

• Smooth Scroll

• 128K RAM

The HP 2628A: Word Processing Terminal

• HPWORD compatibility

• Graphics option:
(1) 2623A compatible with 512 X 390 dot graphics screen resolution
(2) enhanced features include: polygonal area fill, rubberband line, and compatibility

with the TEKTRONIX® 4014 graphics terminal

• PORT 1 RS-232-C/direct connect type 422

• PORT 2 RS-232-C printer port

• Transmission rate at 19.2K baud

• Smooth Scroll

• 160K RAM

As this manual describes both products, you should identify which features apply to your
terminal, then read the appropriate information.

* IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
®TEKTRONIX is a trademark of Tektronix Corporation 1-1



Getting To Know Your Terminal

HOW TO IDENTIFY OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES
Find the identification label on the terminal's rear panel (see figure 1-1). It contains two
lines.

The first line consists of three sections:

• The first section states your terminal's product number.
• The second section gives the terminal's serial number.
• The third section lists any options included with the terminal.

The second line states the terminal's power requirements.

Port #1 Port #2 Keyboard Connector

Figure 1-1. Identification Label

In communications with Hewlett-Packard concerning your terminal, please specify the prod
uct number, serial number, and any option numbers. This ensures proper identification. You
will find a list of the major Hewlett-pgckard Sales and Service Centers at the back of this
manual.

The following labeled paragraphs list the terminal's options and also the various cables that
are available. Refer to these tables for any information you need.

TERMINAL OPTIONS
The terminal comes installed with any options that were ordered. If requests for accessories
were placed with the original order, the accessories arrive in separate packages.

Table 1-1 lists the various options by their part numbers and tells to which terminal each
option applies.

1-2



Table 1-1. Terminal Options

Getting To Know Your Terminal

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE WITH

001 Swedish keyboard 2625A, 2628A
002 Norwegian keyboard 2625A, 2628A
004 German keyboard 2625A, 2628A
005 United Kingdom keyboard 2625A, 2628A
006 Spanish keyboard 2625A, 2628A
007 French Canadian keyboard 2625A, 2628A
008 French typewriter keyboard 2625A, 2628A
009 Italian keyboard 2625A, 2628A
010 Dutch keyboard 2625A, 2628A
011 Finnish keyboard 2625A, 2628A
012 Danish keyboard 2625A, 2628A
013 240 Vac, 50 Hz 2625A, 2628A
014 100 Vac, 60 Hz 2625A, 2628A
015 220 Vac, 50 Hz 2625A, 2628A
016 100 Vac, 50 Hz 2625A, 2628A
021 PORT 1 DSN/Data Link 2625A, 2628A
022 PORT 1 262X Datacomm 2625A, 2628A

Pod Adapter
026 PORT 1 HP-IB and RS-232-C 2625A

(ONLY available with
option 523)

027 PORT 1 HP First Multipoint 2625A, 2628A
Async/Sync

028 PORT 1 HP Daisy Chain 2625A, 2628A
Multipoint Async

038 PORT 1 HP Daisy Chain 2625A, 2628A
Multipoint Sync

046 PORT 2 HP-IB and RS-232-C 2628A
(ONLY available with option 523)

047 PORT 2 IBM Datacomm 2625A
First BiSync

048 PORT 2 IBM Datacomm 2625A
Daisy Chain BiSync

050 Integral thermal printer 2625A, 2628A
061 Green CRT 2625A, 2628A
062 Amber CRT 2625A, 2628A
401 Tilt and swivel base 2625A, 2628A
523 Add Graphics 2625A, 2628A

(includes Keyboard overlays)
528 Add HPWORD 2625A

(includes Keyboard overlays)

1-3



Getting To Know Your Terminal

CABLES
When ordering the terminal, you can specify the following cables as options. Subsequently,
after receiving your terminal, you may order any of these cables as accessories.

Table 1-2. Terminal Cables

CABLE PART NUMBER

U.S. hardwired/modem cable 301
(same as the 13242N)

European modem cable 302
(same as the 13242M)

RS-232-C datacomm cable 303
(same as the 40242C)

HP direct connect type 232 cable 304
(same as the 13242X)

EMP protect cable 305
(same as the 13242Y)

HP direct connect type 422 cable 306
(same as 13242P)

HP-IB cable (same as the 45529B) 308
For use with option 026

Daisy chain multipoint async or sync 309
cable (same as the 13242Q)

First multipoint sync cable with 310
receive clock (same as the 13242R)

First multipoint sync cable without 311
receive clock (same as the 13242S)

First multipoint async cable 312
(same as the 13242T)

NOTE: This section uses the terminology ttHP_IB" for consistency with existing products.
However, since your terminal only supports a subset of HP-IB, the remainder of this
manual refers to this interface as an ttalternate peripheral interface".

1-4



Preparing Your Terminal
For Use

INTRODUCTION

2

Although your terminal may be ready for you to use, you should be familiar with the follow
ing procedures:

• connecting the necessary cables
• powering the terminal on
• configuring the terminal
• powering the terminal off

This section describes these procedures.

INSTALLATION

If your terminal is already properly installed, you may skip to the heading "TURNING ON
TERMINAL POWER".

When installing the terminal, place it on a sturdy, convenient surface such as a desk, table, or
stand designed for this purpose. Avoid plush or spongy surfaces. Such surfaces restrict the
cooling air flow through the vents in the terminal's base (figure 2-1). For example, never
place a typewriter pad beneath the terminal.

Figure 2-1. Cooling Airflow Through The Terminal

2-1



Preparing Your Terminal For Use

CONNECTING CABLES

You may connect several cables to the terminal. These include:

• keyboard cable
• datacomm cables
• power cable

Keyboard Cable

The keyboard cable ends in a standard telephone connector. To attach the keyboard to the
terminal, simply insert the keyboard connector into the socket labeled KYBD on the termi
nal's rear panel (see figure 2-2). The plastic latch on the bottom of the connector aligns with
the slot at the bottom of the socket. When the connector is completely inserted, the latch
secures the connection.

To remove the keyboard cable from its socket, lift the plastic latch up and slide the connector
out.

Port #1 Port #2 Keyboard Connector

Datacomm Cables

Figure 2-2. Terminal Rear Panel

With its standard configuration, the terminal communicates with a Hewlett-Packard com
puter through Port 1 over an RS-232-C datacomm cable.

Inspect the cable's connector. The most obvious feature is the receptacle which contains a
series of pins. Notice that the pins occur in two numbered rows: the top row contains pins 1
through 13 and the bottom row contains pins 14 through 25.

2-2



Preparing Your Terminal For Use

The cable connector only fits when it is properly aligned. To ensure proper alignment, invert
the connector so that the pins numbered 1-13 are on the bottom. After fully inserting the
connector into Port 1, tighten the two screws to secure the connection.

Depending upon your terminal's options, a variety of cables are available for supporting
external devices. See the Reference Manual for a discussion of the cables that pertain to your
terminal.

Power Cable

Insert the power cord into the socket located beside the main power switch. Ensure that the
supplied voltage matches your terminal's power requirements. (You may find what voltage
your terminal requires by inspecting the identification label on the terminal's rear panel.)

Plug the 3-prong connector into the outlet for the main power source.

WARNING

For your safety, you should only use a 3-prong connector.

TURNING ON TERMINAL POWER

To power on your terminal, press the rocker switch on the rear panel to the ((ON" position.
After approximately 45 seconds, the terminal should be ready for use. Figure 2-3 illustrates
the initial screen display for a terminal in its ttprimary" HP personality. (Your terminal may
display a different set of function key labels when operating in its ttalternate" personality.
See Appendix C for the initial IBM displays.) If your terminal fails to reach the correct state,
or if an error message appears at the bottom of the screen, consult Section 10 for directions on
how to proceed.

Cursor

Terminal
Screen

Label Line

Status Lin

Figure 2-3. Initial Screen Display
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Preparing Your Terminal For Use

Notice that the terminal displays the cursor in the upper left corner. This is screen row 1,
column 1. The screen's bottom line is a "status" line. It contains information on the terminal's
current operating state. The two lines directly above the Status Line display the primary
level of function key labels. Figure 2-4 shows the primary labels for a terminal operating in
any HP mode.........._._.
~. -.1.1 ----

Figure 2-4. Initial HP Label Set

If the message "Default Configurations Used" replaces the function key labels, the
battery that protects non-volatile memory may have failed or have been jarred loose. Section
10 describes how to ensure that the battery pack is properly seated and how to test the
terminal to isolate the malfunction. If this message persists after following these procedures,
you should contact the nearest Hewlett-Packard sales and service office for help.

CONFIGURING YOUR TERMINAL

You must configure the terminal so it conforms to the requirements of your installation. All
configuration parameters are contained in configuration menus. Table 2-1 gives a brief
description of the configuration menus.

Table 2-1. Configuration Menus

MENU FUNCTION

Global Contains parameters that control "key click" and the relative
intensity of the background and foreground.

Datacom! Contains parameters for configuring Port 1 to communicate
with a host computer.

Ext Dev Contains parameters for configuring Port 2 to communicate
with an external device.

Terminal Contains parameters that affect terminal operating charac-
teristics for both Local and Remote modes.

The following discussion tells how you may use your keyboard to display a menu, make menu
selections, then return to normal operation. In all likelihood, someone will have properly
configured your terminal for you. However, if this task falls on you, you should refer to the
Reference Manual for a complete discussion of the various parameters. You should also read
Section 4 of this manual (which describes the function keys) before attempting to configure
your terminal.

2-4



Preparing Your Terminal For Use

Selecting A Configuration Menu

You can display the available selection of configuration menus by pressing:

• mil-
The function key labels take on the following values:

mil ......nDlmI_mm:miII !!EIIm!I
IIEIiIIn IIEIiIIn IIIiIIII

.. Ell ... mil----
Pressing the appropriate function key selects the menu of your choice. For example, pressing
.. displays the Terminal Configuration menu.

TERMINAL CONFIGURATION

Bl!!ll B Cur~or Typl!! W9;..- Teb - Specl!!~ ID
RETURN Dl!!f Ii RETURN-ENTER Ii' Prlntl!!rCodl!!4 II Prlntl!!rNull~-.Locel Echo Cep~ Lock Stert Column ASCII 8 Blt~

Xml tFnetnCA) I SPOWCB) II InhEoIWrpCC) I Llnl!!/Pegl!!CD)

I.InhHnd~hkCG) Inh DC2CH) Auto Tl!!rmCJ) CIl!!erTl!!rmCK)
InhSlfT~t<L> E~c Xfl!!r(N) InhDcTl!!~tCW)

Greph Compet

Fi~ld S~parator ~ Block Tl!!rmlnetor ~

Tren~mlt

Al t~rnl!t~ S~t "'.14':"
All FIelds

Figure 2-5. Terminal Configuration Menu

Making Menu Selections
The menu being displayed determines the initial values for the function key labels. When you
display the Terminal Configuration menu, the function key labels assume the following
values:

mil ......----Table 2-2 explains each key.

.. Ell ... mil----
2-5



Preparing Your Terminal For Use

Table 2-2. Configuration Menu Function Keys

LABEL FUNCTION

- After you have set the menu fields to the desired values, you
may activate them and save them in non-volatile memory by
pressing this key.

III This key and the following key allow you to select parameters
that are restricted to a system-defined list. (Such fields are
underlined.) You may use the NEXT CHO I CE key to cycle for-- ward through the list or the PREVIOUS CHOICE key to cycle
backward until you find the desired entry... This key changes the function key labels to values that allow
you to rapidly set your terminal to one of four standard HP
system configurations.

&!
Pressing this key alternately enables and disables Display
Functions mode. (You need this ability to enter certain key-
board characters into specific menu fields.)

- Pressing this key removes the menu from the screen WITH-
OUT activating any of the selections or storing them in
non-volatile memory. The terminal resumes normal opera-
tion, and the "config" set of function key labels reappears.

To change a parameter in a menu field, perform these steps:

Step 1. Place the cursor at the beginning of the field you want to change. You may use the
Tab keys or the cursor-positioning keys. The .... key automatically moves the
cursor to the next menu field each time you press this key.

Step 2. If the choices are restricted to a system-defined list of parameters (such fields are
underlined), use either the NEXT CHOICE or PREVIOUS CHOICE function key to cycle
through the list of selections until you display the entry you want.

Step 3. When the choices are not restricted to a system-defined list, you enter the desired
value from the keyboard.

Step 4. After making the necessary changes, you store the new values III non-volative
memory by pressing"(the SAVE CONFIG function key).

Returning To Normal Operation

Pressing the SAVE CONF I G key returns the previously displayed contents to the screen and
saves the configuration parameters in non-volatile memory. However, if you wish to return
the previous screen display without saving the configuration values, you can press the II,
B, or Il!iI keys or the config keys function key to do so.
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TURNING OFF TERMINAL POWER
To shut off the terminal, simply press the main power switch on the rear panel to the uOFF"
position.

IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY
If a key seems to malfunction, or if an error message appears on the screen, refer to Section
10, In Case Of Difficulty. Besides a list of error messages, this section describes error
recovery and terminal tests.
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The Keyboard

INTRODUCTION

3

Before learning to control devices and transfer data, you should become familiar with the
keyboard. Figure 3-1 shows the basic keyboard layout.

Function
Control Keys Function Keys Display Control Group

Edit
Group

Terminal
Control Group

Character Set Group

Figure 3-1. Terminal Keyboard

Numeric Group

NOTE: Some options (for example, graphics, HPWORD support, and IBM emulation) re
quire your placing plastic overlays on various groups of keys. The appropriate ap
pendices describe these templates.

The basic keyboard consists of the following functional groups:

• Character Set Group. This group resembles a standard typewriter keyboard. You use
these keys for entering information or for communicating with a host computer.

• Numeric Control Group. This group resembles a calculator keypad. These keys ease the
entry of numeric data.

• Display Control Group. This group controls cursor movement and determines which
portion of the workspace you see through the viewing window.
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• Edit Group. This group modifies text through insert and delete operations.

• Terminal Control Group. This group resets C~initializes") the terminal or breaks
C~interrupts")data communications.

• Function Keys Group. This group uses single keystrokes to accomplish
complicated tasks. Most tasks are predefined (configuring the terminal, selecting
devices, etc.), but you can also program these keys to do tasks of your choosing.

• Function Control Group. This group assigns one of three sets of labels to
the function keys group.

The remainder of this section briefly describes each of the keyboard groups.

CHARACTER SET GROUP

The character set group is the largest group of keys and generates the complete ASCII
character set. The basic character set includes uppercase and lowercase alphabetic charac
ters, the decimal digits, punctuation marks, and some commercial symbols.

Several non-displaying control characters are also available. As most control characters
serve in special applications, the Reference Manual describes their use.
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The keys highlighted in figure 3-2 have special functions that are described below.

Figure 3-2. Special Character Set Keys

Shift Key

The _ key normally selects uppercase alphabetic characters or the top symbol on keycaps
with two symbols. (The II key ((reverses" shift-key operations. See the next labeled para
graph for more information.)

Additionally, the _ key extends the function of several other keys (for example, .,_,
and _ keys). Whenever this occurs, the discussion of the affected key explains both the
normal and the extended operations.

In any keystroke combination involving the _ key, you must press and continue to hold
down the _ key while you press and release the other key. Even though you must fully
press the _ key first, the terminal rapidly senses which keys are being activated. There
fore, the remainder of this manual uses the phrase ((simultaneously press" to describe this
keystroke procedure.

Caps Key

Certain applications require that all alphabetic characters be capitalized. To avoid ((shifting"
on every keystroke, the II key selects uppercase letters. However, after enabling CAPS
mode, you can print lowercase letters by simultaneously pressing the _ key and the
desired character key. CAPS mode only affects the alphabetic characters. The number and
symbol keys are unaffected.

When you initiate CAPS mode, a ((CAPS" indicator appears in the Status Line. Pressing the
II key a second time returns the keyboard to its normal operation. (The ((CAPS" indicator
disappears.)
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Tab Keys

Three Tab keys are available. The primary _ key resides in the character set group.
Pressing this key advances the cursor to the next tab stop to the right. Simultaneously
pressing the _ key and _ key moves the cursor to the preceding tab stop on the left. Two
Tab keys reside within the numeric keypad. The _ key advances the cursor to the next tab
stop to the right while the", key moves the cursor to the previous tab stop on the left. As
this requires no "shifting", these keys ease the entry of numeric data into columns.

Return, Backspace, And Space Keys

In general, these keys resemble their typewriter counterparts.

Thea (Return) key positions the cursor to the left margin of the current line. When you are
using your terminal "off-line" from a computer, you can direct the terminal to advance to the
next line by selecting automatic linefeed ( AUTO LF ) through the Modes set of function key
labels.

Thea (Backspace) key moves the cursor back to the left, one space, each time you press this
key until the cursor reaches the beginning of that line. It provides an easy way to position the
cursor to overwrite typing mistakes.

The Space bar prints a blank character. Although typists use the space bar to position a
typewriter's printing head, you should avoid using the keyboard's Space bar for this purpose.
Normally, when you "space" over existing text, the original characters are replaced by
blanks.

Control And Escape Keys

The GIl and III keys provide additional character codes and generate special control codes
for various terminal operations. These keys aid the programmer but have limited use for the
keyboard operator.

The GIl key generates special ASCII control characters. Similar to the _ key, you must
continue to press the GIl key while pressing the other key. For example, Control G is the
ASCII' 'Be 11" character, and simultaneously pressing the GIl key and B key "rings" the
terminal's bell.

The III key extends the terminal's operating functions. Most functions that you can perform
manually over the keyboard can also be executed programmatically through escape sequen
ces. Since they are sequences, you must press the III key first, then release it, before pressing
the remaining character keys.

The Reference Manual gives full details on Control Codes and Escape Sequences.
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Enter Key

You may use your terminal to enter and edit data, then send an entire cCblock" of information
to the computer. For example, if your terminal is in Remote mode (that is, cCon-line" to a
computer), you can fill in an entire form, make any corrections, then send the completed form
to the computer by pressing the II1II key.

A variety of configuration settings determine what data the terminal sends. (See the Refer
ence Manual for a detailed account of Enter key operation.)

When your terminal is in Local mode CCoff-line"), you can press the II1II key to copy all of
display memory to the selected destination device(s).

NUMERIC CONTROL GROUP

The numeric keypad resembles the arrangement of keys on an adding machine or calculator.
This arrangement eases the entry of numeric data. In addition to the numeric keys, the pad
holds a cCminus". key, a ccdecimal point". key, and two tab-positioning keys.

~:,,'~]l.f2••]l~iil[]J
rn'·.•.·..•.A..•..•.·..••·.l·.~.····.•.· ·.··.a.·..·.·.·.·.•.•.·.'..· mt.·...•.•..·.·..·•....fl.. •·•.o..•·.'E..·.·.s.••..·.~.•.·.u.·s ·.m.·.•.. ·.....•.•...r=t"EXT r=tP.R.Ev ..M.....uataual.::.lL:.lL:J

DISPLAY CONTROL GROUP

The display group allows you to cCpage" or scroll through the workspace to view characters
that have rolled off the screen. Since the operation of these keys depends upon the dimensions
of the display screen, the following terminology differentiates specific areas. (See figure 3-3.)
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"Locked"
Data

Screen
Window Display

Screen

Label Line

Figure 3-3. Partitioning The Display Screen

The ((display screen" contains 27 rows; each row is 80 columns wide. The terminal reserves
the bottom three lines for its use. You are prevented, therefore, from displaying your data in
this area.

The ((screen window" occupies screen rows 1 through 24. This is the maximum size of your
viewing area into display memory. However, you can ((lock" information (such as column
headings) at the top of the screen, thereby restricting the number of rows that display data.

The ((viewing window" contains the number of screen rows available for displaying your data.
As a minimum, this window contains one line (the line where the terminal displays the
cursor). At its fullest extent, the viewing window fills the screen window.
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The information displayed within the viewing window forms a ((page" of data. ((Paging"
replaces the viewing window with the next (or previous) set of displayable rows.

Workspace

} Previous
Page

} Current
Page

} Next
Page

The display control keys fall into two categories:

(1) those that move the cursor one position along a row or column
(2) those that select which portion of the terminal workspace appears in the viewing

window

Moving The Alphanumeric Cursor

Four keys control the movement of the alphanumeric cursor. These keys operate within the
boundaries of the screen window (that is, they can access any character position across the
width of the screen between screen rows 1 through 24).

The _ and _ keys move the cursor vertically along a column. The _ and _ keys
move the cursor horizontally along a row. Even though the _ key repositions the cursor, it
may also affect which portion of the workspace the terminal displays. Therefore, this key is
treated with the other display control keys.

Table 3-1 describes the function of the Cursor Control keys.
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Table 3-1. Alphanumeric Cursor Control Key Functions

KEY FUNCTION

m Cursor Up-Moves the cursor up one row each time you press the
key. If you hold the key down, the cursor moves up until you
release the key or the cursor reaches the top row of the screen
window. In this latter case, the cursor wraps around to the bottom
of the screen window (screen row 24).

m Cursor Down-Moves the cursor down one row each time you press
the key. If you hold the key down, the cursor moves down until you
release the key or the cursor reaches the bottom row of the screen
window. In this latter case, the cursor wraps around to the top of
the screen window (screen row 1).

EJ Cursor Left-Moves the cursor left one column each time you press
the key. If you hold the key down, the cursor moves left until either
you release the key or the cursor reaches the first column of the
screen window. Continuing to hold down the key moves the cursor
to the last column of the preceding row. This action continues as
long as you hold the key down or until the cursor reaches column 1
of row 1 in the screen window. In the latter case, pressing this key
moves the cursor to column 80 of row 24.

8 Cursor Right-Moves the cursor right one column each time you
press the key. If you hold the key down, the cursor moves right
until either you release the key or the cursor reaches the last
column of the screen window. Continuing to hold down the key
moves the cursor to the first column of the following row. This
action continues as long as you hold the key down or until the
cursor reaches column 80 of the last line in the screen window. In
the latter case, pressing this key moves the cursor to column 1 of
row 1.

Scanning The Alphanumeric Memory

You can select which portion of the workspace the terminal displays by pressing the••
keys, the mBl .keys, and the. key. As the window remains stationary, these keys bring
different portions of the workspace into view.
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Last line
of data
in workspace

Cursor Position

First unlocked
line of data
in workspace

Top Top

P P

•
+ 1 Line

•
-1 Line

Workspace LJ Workspace tJ
Roll Up Roll Down

Top Top

P

•
+1 Page

•
-1 Page

Workspace Workspace LJ
Next Page Prev Page

Home Up Home Down

Cursor Position

Figure 3-4. ROLL And PAGE Key Operations

Whereas the cursor-control keys operate within the borders of the screen window, the display
control keys operate on the boundaries of the "viewing" window.

Table 3-2 describes the function of the Display Control keys.
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Table 3-2. Display Control Key Functions

KEY FUNCTION

~
Scrolls the workspace down one row each time you press this key. If

DOWN

you hold the key down, the workspace scrolls down until either you
release the key or the first row of the workspace appears as the
first row in the viewing window.

~ Scrolls the workspace up one row each time you press this key. IfUP

you hold the key down, the workspace scrolls up until you release
the key or the last row of the workspace appears as the first row of
the viewing window.

~ Allows you to see the next displayable number of lines within thePAGE

viewing window.

~ Allows you to see the previous displayable number of lines withinPAGE

the viewing window.

G Home Cursor-Moves the cursor to the first ((accessible" character
position in workspace memory. It rolls any text down as far as
possible so the first line in the workspace appears in the first row of
the viewing window.

S Home Cursor Down-Moves the cursor to the left margin of the

G
row following the last-used row in the workspace. If the last data
line is off the screen when you press these keys, the terminal
scrolls up the workspace until the cursor's line appears.

EDIT GROUP

Your terminal has a built-in editing capability that allows you to modify any data within the
screen window. Six special keys control the inserting and deleting of text.

Table 3-3 lists the function of the Edit keys.
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Table 3-3. Edit Key Functions

FUNCTION

Clears the display from the cursor's position to the end of the cur
rent workspace.

Clears the line from the cursor's position to the end of the line.

Inserts a blank line before the line which contains the cursor. To
"create" the blank line, the terminal pushes the cursor's line and all
subsequent lines down one, then moves the cursor to the left mar
gin of the blank line.

Deletes the line that contains the cursor. The terminal scrolls up
subsequent lines to fill the void, and the cursor moves to the left
margin.

Inserts characters into a line without overwriting existing charac
ters. The terminal inserts all new characters at the cursor's current
position. Existing characters are shifted right one character posi
tion for each character entered. Characters shifted past the right
margin are lost.

When you enable this insert character function, the message
"Ins Char" appears in the Status Line. Pressing the III key a
second time disables the insert character operation.

Simultaneously pressing these keys enables Insert Character with
Wraparound. In this mode, when the inserting of text forces charac
ters from a line, the terminal "wraps" these characters onto the
next line.

When you enable this insert character function, the message
"I ns Wrap" appears in the Status Line. To disable the insert wrap
around function, simply press the III key a second time.

Deletes the character at the cursor's position. When you delete a
character, all characters to the right of the deleted character (up to
the right margin) shift left one character position to fill the void.

Simultaneously pressing these keys enables Delete Character with
Wraparound. The operation resembles Delete Character since all
characters to the right of the deleted character shift left. However,
the character at the left margin of the next line moves to the right
margin of the cursor's line to keep that line full. (This function only
affects the cursor's line and the succeeding line.)
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TERMINAL CONTROL GROUP

The terminal control group contains two keys: the _ key and the II key.

Reset Key

SOFT RESET. Pressing the _ key once results in a Usoft reset". This unlocks the key
board, clears any error messages, turns off Display Functions mode, stops any printer opera
tions or data communication transfers, and rings the terminal's bell.

HARD RESET. Pressing the _, ., and _ keys simultaneously produces a ((hard
reset". This sets the terminal to its initial power-on state and rings the terminal's bell. Section
10, In Case Of Difficulty, gives more details on soft and hard resets.

WARNING

Reset operations may destroy data. When an error message appears on the
screen, you should press the 1:1 key to clear the error message and unlock the
keyboard. Avoid using the Reset key for this purpose.

Break Key

The II (Break) key signals the computer that you want its attention by «interrupting" the
data communications line. See the Reference Manual for additional information.

':..'.' :: '.C::::.- ..• :.:.: :•..' ,.:.•..................•.............••.•... '.:.: :..- -: ..::....••. :..•..•....••........•....•.•........:...•... ':::.::: :....•...:....•.:..•..............•....•.........•..........•••..•:,.•..•.::..,.,..

"iil~~I~~')t;
FUNCTION KEYS GROUP

The function keys are the eight keys at the top of the keyboard. Although the physical keys
bear the labels ((£1" through ((fB", the function performed by a key corresponds to the labels
displayed on the screen. The relationship between keys and screen labels is positional.
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For example, the third screen label from the left associates with the third key from the left
(m). By changing the labels, the terminal assigns multiple functions to these keys. You
select the labels' initial value by pressing the 111,., or mJJ key. Within the Aids set of
keys, pressing a function key might display another set of labels. Section 4 fully describes the
function keys.

m(§J[]J(EJ
~Br:;,r::::1r::"n
~ MODES L::II.::J'-=-'L:J

FUNCTION CONTROL GROUP

The function control keys consist of the III.•. and mJJ keys. These three keys set the
labels of the eight function keys to the initial value for their particular family offunctions.

Aids Key

Pressing the III key accesses a hierarchy of function key labels. You can set most of the
terminal's functions through the Aids key.

Simultaneously pressing the IlII and III keys removes the function key labels and the
Status Line messages from the display screen. However, the terminal still prevents you from
entering data into this area.

NOTE: The Status Line contains a modem indicator. Some countries require that the termi
nal displays this indicator at all times. If your country has this legal requirement,
you should never use the "Shift-Aids" function.

Modes Key

The. key accesses those function key labels that select the terminal's operating modes.
These modes are Line Modify, Modify All, Block, Remote, Smooth Scroll, Memory Lock,
Display Functions, and Auto Linefeed. When first powered on, or after a hard reset, any
terminal operating in its primary HP personality displays the Modes set of function key
labels.

User Keys Key

Pressing e gives the function key labels their user-defined titles. If you have left these
functions undefined, the labels appear with their default titles (" f 1 " through" fa' ').

Refer to Section 4 for instructions on defining and executing the user-defined function keys.
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NATIONAL LANGUAGE SUPPORT

Although USASCII characters form the standard base character set, your terminal can access
characters from the following languages:

• Danish
• Dutch
• English (United Kingdom)
• English (USASCII)
• Finnish
• French
• French Canadian
• German
• Italian
• Norwegian
• Spanish
• Swedish

Section 6 explains how you can print any of these characters by entering Extended Charac
ters mode.

National Keyboards

National keyboards are available as options for each of the international languages. Not only
do the keyboards approximate typewriter keypads for their respective countries, but also the
keycap symbols, function key labels, configuration menus, and error messages appear in
translated form.
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INTRODUCTION

4

From the keyboard, you can perform two basic tasks. The first is entering and editing
information. Section 3 gives details on those operations. The second task is terminal control.
The Break and Reset keys allow direct terminal control. However, you may also select be
tween groups of terminal operating states by pressing one of three keys:

• II (for terminal operations, device control)
• III (for operating modes)
• I!m:J (for user-defined functions)

The three function control keys, together with the eight function keys, ease the control of
complex terminal operations. This section describes these functions and the friendly user
interface that your terminal provides.

THE FUNCTION KEYS

The function keys are the eight keys located along the top of the keyboard. They associate
with the eight function key labels displayed along the bottom of the screen. Pressing a key
performs the function that the corresponding label suggests. The association between func
tion keys and labels is positional. For example," (the third key from the left) corresponds
to the third label from the left. (See figure 4-1.)

Figure 4-1. Function Keys And Labels
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As the labels change, the logical function performed by the physical key also changes. Thus,
one key may perform multiple tasks.

LABELS

You select the initial label values by pressing the II,., or UI key. The. and UI
present one level of labels. The II key accesses a hierarchy of function key labels. The
function key labels appear directly over the Status Line (the screen's bottom line). The
terminal displays them in inverse video and blocks them together in two groups offour labels
each. The first group corresponds to function keysg-..; the second group corresponds to
..-B. As the keyboard similarly places the physical keys in two groups of four keys, you
can quickly associate each label to its corresponding key.

NOTE: Since this manual describes all terminal options, the following diagrams of function
key labels show the complete set available at any level. These diagrams may differ
from what you see on your screen as your terminal "blanks out" all labels that refer
to unordered options. In the following illustrations, you may quickly identify those
labels that vary between products as they appear "darkened" compared to those
labels which always occur.

Labels-Upper And Lower Case

The titles in the function key labels are written in either uppercase or lowercase letters.
Lowercase titles change the value of the function key labels to another set of titles. Upper
case titles perform the function suggested by that label's title.

Labels With An Asterisk

Two types of function key labels might contain an asterisk: those that toggle on and off; and
those that are mutually exclusive with other labels. The asterisk indicates that the function
named in the label is active. Alternate presses of toggle keys display, then remove, the
asterisk in the associated label. Within a control group, several toggle functions may be
active simultaneously. For example, within the Modes control group, you could select Block
mode, Remote mode, Smooth Scroll, and Auto Linefeed.

Mutually exclusive function keys behave differently. Such keys form sets and only one label
in each set can contain an asterisk at any moment. EX PAND PR I NT and COMPRESS PR I NT form
one set of mutually exclusive labels, while REPORT PR I NT and METR I C PR I NT form a different
set. Although you may select both EXPAND PR I NT and REPORT PR I NT since they occur in
different sets, you could, obviously, never simultaneously select EXPAND PR I NT and COM

PRESS PRINT.

Once selected, a function remains active, even if you subsequently display another set of
labels. To cancel a selection, you must press the corresponding function key to delete the
asterisk.
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MODES FUNCTION KEY LABELS

The III key displays the Modes set of function key labels:....- .. ..
~1mDII
~~

.. ......
1IfI1IIII_

These labels activate or deactivate the major terminal modes. The terminal displays them at
power on or after a hard reset. All eight labels are toggle functions. An asterisk indicates a
particular mode is active.

Table 4-1 describes the functions of the Modes labels.

Table 4-1. Modes Set Of Function Key Labels

LABEL FUNCTION

- Used only in Remote mode. Once enabled, this mode allows
editing a line of data while in Character mode. When you
press either the 1m or the 1:1 key, the terminal transmits
the line to the computer as a block. Pressing the 1m or 1:1
key also ends Line Modify mode.

- Modify All mode also transmits characters to the computer as
a block. It resembles "Line Modify" except Modify All
remains active after you press the 1m or 1:1 key. To deac-
tivate Modify All mode, you must press" to remove the
asterisk from the MOD I FY ALL label.

l1li Used only in Remote mode. When activated, as you key in
II data, the terminal displays the information but sends noth-

ing to the computer until you press the 1m key. When the
asterisk is absent, the terminal functions in Character mode;
that is, the terminal transmits characters to the computer as
you enter them.

-- Selecting this mode prepares the terminal for communica-
II tions with a computer. When the asterisk is absent from the

label, the terminal operates in Local mode... When activated, directs the terminal to "gradually flow"
"I characters vertically across the screen rather than "jumping"

the characters by lines.
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Table 4-1. Modes Set of Function Key Labels (Continued)

LABEL FUNCTION

-- Operates in two modes: Overflow Protect and Display Lock.

Overflow Protect prevents data from being accidently lost
when workspace memory becomes full. To achieve overflow
protection, you must select Memory Lock while the cursor is
positioned within the screen's first line. Then, upon reaching
the end of the workspace (by entering text, tabbing, or doing
line feeds), the keyboard locks, the bell rings, and the mes-
sage: MEMORY FULL appears on the screen.

To continue entering text, you must press the c:I key to
clear the error message and unlock the keyboard. Then you
may either delete some of the existing text or disable
Memory Lock. (In the latter case, you may want to enable top
logging to keep a record of the data forced from display
memory.)

Display Lock "freezes" selected lines upon the screen. You
select Display Lock by pressing" to place an asterisk in
the MEMORY LOCK label. When you press this key, all lines
above the cursor's current line become locked in place. Then,
you may enter data in the normal manner. When the viewing
window becomes full, entering more data forces the first line
of unfrozen text to scroll under the frozen data. All lines
scrolled off the screen are inserted in memory immediately
preceding the first line of frozen data.

Pressing" to remove the asterisk from the label cancels
Display Lock.

Ell When selected, Display Function mode inhibits the action
normally produced by keyboard control keys (such as a,
aD), or., or any control character received over the
datacomm line. Instead, the terminal displays the ASCII
character or escape sequence that represents this function.

lIB When selected, Automatic Linefeed mode advances the cursor
to the next line whenever you press the c:I key.

AIDS FUNCTION KEY LABELS
The II key gives keyboard access to most of the terminal's features. Some of these features
include:

• sending data to a destination device
• setting or clearing margins and tabs
• selecting service tests to verify the terminal's proper operation
• using video enhancements
• defining the fields of a form
• selecting a configuration menu, then altering it
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To select any of these features, press the &11 key to display the following function key labels:- ......---- ..
III

......--
NOTE: The shaded label for" applies to the IBM emulation option. If your terminal

lacks this option, a blank field replaces the NEXT SYSTEM label.

Since the label for" is capitalized, pressing" performs the indicated function. As all
other labels are in lowercase titles, they form "stepping stones" to deeper levels within the
Aids set. Figure 4-2 illustrates how you access each set of labels.

Em!IIDID!IIim". IIDDImllllllimrmI - IIIIDmI
• I IEm!II!I_~ r.i1BI.DI
~ t!BIIID'"
ttt I I I

Em!ll!l1IDi!ImI"-..
mIIIII~IeImIiI""

I I t I---• I
1mi1aI ..... 1ID!DI BIIi1!II
~~~---•---__l1li_
I t----t I
_

~Imi1DImm.... ~ EiIIIIIE ___

1m!m!III_mDI!JiIIlDII:IZIIIIIIiIIIII __ IIIIiIIIII

l!Im!Il1DIlElI.ID_-__IIIIIIDI ....

I I----I I I
ID:IlIi1mJII~ IE1D!IDI EiImIII
IIi£IIIIIiI mIIIIImIIIIImIIIII

I I I----I I I
IIDDI DImII tDEDI~
IIimIIIIIIimIIII~~

I I I----• I I
~lmImIIm!~ _

"'~1BIIfIUI • t I----• I
E.-1EmDl1EmDl1i!l&II
~...--~•----Figure 4-2. Function Key Labels Accessed Through The &11 Key

NOTE: A label shown with an asterisk (*) signifies a function which, when enabled, in
cludes the asterisk to indicate its active state. This does not imply that a similar
sequence of iabels will appear on your screen. For example, under Device Modes,
since LOG BOTTOM and LOG TOP are mutually exclusive, the screen can never simul
taneously display both labels with an asterisk.
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Aids Set
Except for NEXT SYSTEM, the Aids set of labels accesses other label sets. For example,
margin!l/tab!l/co1 accesses the labels which manipulate margins and tabs. Some sets of
labels are only indirectly accessible. For example, it is impossible to select a destination
device in a single step. Rather, from the Aids set, you must select dev ice con t r 0 1. From this
level, by pressing" (" to" dev i ce5), you enter a third level of labels that allows selec
tion of the destination device. In such cases, the multiple level of labels form a group. Your
terminal has two such groups: the Device Modes group and the Config group.

Table 4-2 describes the functions of the Aids set.

Table 4-2. Aids Set Of Function Key Labels

LABEL

-...
IJ!IimI!II

-------
. .

-

FUNCTION

Displays a set of labels that controls the transfer of data to
the selected destination device(s).

Displays a set of labels that enables control of margins, tabs,
and selection of the start column for data transmission to a
host computer.

Displays a set of labels for testing the terminal's proper oper
ation or for selecting Monitor Mode.

If the terminal includes the IBM emulation feature, pressing
this key puts the terminal into its alternate IBM mode.

Displays a set of labels that controls the terminal's video
enhancements.

Displays a set of labels that specifies field definitions and
edit checks for forms .

Displays a set of labels that allows the selection of the vari
ous configuration menus.

Device Control Set
You access the Device Control set of keys by pressing:

III ..-This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:
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The Device Control set of keys selects the amount of data copied to the destination device.
This set also allows the proper positioning of printer paper.

Table 4-3 describes the functions of the Device Control set.

Table 4-3. Device Control Set Of Function Key Labels

LABEL FUNCTION

-- Displays the Device Modes set of labels that governs the way.. - data is transferred or formatted .

- Displays the To Devices set of labels that allows selection of a
destination device... If you have selected the integral printer as the destination

-,
device and also specified Metric or Report Print, this key
"skips" the printer to the top of the next page. When not in
Metric or Report Print, the integral printer advances one
line. If an external printer is the destination device, pressing
this key always generates a form feed..- If you have selected a destination device, this key causes the
printer to leave the next line blank by advancing the paper
one line.

- If you have selected a destination device, this key copies the
current workspace, starting with the line in which the cursor
is positioned, to the destination device.

l1li If you have selected a destination device, this key copies all
-,

lines in the viewing window, starting with the line in which
the cursor is positioned, to the destination device... If you have selected a destination device, this key copies the
cursor's current line to the destination device.

Device Modes Set
You access the Device Modes set of keys by pressing:

II ....--
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This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:.. .. .. ..--- ........
IJ:Iil.iImJI~ IIDi!IDIIIMIimiII
mmIIII mmllllliI3IIIIIIliI3IIIIII

This set allows you to copy the entire screen or transfer a line, by data logging, to a destina
tion device. (Section 8 provides details on top and bottom logging.) If the terminal contains an
integral printer, these keys also select expanded or compressed print, and report or metric
format.

Table 4-4 describes the functions of the Device Modes set.

Table 4-4. Device Modes Set Of Function Key Labels.

LABEL FUNCTION

- Displays the Device Control set of labels that controls the. . transfer of data to the destination device.

- The way Record mode operates depends upon the Remote
II mode setting. In Local mode, the RECORD MODE key sends the

contents of workspace memory to the selected destination
device(s). In Remote mode, the computer sends data directly
to the selected destination device(s), bypassing the terminal's
display memory, unless display memory was explicitly se-
lected as a destination device.

You may end Record mode by again pressing the
RECORD MODE function key, or by performing either a soft or
hard reset.

-- Log bottom affects the selected destination device. (Multiple
selections are permissible.)

With bottom logging, when the terminal detects a line feed
(whether directly produced or indirectly produced from an
end-of-line wraparound), the terminal copies to the selected
destination device the line which the cursor just left. The
data in alphanumeric memory remains unchanged.
LOG BOTTOM and LOG TOP are mutually exclusive. Selecting
one cancels any previous selection of the other.

-- Log top affects the selected destination device. (Multiple se-
lections are permissible.)

With top logging, when you enter a line of text after a
workspace becomes full, the terminal copies the line which is
forced from the top of the workspace to the selected destina-
tion device. LOG TOP and LOG BOTTOM are mutually exclu-
sive. Selecting one cancels any previous selection of the
other.
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Table 4-4. Device Modes Set of Function Key Labels (Continued)

LABEL FUNCTION

-- When selected, the integral printer prints five characters per
"" inch (40 characters per line). The vertical height remains the

same. EXPAND PR I NT and COMPRESS PR I NT are mutually ex-
clusive; selecting one cancels any previous selection of the
other.

- When selected, the integral printer prints 16.4 characters
"" per inch (132 characters per line). The vertical height

remains the same. EXPAND PR I NT and COMPRESS PR I NT are
mutually exclusive; selecting one cancels any previous selec-
tion of the other.

-- When selected, the integral printer produces an l1-inch page.
"" Report format consists of a three-line top margin, 60 lines of

text, and a three-line bottom margin. A small tic mark shows
the end of one page and the beginning of the next.
REPORT PR I NT and METR I C PR I NT are mutually exclusive;
selecting one cancels any previous selection of the other.

- When selected, the integral printer produces a page with 70
lines (a three-line top margin, 64 lines of text, and a three-
line bottom margin). A small tic mark shows the end of one
page and the beginning of the next. REPORT PR I NT and
METR I C PR I NT are mutually exclusive; selecting one cancels
any previous selection of the other.

To Devices Set
You access the To Devices set of keys by pressing:.....--
This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:........- ............. • ~ miIiII'iIII

...... mil----
This set selects the destination device for data transfers. Since the destination devices are not
mutually exclusive, you can make multiple selections.

Table 4-5 describes the functions of the To Devices set of keys.
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Table 4-5. To Devices Set Of Function Key Labels

LABEL FUNCTION

III Returns the Device Control set of labels to allow the. . transferring of data to the destination device.

- Selects the external printer as the destination device.

- Selects the integral printer as the destination device.

-- Selects the screen display as the destination device.

- Selects a printer on the alternate peripheral interface as the
destination device.

Margins/Tabs/Col Set
You access the Margins/Tabs/Col set of keys by pressing:

II ..-This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:.. .. .. ..
1mi1DI__. _ .
B!II'!iIIII .. : .. : .. :

........_
DEDI BEDIIII·.......~.:

These labels set the start column, and set or clear margins and tabs.

Table 4-6 describes the functions of the Margins/Tabs/Col set.
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LABEL

lIB

-
IIi!:!.iDI...
BEDI
~

11II
11II
BEDI
IMl'i'IDIWIII-IiIimiIDiI

Table 4-6. Margins/Tabs/Col Function Key Labels

FUNCTION

Sets the Start Column to the cursor's current column. (This
value becomes the 5 tar t Co 1 umn entry in the Terminal Con
figuration menu.) When the terminal detects conditions that
preclude the use of the logical start-of-text pointer (see
below), it transmits text to the host beginning with the Start
Column value. The terminal uses the Start Column only if
these conditions exists:

• no logical start-of-text pointer exists.
• the terminal is in Remote mode but not functioning

in Format mode or Block mode. (That is, the termi
nal is "on-line" and sending data to a computer one
character at a time.)

• you request a retransmission of data by en
abling either Line Modify or Modify All.

If set, the logical start-of-text pointer overrides the Start
Column value. However, the terminal sets the logical start
of-text pointer only if these conditions exist:

• the terminal is in Remote mode when it receives the
data.

• the data was entered from the keyboard and not
received from the computer.

• the just-entered data is the last-used line in
workspace memory.

Sets a tab at the cursor's current column position.

Clears any tab set at the cursor's current column position.

Clears all tabs.

Sets the left margin to the cursor's current column position.

Sets the right margin to the cursor's current column position.

Sets the left margin at column 1 and the right margin at
column 80 (the default settings). -

When an asterisk indicates that this mode is active, a "tab"
generates the appropriate number of spaces to move the cur
sor to the next tab stop while a "backtab" generates the
appropriate number of back spaces to move the cursor to the
previous tab stop.
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Service Keys Set
You access the Service Set of keys by pressing:

II ..-
This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:........---- .. Ell ....----
This set selects the self-tests shown above or initiates Monitor Mode.

NOTE: The Service Keys may be programmatically locked to prevent unauthorized access.
If your installation has adopted this policy, pressing one of these keys displays an
error message and locks the keyboard. You must press the c::I key to clear this
condition. Then contact the appropriate person in your group if you must access
these keys.

Table 4-7 describes the functions of the Service set of keys.

Table 4-7. Service Set Of Function Key Labels

LABEL FUNCTION

l1li Initiates the terminal's power-on test (the test that the termi-
nal automatically performs when you power the terminal
on.)

III When enabled, makes the terminal display all data that
" passes through its datacomm port.

- Performs a test of the terminal.

-- Lists the ROMs installed in the terminal, giving their part
number and a date code... Initiates the data communications test.

-- Initiates the integral printer test.
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Enhance Video Set
You access the Video Enhancement set of keys by pressing:

II ..

l1li
This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:.. .. .. ..---- ........----
This set enables, or disables, the terminal's video enhancements.

Table 4-8 describes the functions of the Video Enhancement set of keys.

Table 4-8. Video Enhancement Function Key Labels

LABEL FUNCTION

- Displays the Define Fields set of function key labels which..
specify field definitions and edit checks for forms.

l11li Activates the currently selected state (either on or off) for
every enhancement. You must use this key to enable or dis-
able any enhancement... Prevents the characters that are entered in this field from
being displayed. (Their place on the screen is left blank.)

III Inverts the intensity of the background and any characters
within its field ... Causes characters in the field to blink on and off.

1111 Underscores all characters (including blanks).
••

II1II Displays all characters in the field at half intensity (gray).

- Displays the remainder of the enhancement labels:

.. .. .. ..---- ........----
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Table 4-8. Video Enhancement Function Key Labels (Continued)

LABEL FUNCTION

- Selects the base character set to be the active character set... Selects the math character set to be the active character set.
(Simultaneously updates the Al t er na t e Set field in the Ter-
minal Configuration menu to "Math(A)".).- Selects the line drawing character set to be the active charac-
ter set. (Simultaneously updates the Al ternate Set field in
the Terminal Configuration menu to "Li ne(B)".)

- Returns the function key labels to the initial Video Enhance-
ment values which select the various display enhancements.

Define Fields Set
You access the Field Definition set of keys by pressing:...--
This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:

.... 11m .._-._.1I!Il.l1BI_.
. -. . . • f3iIIIIB •

Ell .... _
__

1DIDI1IImmDI
.- ... ------

Table 4-9 describes the functions of the Field Definition set of keys.

Table 4-9. Field Definition Function Key Labels

LABEL FUNCTION

III Displays the first of two sets of enhancement labels which set
the various display enhancements.

- Defines all character positions between the cursor and either
the start of the next field, a "stop field" marker, or the end of
the line (whichever occurs first) as an unprotected field. The
terminal transmits all data in unprotected fields to the com-
puter when in Remote and Format modes... Defines all character positions between the cursor and the
start of the next field, a "stop field" marker, or the end of the
line (whichever occurs first) as a transmit-only field. The
terminal transmits all data in transmit-only fields to the
computer when in Remote and Format modes.
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Table 4-9. Field Definition Function Key Labels (Continued)

LABEL FUNCTION.. Defines the end of any unprotected or transmit-only field by
generating a "stop field" marker... Defines all character positions between the cursor and the
end of the line, the start of the next field, or a "stop field"
marker (whichever occurs first) as an "all character" field.
Such fields accept any character.-- Defines all character positions between the cursor and the
end of the line, the start of the next field, or a "stop field"
marker (whichever occurs first) as an "alphabetic" field.
Such fields accept both uppercase and lowercase alphabetic
characters and also the space character.

Ell Defines all character positions between the cursor and the
end of the line, the start of the next field, or a "stop field"
marker (whichever occurs first) as a "numeric" field. Such
fields accept the numeric digits, the space character, the plus
sign, the minus sign, the comma, and the period.-- Alternately pressing this key enables and disables Format

II mode. In Format mode, the terminal enforces field specifica-
tions to prevent the accidental overwriting of protected
areas.

When you enable Format mode, the terminal positions the
cursor at the beginning of the first "unprotected" field. If
no "unprotected" fields exist, the cursor homes to row 1, col-
umn 1.

Config Set
You access the Config Set of keys by pressing:

II ..

liB
This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:.. .. .. ..1m!l!!III_r:rDI'!I!IIIl!EIE!II......... Ell .. .. ..----Most configuration information lies beyond the scope of this manual. Section 2 briefly dis
cusses your using the keyboard for displaying a menu, making menu selections, then
returning to normal operation. In most instances, someone in your installation will have
correctly configured your terminal. However, if you need access to this information, you
should consult the Reference Manual.

Table 4-10 describes the function of the Configuration set.
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Table 4-10. Configuration Set Of Function Key Labels

LABEL FUNCTION

- Displays the global configuration menu which sets back-· . ground inverse and key "click".

- Displays the currently configured protocol menu for· . datacomm port 1. This menu configures the port to communi-
cate with a computer.

l1li Displays the currently configured protocol menu for· . datacomm port 2. This menu configures the port to communi-
cate with external devices.

-- Displays the terminal configuration menu which selects the
terminal operating characteristics for both Local and Remote
modes.

USER DEFINABLE FUNCTION KEYS
Besides the function keys predefined meanings, you can program each key to accomplish a
particular task. Used in this manner, the function keys reduce any repetitive task to a couple
of keystrokes. You define the task with a "definition" string that may contain a maximum of
80 characters.

You also assign each key a "type" character that tells the terminal how to interpret the
definition string. The three type characters are L, T, and N:

L (local execution)-the terminal performs the function locally; nothing is transmitted to
the computer.

T (transmit)-the terminal transmits the definition string to the computer; nothing hap
pens locally.

N {normal keyboard operation)-the terminal interprets the definition string as though
you entered it directly from the keyboard.

You can assign your own label to each of the function keys. The label should remind you
which function that key performs. (The maximum label size is 16 characters: 8 characters
being displayed in the label's upper half and 8 characters in the label's lower half.)

Until you define and save your own definition strings, the User Keys function keys have
default assignments that take effect when you power the terminal on, perform a hard reset,
or press the DEFAULT VALUES function key while the definition menu is displayed. Figure 4-3
shows the User Keys Definition Menu with its default values.

The default definition string for each of the eigh t function keys consists of two characters: the
escape character (,<) and a lowercase letter. The default definition strings have no preassigned
meanings. However, by pressing the appropriate key, you can transmit a message to the
computer where an application program may interpret it. For example, the program could
output a complex data entry form to the terminal upon receiving the characters "<ct".
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KEY
DEFINITION TYPE

FIELD FIELD

\" f:.."F,;p
f2 Ii LABEL
F,;q
f3 Ii LABEL
F,;r
f4 Ii LABEL
F,;5
fS Ii LABEL
F,;t
f6 Ii LABEL
F,;u
f7 Ii LABEL
F,;v
fB Ii LABEL
F,;",

LABEL
FIELDS

~
---r \

•
t

,
,
,
I.

f

,=

Figure 4-3. User Definable Function Key Menu With Default Values

USER KEY MODES
Utilizing the user-definable function keys involves two modes of operation. In Definition
mode, you assign the function keys their labels, "type" characters, and definition strings. In
Use mode, you activate the keys so their labels become the ones currently displayed. Then, by
pressing the corresponding function key, the terminal processes the string as the type charac
ter directs.

Definition Mode
INITIATING DEFINITION MODE. To initiate Definition Mode, simultaneously press the
_ key and ImJ key. The terminal displays the User Key Definition Menu. (If you have

made no previous entries to the menu, all fields show their default settings.) By pressing the
Tab keys, or using the cursor-positioning keys, you can move the cursor to each menu field.

DEFINING A FUNCTION KEY. To define a function key, first choose the type character: L
for local use only, T for transmit only, and N for "normal" treatment (as though it were
entered through the keyboard). The default type is "T". Use the NEXT CHO 1CE or PREV 1
045 CHO 1CE function key to make your selection.

Next, enter the function key's label. On the definition menu, the label appears in inverse
video as two 8-character blocks. The first block forms the upper half of the label; the second
block, the lower half. The default labels for the keys are the titles "f 1 " through "fa".

Finally, type the definition string on the line below the label blocks. Use the D 15

PLAY FUNCTN5 function key to enter keystrokes from the Edit and Display groups of keys.
When entered in Display Functions mode, any keystroke operation is inhibited until you
press the function key to which it is assigned. For example, if you include the_ key in one
of the definition strings, the cursor "homes" when you press the appropriate function key in
Use mode.
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LEAVING DEFINITION MODE. To save the definition menu in non-volatile memory, you
must press" (SAVE CONF I G). This replaces the default definitions with your definitions. As
the terminal preserves these values, you only need to enter a complex definition string once.
Thereafter, the terminal restores these values each time you power the terminal on.

If you only need to retain the User Keys definitions for the current log-on session, you may
also end Definition mode by pressing either the .,., or • key. All three keys return
the terminal to the window display that was visible before the terminal entered Definition
mode. Pressing the • key assigns the Aids set of labels, while pressing the. key assigns
the Mode!'; set of labels. Pressing • displays the labels you just defined.

Use Mode
INITIATING USE MODE. You enter Use mode by pressing the ImI key. The terminal
displays the user-defined function key labels across the bottom of the screen. When no labels
have been defined, the default values (f 1-f8) appear.

Certain application programs may require your entering one of the default definition strings
for it to interpret. Regardless of a function key's current value, you can key in the default
value by simultaneously pressing the _ key and the appropriate function key. For exam
ple, if you have defined function key" to be your log-on string and if you must enter ~
(the default string for") so an application program will display the next data-entry form,
you can press _ .. to generate this code.

LEAVING USE MODE. To end Use mode and also display the previously shown set of
labels, simply press the • key. Pressing the • key ends Use mode and displays the Aids
set of labels. Pressing the. key ends Use mode and displays the Modes set of labels.

An example summarizes the many new concepts presented in this section.

EXAMPLE: This example assigns your name and address to function key". When ex
ecuted, the key should send nothing to the computer, but print on the terminal screen the
following:

Your Name
House Number and Street
Your Town, State ZIP

Step 1. Press the. key and check whether an asterisk occurs in the AUTO LF label. If so,
press l11li to disable Auto Linefeed.

Step 2. Simultaneously press the _ and ImI keys. This initiates Definition mode by
displaying the User Key Definition menu.

Step 3. The terminal positions the cursor in the field where it was left last. If the cursor is
not at the type field for function key "f 1", press .. to move the cursor to this
field. Then press 11m (the NEXT CHO I CE function key) until an "L" appears in that
field. This makes the definition string executable at the terminal only.
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Step 4. Tab the cursor to the label line and enter a title for the function key; for example,
RETURN ADDRESS.

Step 5. Tab the cursor to the left margin of the definition string field.

Step 6. Enable Display Functions by pressing". (An asterisk appears in the
DI SPLAY FUNCTNS label.) This will inhibit the action of thec:I key as you enter the
address.

NOTE: If you mistype a character while doing Step 7, you must disable Display Functions
by pressing" before you can use the cursor-control or edit keys. After correcting
the entry, press" to reactive Display Function mode.

Step 7. Type:
Your Namec:l House Number and Streetc:l Your Town, State ZIPc:I.

Step 8. Press the DISPLAY FUNCTNS function key to disable Display Function mode. Now
when the terminal encounters the "Return" character, it executes it.

Step 9. Press the" key to display the Modes labels. Press" to enable Auto Linefeed.
After this mode is activated, each carriage return advances the cursor to the left
margin of the next line.

Step 10. Press the • key to enter Use mode. (Notice that your title has replaced the "f 1 "

label.)

Step 11. Press the" function key. The address, as you entered it, appears on the screen.
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Using Your Terminal By Itself

INTRODUCTION

5

You may use many of your terminal's features without being connected to a computer. This is
called putting the terminal "off-line" or operating in Local mode. You select Local mode by not
activating Remote mode. That is, one of these two modes always takes effect. Later on, this
section tells how to select Remote mode through the Modes function key labels. Failing to do
so puts the terminal in Local Mode.

Throughout this section, you will use your terminal in Local mode to gain familiarity with
basic keyboard operations. In this regard, several of your terminal's features parallel the
capabilities of a typewriter. Section 6 describes your terminal's advanced alphanumeric
features. Appendix A mentions graphics capabilities for those terminals that have the graph
ics option.

TERMINAL MEMORY
Local mode is possible because the terminal stores and maintains the data being
manipulated on the screen in the terminal's display memory. This workspace area is 80
characters wide. The length is a minimum of 48 lines, but its actual extent varies depending
upon which options were ordered.

80
Character

Line

Top Of Display ..--"
Memory

Workspace

Window
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DISPLAY SCREEN

The terminal's screen consists of27 lines (figure 5-1). The terminal reserves the three bottom
lines for its use. The 27th line is the Status Line. The 25th and 26th lines display the function
key labels. You control the remaining 24 lines.

Cursor

Terminal
Screen

Label Line

Status Line

Figure 5-1. Screen Layout

The terminal always displays the cursor's current line. (This is the line where you are actively
adding text or editing existing text.) Therefore, after the screen fills, the addition of more text
forces the top line off the screen. You may enter a minimum of 48 lines of text without
worrying about any information being lost. (The discussion of Memory Lock in this section
describes ways to safeguard information.) As the workspace stores more information than the
terminal can display, the screen, in essence, becomes a viewing window. By scrolling and
paging, you bring different portions of the workspace into view.

Status Line Indicators
The Status Line gives information concerning the terminal's operating state. The line con
sists of nine sections:

'Current ly
Blank

Table 5-1 lists the various functions and their corresponding indicator.

NOTE: Some indicators depend upon optional features. If your terminal lacks the corres
ponding option, its section of the Status Line remains permanently blank.
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Table 5-1. Status Line Indicators

FUNCTION SYMBOL

Keyboard Locked KB Lockd
Accessing "Extended" Alt Shft

Characters
Equating Tab to Spaces Tab=Spac
Function of Number Pad:

Numeric Operations Hum Pad
Graphics Operations Grph Pad

Activity Field:
Primary Personality 1

Alternate Personality 2

Transmit Indicators *
CAPS Mode CAPS
Insert Character Ins Char
Insert Char/Wraparound Ins Wrap

SETTING YOUR TERMINAL FOR LOCAL USE
If your terminal is turned off, press the rocker switch on the terminal's rear panel to the "ON"
position. When the terminal is ready for use, the Modes function key labels appear at the
bottom of the screen... .. .. .._

IIMI!DDD1m!I!BI_'It ~ I'

.. ......----
NOTES: (1) As the terminal's alternative personality lacks the equivalent of these func

tions, a different set of labels may appear. See Appendix C for details on the IBM
function key labels and how you return your terminal to its "primary" personality.

(2) If your terminal has been in use and a different set of HP labels appears on the
screen, you can display the Modes labels by pressing the II key.

The eight Modes labels correspond to the function keys at the top of the keyboard. Pressing a
function key selects the logical function named in the label. For example, pressing ..
selects "Line Modify" while pressing" selects "Smooth Scroll". An asterisk appears in the
label when you select a function to be in its active state. To cancel the selection, simply press
the corresponding function key again. That is, the function keys serve as on-off switches. If
the logical function is off (no asterisk), pressing the function key turns it on. If the logical
function is on (asterisk present), pressing the function key turns it off.

For the remainder of this section, you want your terminal in Local Mode. Therefore, if an
asterisk appears in the REMOTE MODE label, press" to remove it. When the asterisk is
absent, Remote mode is "off", and the terminal operates in Local mode. You should also
activate automatic linefeed. Auto linefeed advances the cursor to a new line whenever you
press the ICI key. Press", as required, to display an asterisk in the AUTO LF label.
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ENTERING DATA

A basic use of your terminal is entering information. While the terminal is set for Local mode,
you can enter data only from the keyboard. But once data becomes stored in terminal
memory, you may copy this information to a printer, or you may change the terminal to
Remote mode and send the information to a computer.

For a simple example of entering text, type the following name and date:

John Hancock

EDITING DATA

July, 1776

Whenever you want to change an entry, you choose the appropriate cursor-positioning and
edit keys (as described in Section 3). For example, to add the day "4" to the above date,
proceed as follows:

Step 1. Use the cursor-positioning Carrow") keys to move the cursor under the comma.

Step 2. Press the ~ key. (The message "Ins Char" appears in the Status Line.)

Step 3. Press the Space bar, then the D key. The line should appear as follows:

John Hancock July4,1776

Step 4. Pressing the ~ key again turns off Insert Character Mode. (" Ins Cha r" disappears
from the Status Line, and the terminal resumes overwrite operation.)

TECHNIQUES OF DATA ENTRY
In many instances, you must enter data within specific bounds. To simplify this procedure,
your terminal provides margin settings and tab stops.

Tabs

SETTING TABS. Setting a tab stop requires access to the "Margins/Tabs/Col" function key
labels. Follow this simple procedure:

Step 1. Press the II key.

The function key labels assume the following values:

.. Ell ..........- ........_- -EDID_1II!IiIIn..........
NOTE: Those labels which appear "darken" in relationship to other labels indicate that the

corresponding label depends upon that option being installed in your terminal. If
your terminal lacks this option, the corresponding label on your screen will be
blank.
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Step 2. Press" (the function key corresponding to the margins/tabs/col label.)

The function key labels change to the following values:........
-.JDI1ID1:mI....__
IIIi'BD -.-1iriIBImII1IIi"liIIB

Step 3. Move the cursor to the desired column.

Step 4. Press" to set the tab stop. (Although you have pressed" twice in this proce
dure, notice that its logical function has changed.)

USING TABS. Once you have set the desired tab stops, you can use the Tab keys as you
would on a typewriter. You tab forward by using the aD key in the character set group, or by
using the III key in the numeric keypad. You can tab backwards by simultaneously pressing
the 11II key and the aD key. (Alternatively, you may backtab by using the aD key in the
numeric keypad.) When the cursor rests on the first tab position in a line and you backtab,
the cursor moves to the last tab position in the previous line. Once the cursor reaches the first
tab position of the first line in memory, further backtabbing is impossible.

NOTE: The left margin always serves as a tab stop.

CLEARING TABS. Clearing tab stops also requires access to the "Margins/Tabs/Col" func
tion key labels. (If these labels are not displayed, follow the first two steps in the procedure
under "SETTING TABS".) Once the labels are present, you clear an individual tab by moving
the cursor to the tab's location, then pressing" (CLEAR TAB). To clear all tab stops with a
single keystroke, simply press" (CLR ALL TABS).

EXAMPLE: This example sets tab stops to ease the entry of numeric data into columns. For
your reference while doing this example, the following illustration shows the way your screen
should appear after you enter the last number.

First Column
123
123
123

Middle Column
456
456
456

Last Column
789
789
789

\
cursor

Step 1. If the "Margins/Tabs/Col" labels are not displayed, press the II key and then"
to display these labels.

Step 2. To ensure that no previous margins or tab stops exist, press" to clear all tabs
and" to clear all margins.

Step 3. Press the _ key. This positions the cursor at the beginning of workspace
memory.
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Step 4. Press the 1mB key. This action clears the screen as pressing this key "erases" any
information stored in workspace memory.

Step 5. Use the a key to move the cursor to column 20. Notice that the cursor's
row/column location appears in the label line between the fourth and fifth function
key labels. Therefore, it is unnecessary to "count spaces" when positioning the
cursor.

Step 6. Press" (SET TAB). This sets a tab stop at column 20. Then enter the text:
Fir!5t Column

Step 7. Use thea key to move the cursor to column 40 and press" to set a tab stop at
this location. Then enter the text: Mi dd I e Co I umn

Step 8. Use thea key to move the cursor to column 60 and press" to set a tab stop at
this location. Then enter the text: La!5t Column

Step 9. Press the 1:1 key. Observe that the cursor returns to the left margin (column 1) of
the next line.

Step 10. On this line and the following two lines, do the following:

• Press the arJ key and enter the numbers "1 23" beginning at column 20.
• Press the arJ key and enter the numbers "456" beginning at column 40.
• Press the arJ key and enter the numbers "789" beginning at column 60.

For the first two lines, after entering the "9", press the 1:1 key to advance to the
next line.

Step 11. Experiment with the arJ key in the character set group and the III key in the
numeric keypad. Also try backtabbing with the'" key or by simultaneously
pressing the _ and arJ keys. In particular, notice that the left margin serves as
a tab stop but the right margin does not.

Margins
When you power on the terminal, or after a hard reset, the terminal sets the left and right
margins to the width of the screen. That is, column 1 becomes the left margin and column 80
becomes the right margin. However, you may change these settings to ease data-entry.

LEFT MARGIN. Setting margins requires access to the "Margins/Tabs/Col" function key
labels. Follow this simple procedure:

Step 1. Press the II key.

The function key labels assume the following values:
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Step 2. Press IIlJI (marg i ns / tabs / co 1).

The function key labels take on the following values:

...... Ell
.... 1I1Ii1DIBEIII..
mmBlmmBI~~

Step 3. Move the cursor to the desired column.

Step 4. To set the left margin, simply press" (LEFT MARG IN).

RIGHT MARGIN. To set the right margin, follow a similar procedure. However, a new rule
applies: the right margin can never be to the left of the left margin setting. (The terminal
rejects any invalid selection with an audible "beep".) After positioning the cursor to the
desired column, press" (R I GHT MARG I N) to set the right margin.

The terminal bell sounds a warning when the cursor reaches a position eight character spaces
from the right margin. Upon reaching the right margin, if "end-of-line wraparound" is in
effect, the cursor automatically moves to the left margin of the next line. ("End-of-line
wraparound" is the normal (default) setting for the I nhEolWrp(C) field in the Terminal
Configuration menu. Unless you specifically change this field, your terminal functions as
described above.)

When you position the cursor with thea key, the terminal bell remains silent as the cursor
nears the right margin. Upon reaching column 80, the cursor moves to the left margin of the
new line regardless of the setting of the end-of-Iine wraparound field. That is, the cursor
positioning keys ignore margin settings and operate on the boundaries of the screen window.

EXAMPLE: This example sets the margins for a "40-column page", centered on the screen.
(Since the page width includes both margins, the actual page size is 41 columns.)

Col 1 Col 80

+-----------------J
1 20 .. Page Size ----il~~, 60 80

Left
Margin

Right
Margin

....f---------- Screen Width ---------_~
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Step 1. Display the "Margins/Tabs/Col" labels by pressing:

II ..-
Step 2. To set the left margin, use the cursor-positioning keys to move the cursor to column

20. Press" (LEFT MARG I 1'1).

Step 3. To set the right margin, use the cursor-positioning keys to move the cursor to column
60. Press. (RIGHT MARGII'I). Both margins are now set.

Step 4. Press the CI key. Notice that the cursor returns to the left margin, not to the edge
of the screen window.

Step 5. To see how the terminal confines data within these boundaries, enter the following
sentence:

Through margins, this examples forces textual data to the next line.

Your final results should resemble:

Through margins, this example forces text
ual data to the next line.

CLEARING MARGINS. You change margins by setting new margins. You clear margins by
pressing function key" (CLR ALL MARG I I'IS). This returns the terminal to its normal state
where the left margin is column 1 and the right margin is column 80. (The margins also
assume this default setting whenever you enter Format mode. See Section 6.)

Memory Lock

You select Memory Lock through the Modes function key labels. You may do this as a two-step
procedure. First press the. key, and then press. (MEMORY LOCK) if no asterisk appears
in the Memory Lock label.

You may use Memory Lock in three different ways:

• to provide overflow protection for display memory
• to "lock" lines (instructions, headings, etc.) on the screen
• to relocate blocks of text
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OVERFLOW PROTECTION. To enable Overflow Protection, you must position the cursor
within the screen's first row. Therefore follow this procedure:

Step 1. Using the "up-arrow" (D) key, move the the cursor to the top of the display screen.

Step 2. Press the III key to display the Modes function key labels.

Step 3. Press" to enable Memory Lock. This protects the entire workspace.

Then, when the workspace becomes full, if you attempt to enter more data, the keyboard
locks, the bell rings, and the terminal displays the message: MEMORY FULL.

DISPLAY LOCK. To "lock" lines (such as column headings) on the screen, you activate
Memory Lock after you have positioned the cursor on the line below the last line of data that
you want retained on the screen. Then, as the viewing window becomes full, these locked
lines remain on the screen while unlocked lines continue to roll into the display memory
workspace.

RELOCATING BLOCKS OF TEXT. You can also use Memory Lock to move blocks of text.

For an example, move the following paragraphs into their proper order.

Initial order:

(Top of screen) I'm paragraph 3.
Al though I arrived first, they want me last.

I'm paragraph 2.
I'll be content in the middle.

I'm paragraph 1 .
Shouldn't the first be last; and the last, first?

(blank line)
_ (cursor's current position)

(As a blank line separates each paragraph, you must enter a blank line after the last
paragraph and then press the c:I key to position the blank line ABOVE the cursor's current
line.)

Step 1. Press the III key to display the Modes labels. Verify that Memory Lock is disabled
(the label appears without an asterisk).

Step 2. Press theg key and type the above paragraphs as shown. Be sure to press the
c:I key twice after entering the question mark. (This creates the necessary spacing
between paragraphs.)

Step 3. Move the cursor to the first line of paragraph 2.
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Step 4. Press" (MEMORY LOCK) to enable Memory Lock mode. (An asterisk appears in
the label.)

Step 5. Press the III key until the remaining lines have rolled under the cursor position
and off the screen.

Step 6. Turn off Memory Lock mode by pressing". (The asterisk disappears from the
MEMORY LOCK label.)

Step 7. Press theB key. The display should appear as follows:

(Top of screen) I'm paragraph 2.
I'll be content in the middle.

I'm paragraph 1 .
Shouldn't the first be last; and the last, first?

I'm paragraph 3.
Al though I arrived first, they want me last.

Step 8. Now position paragraph 1 by moving the cursor into the first line of paragraph 1
and turning on Memory Lock by pressing".

Step 9. Press the III key until the cursor is in the first line of paragraph 3.

Step 10. Turn off Memory Lock mode by repressing", then press theB key. This puts
the bickering paragraphs into their proper place:

(Top of screen) I'm paragraph 1 .
Shouldn't thefirst be last; and the last, first?

I'm paragraph 2.
I'll becontent inthemiddle.

I'm paragraph 3.
Al though I arrived first, they want me last.

If the data were not at the beginning of the workspace, you could use the III key, instead of
theB key, to view the rearranged text.
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Your terminal can display data in a variety of ways to highlight certain information or,
conversely, to conceal information. Additionally, it gives access to special character sets
containing mathematical symbols or line-drawing elements. With the line-drawing set, for
example, you could create a form's layout. Then you could divide the form into logical fields,
where each field accepts specific data. When you set your terminal for Format mode, the
terminal channels incoming data to designated fields thus preventing you from overwriting
"protected" areas. Such features ease data-entry and reduce the chances for error. This sec
tion describes these features.

USING DISPLAY ENHANCEMENTS
As a standard feature, your terminal includes the following display enhancements:

• Half Bright:

• Underline:

• Inverse
Video:

• Blinking:

• Security:

• Background
Inverse:

The terminal displays characters at half intensity (gray).

The terminal highlights a character by underscoring it.

The terminal inverts the intensity of the background and the
corresponding characters within this field. (See Background
Inverse.)

Characters blink.

The terminal accepts characters but displays nothing on the
screen. (This feature is commonly used for "passwords".)

This feature selects dark characters on a light background.
(The screen normally displays light characters on a dark
background.)

From the keyboard, you access the video enhancement function key labels by pressing:

III ..

l1li
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This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:.. .. .. ..---- ........----
You may set all the display enhancements except Background Inverse by using these keys. As
Background Inverse affects the terminal's operation, you select this enhancement through
the Global Configuration menu.

Pressing" (et c .) accesses the labels that activate the terminal's different character sets.
These labels are:.. .. .. ..---- ........----
At this level, pressing" (et c.) returns the previous set of labels. That is, by using the
etc. function key, you may cycle through all the display enhancements then return to the
initial "enhance video" set.

The "function-key" video enhancements (Half Bright, Underline, Inverse Video, Blinking,
and Security) are toggle functions. An asterisk appears in the corresponding label when you
select that enhancement. If you change your mind, you can cancel the selection by pressing
the appropriate function key to remove the asterisk from the label.

When you press" (SET ENHNCMNT), all "starred" enhancements take effect and the as
terisks disappear from the corresponding labels. (The latter action prepares the labels for the
next round of selections.)

The cursor's current position determines where an enhancement begins. An enhancement
lasts until (1) another enhancement begins, (2) the current line ends, or (3) you explicitly
turn off the enhancement. You turn off an enhancement by setting no enhancements. That is,
you press" (SET ENHNCMNT) when none of the enhancement labels contain an asterisk.
Since the terminal automatically removes the asterisks when you set the enhancements, it is
an easy procedure to position the cursor, make your selections, press" , move the cursor to
the end of the field, and press" to terminate the enhancement. The following example
illustrates these steps.

EXAMPLE: This example defines columns 10 through 14 of line 5 to be inverse video and
blinking.

Step 1. Press the II key to display the Aids set of function key labels. Then press ..
(enhance video) to display the video enhancement labels.

Step 2. Use the cursor-positioning ("arrow") keys, to move the cursor to line 5, column 10.

Step 3. Press" (I NVERSE VI DEo) and" (ELI NK VI DE 0) to select these enhancements.
(Once activated, an asterisk appears in the label.)
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Step 4. Press" (SET ENHNCMNT). The "starred" enhancements take effect. (Notice that the
asterisks have disappeared from the labels.)

Step 5. Using the Space bar, move the cursor to column 15. Notice that the field appears in
inverse video.

Step 6. Press" (SET ENHNCMNT). From column 15 on, since no enhancements were star
red, none take effect. In essence, this defines the desired enhancement field between
columns 10 and 14.

Step 7. Move the cursor back to column 9 of line 5. Type the word: TERMINAL. The display
should appear as shown with the characters in the enhancement field blinking.

1 1
a 5

• •T~L

USING ALTERNATE CHARACTER SETS
At any given moment, you may access one of two character sets from the keyboard. These sets
are called the "base" set and the "alternate character" set.

You can select between these sets by using control codes. Simultaneously pressing the Control
key and "N" key ( Gl:II m) selects the alternate character set, while simultaneously pressing
"Control 0" ( Gl:II m) selects the base set. The Reference Manual describes using control codes
and escape sequences to print characters from the alternate character sets. The following
paragraphs tell how you may use the function keys to achieve similar results.

The function keys that activate the different character sets are a subset of the video enhance
ment function key labels. You access these labels by pressing:

II ....--
This keystroke sequence displays the following labels:.. .. .. ..---- ........----
By pressing" or", you may select either the math set or the line-drawing set to be the
"active" character set. (The terminal determines what symbol to display depending upon
which character set is active.)
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When you activate either of these sets, characters from that set propagate through the line
until:

• they encounter a video enhancement that currently exists within that line
• you select another character set to be the active set
• the current line ends

Base Character Set
The base character set consists of the characters that you normally access when you press the
alphanumeric keys. The standard keyboard generates the USASCII character set. For the
national languages, the keyboard option determines which characters the base set contains.

The base set is usually the active set. However, if you have previously activated another set,
you can return to the base set by pressing:

II.... (enhance Video)

(et c.)

(CHANGE TO BASE)

displays the Aids label set.
displays the video enhancement label set.
displays the alternate character set labels.
activates the base set so that subsequent keystrokes
display the corresponding symbols from this set.

Line-Drawing Set
The line-drawing set contains various line segments. You can combine these segments to
construct complex data entry forms (see figure 6-1).

-fll
+1

'7

11&
_i

\ \ J \ /
FABRICATED STOCK DRAWING ASSICNMEN! /

KlOCK NO.
SPECS

RIloDfATES 1/ MFG SPEy

DRAWING PART NAME QRAWING TULE REMARKS
A 0xxx YYVVV NUMBER " C -V \

/'

I'-

/

"- 1\

" " - \ \ I

+0

9=> +* u }
=9 ..L4 .Is

Figure 6-1. Sample Data Entry Form
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Figure 6-2 shows the keycap location for each line segment character. To access these charac
ters, you must make the line-drawing set the active character set. To do so, sequentially press
the following keys:

II...... (enhance video)

(et c. )

(CHANGE TO LINE)

displays the Aids label set.
displays the video enhancement label set.
displays the alternate character set labels.
activates the line-drawing set so that subsequent
keystrokes display the corresponding symbols from
this set.

~! !=@ .,..# ~$ If-% 11 & +* ..J.... ( II ) "lr_ ++ •ESC "1 ~2 T3 .&.4 f-5 -1 6 17 ..L8 =9 +m L- r= F'
{ ..JL}

,.. I l y lu 11 ~o J p
I

~ r'o 'w E rR .., T ~ r 1 --\ DEL

10

-I .,
+-'CAPS CTRL LA .JS L F ...JG r-H -r-J r1K ITIL -i I'

SHIFT ·x I c +V +8 +N +M +< =F> 'iF?
SHIFT ENTER-Z I +1

Figure 6-2. The Line-Drawing Set

Math Character Set
Figure 6-3 shows the location of mathematical symbols upon the keyboard.

v! 11'@ § # V $ ±% -II a: & n* ( :::) ~- f+ESC •1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 a , - J = 11' •

~ yO OW E OR t T U
y

~~ 1 I p~
p

t 1T} I

~ E e 1t p -\ DEL
q W r t y I 1

CAPS CTRL a A as .~ ()F ).,G 11~ e J KK CJ)L n: I II

......."a S f 9 J k I Ai ( I

,Z XX \jIC AV
~ ~ V N J1~

00< t> 1:?
SHIFT '1', cJ). Sf SHIFT ENTER

Z X C v n

Figure 6-3. The Math Set
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To access these symbols, you must select the math set to be the active set. You accomplish this
by sequentially pressing the following keys:

.,.... (enhance video)
(et c.)

(CHANGE TO MATH)

displays the Aids label set.
displays the video enhancement label set.
displays the alternate character set labels.
activates the math set so that subsequent keystrokes
display the corresponding symbols from this set.

EXAMPLE: This example demonstrates how you may "mix" characters from two different
character sets. The task is to display the basic trigonometric identity" 5 i n2e + cos 2e = 1 I I

Step 1. Display the function key labels that select the alternate character sets by pressing:

., .. ---
This displays the following labels:........---- .. .. .. -----
Step 2. At the beginning of a new line, press the following keys:

D, D,

NOTE: Although the letters are shown as being capitalized, the case of the letters is im
material. Therefore, you needn't press the III key. Whenever you MUST hold the
III key to display the correct symbol, the text explicitly shows both keys.

Step 3. Activate the Math character set by pressing". Then press these keys:

f), iii

Step 4. Return to the base character set by pressing". Then press these keys:

til, III ., til, g, m,
Step 5. Activate the Math character set by pressing". Then press:

f), iii

Step 6. To finish the equation, return to the base set by pressing" and enter:
til, II, til, D
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EXTENDED CHARACTERS MODE

The terminal normally restricts your choice of alphanumeric characters to those symbols
contained within your base character set. By entering Extended Characters mode, however,
you may generate all the characters from any of the national languages.

NOTE: Because Extended Characters mode requires changes to configuration menus and
use of control codes, the Reference Manual gives complete details. The following
discussion only introduces you to this feature.

To use Extended Characters mode, you must configure the terminal for "8-bit" operation. (See
the Reference ManuaL) After you have properly configured your terminal, you enter Ex
tended Characters mode by pressing CD.. (Control key and period key). Now, when you
press a key, the terminal displays the characters on the left side of the keycaps as shown in
figure 6-4. (This assumes USASCII is the terminal's base character set.) For example, if you
tried printing a capital "W" (_ m), the terminal displays an ";;e". Pressing U prints "~",

while pressing _ III (the shifted symbol on the "6" key) prints "{3". Pressing a key
combination that has no left-hand symbol (for example, a lowercase "u" or "s") prints a blank
character.

, I a@ EN E$ E% 8 .. 'I & '* ,
( )

A .. + ±-ESC A· 0- ..
1 2 " 3 <;: 4 ~ 5 f:16 n7 8 G9 -B U

§ = A".. i 0 ~W eE 0R ~T i y iu el LiO A P «{ »~ .', DEL
~ pq +w ie r t fLy u Oi y 0 lJp i.i [ 1 ] t'"

eA r{ s a 0 6 F uG a H oJ UK a L 0 A" +-"CAPS CTRL
dd ±f 69 oh o j Sk v

I ( f'Aa S s

tl z A x u C o v 0 8 6 N eM ¥ < f> e ?
SHIFT 1

D a b y A

£ /
SHIFT ENTER

.Q. Z 2 x C -v n urn ~ U

Figure 6-4. Placement Of "Extended" Characters

To leave Extended Characters mode and return the keyboard to its normal operation, press
CD _ (Control key and comma key).

FORMAT MODE

Defining Fields
With the line-drawing set, you can physically draw a form. However, you can also create a
form by logically defining its fields. You specify field definitions through the Field Definition
function key labels. To display these labels, press:

II IIlII..
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This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:........
_

.-~_._.

•-. t!BIiI3!IIii • •

.. .. .. .._
......1IimmD.- "'DIDIII~

Function key" starts an "Unprotected" field;" starts a "transmit-only" field. All areas
on the screen that are not one of these two fields become "Protected" fields. These three fields
are the only ones the terminal recognizes when in Format mode.

When you press" or", the cursor's position determines where the field begins. One of
three conditions (whichever occurs first) ends the field. These conditions are:

• a "stop field" marker is encountered.
• another field begins.
• the current line ends, unless the first character position of the next line

redefines the same field. In this case, the field continues across line boundaries.

PROTECTED FIELDS. When the terminal is in Format mode, it safeguards any informa
tion that occurs in a protected field_ You cannot enter data into these fields. If you press a
character key, the cursor advances to the next unprotected field before the terminal accepts
the character. All areas that you do not explicitly define as either unprotected or transmit
only fields become protected fields.

UNPROTECTED FIELDS. These fields accept data. The terminal positions the cursor to
the next unprotected field under these conditions:

• you request the next field by pressing the IlD key.
• you have entered a character in the last character position of the current field.
• you attempt to enter data in a protected area.

TRANSMIT-ONLY FIELDS. The information in these fields rarely changes. Each time you
transmit data to the computer, the terminal sends this information, but it also "retains" a
copy on the terminal screen in preparation for the next transfer. Thus, you need not fill in
these fields on every form. (Common examples might be the day's date or the identification
number of the keyboard operator who is filling out the forms.) Most cursor movements (such
as those "automatically" generated by the terminal or your pressing the IlD key) skip
transmit-only fields. To change the entry in a transmit-only field, you must move the cursor
to the field by using the cursor-positioning keys.
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Data Checking
Your terminal can test incoming data to verify that it is either alphabetic or numeric. If an
input character fails the test, the terminal gives a warning "beep", displays an error message
indicating what type of data this field accepts, and locks the keyboard. Pressing the c:I key
clears the error condition. You may then enter the correct information.

To have the terminal perform edit checks, you must define fields with edit-checking capabili
ties. This also involves displaying the Define Fields set of labels.

You display the Field Definition labels by pressing:

II Ell-
This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:

.... mil ..

-
_.~..._.
•. • t!BIiI3!IIIi~ •

.. Ell .. DI
___ �B�B��B�B�1IBmiDI

1ImIIIII..- ID!JBllllIIiIiImI

Pressing" allows a field to accept any character.
Pressing Ell defines a field as being "alphabetic".
Pressing" defines a field as being "numeric".

If you omit specifying an edit check, an unprotected field accepts any character.

ALL CHARS. These fields accept any keyboard character.

ONLY ALPHA. Alphabetic fields only accept uppercase letters ( "II:' through "Z"), lowercase
letters ("a" through "z"), and the space character.

ONLY NUMERIC. Numeric fields only accept the decimal digits ("0" through "9"), the space
character, the plus sign "+", the minus sign "-", and the decimal point character (either
period "." or comma "," ).

Entering Format Mode
By pressingDi (FORMAT MODE), you place the terminal in Format mode. When the terminal
is in Format mode, all character positions on the screen are protected except those fields that
you have specifically defined as "unprotected" or "transmit-only". The terminal prevents you
from entering data into protected fields. If you try, the cursor automatically moves to the
next unprotected field before the terminal accepts the character. When an unprotected field
becomes full, the cursor automatically moves to the next unprotected field. You must use the
cursor-positioning keys to access transmit-only fields. Pressing the E key advances the
cursor to the next unprotected field.
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Your terminal may be directly connected to a computer system through a datacomm line, or
indirectly connected to the system through a modem. In either case, the terminal and com
puter must be in complete agreement concerning the format of all data passed between them.
To ensure that this occurs, you must configure the datacomm port and select the proper
operating modes.

As most configuration information lies beyond the scope of this manual, this section stresses
the selection of operating modes. In all likelihood, someone else has already made the proper
configuration selections for you. If you ever require this information, the Reference Manual
provides complete details.

IF A MODEM IS USED
Your installation should have a standard procedure to follow when modems are being used.
This may consist of turning on the modem, making proper modem speed and parity settings,
and dialing a telephone number.

SELECTING OPERATING MODES
The terminal has several operating modes that interface with a computer. Subsequent para
graphs discuss the following modes: Remote, Block or Character, Line Modify, Modify All,
Auto Lf, and Caps Lock.

You access Caps Lock through the Terminal Configuration menu. You access the remaining
modes through the Modes function key labels.

The terminal must be in Remote mode to communicate with the computer. In Remote mode, it
can operate in either Character mode or Block mode. While in Character mode, however, you
may select two forms of Block mode (Line Modify or Modify All) for the retransmission of
data. Caps Lock mode "forces" teletype compatibility. Depending upon the application, Auto
Lf may be disabled when operating in Remote mode.

Remote Mode
Remote Mode enables communication between your terminal and its host computer. To select
Remote mode, press the III key to display the Modes labels. Then, if no asterisk appears in
the REMOTE MODE label, press" to activate Remote mode.
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While operating in Remote mode, the terminal may send data to the computer character-by
character or in blocks. When the computer transmits data to the terminal, the terminal
normally displays this information upon the screen. (See ((RECEIVING DATA FROM THE
COMPUTER" later in this section for further information.)

Auto Lf Mode
Auto linefeed appends a linefeed character to every Return character you enter from the
keyboard.

When operating in Character mode, this is probably extraneous information. Therefore, un
der these circumstances, you should disable automatic linefeed. To determine the state of
Auto Linefeed mode, press the • key to display the Modes labels. If an asterisk indicates
Auto Lf is active, press _ to disable it. (The asterisk disappears from the label.)

Caps Lock Mode
Some computer systems only accept ((teletype-compatible" codes. If your terminal is con
nected to such a system, you should select Caps Lock mode in the Terminal Configuration
menu. (See the Reference Manual for details on setting this field.)

Once Caps Lock mode becomes active, the terminal generates only teletype-compatible codes.
The terminal converts unshifted alphabetic keys C(a"-((z") to their uppercase equivalents. It
maps the (({" and ((}" keys into the (([" and ((]" characters, and the (( =" key to the ((\" character.
The terminal does not generate codes for either the ((~" or ((," keys. Pressing either of these
keys rings the terminal's bell.

Caps Lock mode differs from CAPS mode. You enable CAPS mode by pressing the. key.
When CAPS mode is active, all unshifted alphabetic keys generate uppercase letters and all
shifted alphabetic keys generate lowercase letters. CAPS mode is a typing convenience and
only affects the 26 alphabetic keys.

Character Mode
When the terminal is operating in Character mode, it sends characters to the computer as you
type them. This allows constant interaction between you and the computer. The terminal
operates in Character mode unless you explicitly select Block mode.

Computer

--------H--.
-------E---.
-------L ---.
------L--.
-----0--.
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Block Mode
The state of the BLOCK MODE function key label determines whether the terminal sends data
to the computer character-by-character or in blocks of characters.

To enter Block mode, press the III key to display the Modes labels. If no asterisk appears in
the BLOCK MODE label, the terminal is in Character mode. To select Block mode, press".
(The asterisk in the BLOCK MODE label indicates that Block mode is active.) Certain Block
mode applications may require your selecting Auto Lf. When this is necessary, press", as
required, to display an asterisk in the AUTO LF label.

In Block mode, the terminal stores the characters as you enter them. This allows you to edit
your data before transmission. Pressing the IIIIIllI key sends the selected block of data to the
computer. Two block sizes are possible: line or page. You specify the block size in the Terminal
Configuration menu (see Reference Manual for details).

Computer

H

I

Modify Modes
While operating in Character mode, you can enter two Modify modes to edit data before
retransmitting it to the computer. These modes are Line Modify and Modify All. For example,
if you send an erroneous string of data to the computer and the computer returns an error
message, you can enter Line Modify mode, correct the error using the keyboard edit keys,
then press the 1:1 or IIIIIllI key to retransmit the string.

To enter Line Modify mode, press:

III ..

l1li
Line Modify mode ends when you press the 1:1 or IIIIIllI key.

To enter Modify All mode, press:

III m..
Modify All mode resembles Line Modify except Modify All remains active after you press the
IIIIIllI or 1:1 key. An asterisk appears in the MOD I FY ALL label when the mode is active.
Pressing them key while in Modify All mode ends the mode and removes the asterisk from
the label.
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USING START COLUMN. The Start Column feature only applies in Line Modify or Modify
All modes. Provided certain conditions are met, the terminal uses this value when it
retransmits data to the computer. The terminal ignores any characters (such as computer
prompts) that occur to the left of the Start Column.

Under most circumstances, a start-of-text pointer marks the first character that is typed
within a line of text. The terminal sets the logical start-of-text pointer if these conditions
exist:

• When it receives the data, the terminal is in Remote mode, but not operating in Block or
Format mode.

• The data comes from the keyboard, not from the computer.

• When the line is entered, it represents the last-used line in the workspace.

However, when the terminal fails to set the logical start-of-text pointer because improper
conditions exist, transmission begins from the Start Column value.

EXAMPLE: Assume the computer prompts with a colon (:) and you enter a BUILD com
mand, as follows:

:BUILDTF;REC=128,1 ,F,VINARY;DEV=DISC;CoDE=D;DISC=1023,8,1

\ '\
computer prompt your response

The terminal establishes the logical start-of-text pointer when you enter the "B" in "BU I LD".

Upon transmitting the command, the computer returns the error message:

EXPECTED "ASCII" OR "BINARY". (CIERR 274)

Realizing that you misspelled "BINARY", you enter Line Modify mode, position the cursor
under the "V" in "V I NARY", and enter a "B". When you press the 1:1 key, the terminal
transmits the line, beginning from the second character position. It does not transmit the
prompt character to the computer.

RECEIVING DATA FROM THE COMPUTER
As you have seen, you can assert considerable control over the way the terminal transmits
data to the computer. The following paragraphs describe your ways of controlling data recep
tion.
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To The Display
Once you have configured the terminal for Remote operation, no futher action is necessary to
receive data transmissions. Unless directed to do differently, the computer always sends its
data to the display screen.

To A Destination Device
You can set the terminal to perform "on-line" data logging. Under these circumstances, the
terminal not only displays the data upon the screen but also automatically routes any data it
receives from the computer to a destination device. Section 8 describes logging data to an
external printer while Section 9 describes logging data to the integral printer.

Computer

H

I

Record Mode
You enable Record mode through the Device Modes function key labels.

To display the Device Modes labels, press:.....--
Hno asterisk appears in the RECORD MODE label, pressing" enables Record mode. You can
end Record mode by pressing" again, or by performing a soft or hard reset. Except for
these keys, the Break key, and the Return key (the latter with special restrictions), selecting
Record mode disables the keyboard.

The operation of Record mode depends upon the Remote mode setting. In Local mode, press
ing the RECORD MODE function key sends the contents of workspace memory to the selected
destination device(s). If you have omitted selecting a destination device, the terminal inhibits
the transmission of the data and displays an error message.
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In Remote mode, pressing the RECORD MODE function key transfers data directly from the
datacomm line to the selected destination device(s).

EXAMPLE: To demonstrate Record mode, this example prints a listing of your files to a
selected destination device.

The HP 3000 command "L1 STF ,2" generates a detailed listing of your files. The computer
responds when you press the c:I key. Therefore, to utilize Record mode requires your select
ing Record mode after you type the command but before you press the c:I key.

Step 1. To the computer prompt, type the command:
LI STF,2

Step 2. Display the Device Modes labels by pressing:

II ....--
Step 3. Activate Record mode by pressing". Hereafter, the only valid keystrokes are the

Break key (to signal the host), the "£2" function key (to cancel Record mode), the keys
necessary to generate a soft reset or a hard reset, or the Return key.

Step 4. Press the c:I key. This "enters" the command and the computer sends the requested
data to both the screen and the selected destination device.

NOTE: After you press the c:I key, the terminal disables subsequent use of this key until
you cancel Record mode.
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You can copy both alphanumeric and graphic data from the display to a selected destination
device. This section describes copying alphanumeric data to an external printer. Section 9
describes copying alphanumeric data to the integral printer. Appendix A covers graphics copy
operations.

NOTE: You must ensure that the "straps" on the external printer match the settings in the
External Device Configuration menu. Consult the Reference Manaul for the neces
sary details.

COPYING ALPHANUMERIC DATA

You may select between two methods for copying alphanumeric data. Data logging copies
data while it is being entered. Screen copy operations copy data after data entry is complete.
The procedure is similar for both methods.

Selecting An External Printer
In any copy operation, the first task is selecting a destination device.

You select a destination device by pressing:.....--
This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:.. .. .. ..
~_ .....-... • 1IiIIiIiII···

........----
Pressing" (TO EXT DEV) selects a printer with an RS-232-C interface; whereas pressing
.. (TO AL T PRT) selects a printer connected to an alternate peripheral interface. The alter
nate peripheral interface supports the following printers: 2602A, 2631B, 2671A, and the
82905B.
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Data Logging
When you set the terminal to perform data logging, the terminal automatically routes data to
the external printer. Two methods of data logging are available: top logging and bottom
logging.

In top logging, the terminal copies the top line in display memory to the printer when the line
is forced from the workspace by lines being added at the bottom. In bottom logging, the
terminal copies the cursor's current line to the printer whenever the cursor leaves that line
and begins the next. Thus, bottom logging progressively copies the entire workspace. If you
have selected top logging, any data not forced from the workspace remains in display memory
and is left uncopied to the printer.

To perform either top or bottom logging, follow this procedure:

Step 1. Select the external printer as the destination device. (See discussion in previous
paragraph on "Selecting An External Printer".)

Step 2. After selecting the destination device(s), you must access the Device Modes labels to
enable data logging. If the "To" Device labels are displayed, you should press"
(device control). This returns the labels to their previous values:

.. Ell ....-- -----~.. - EBIIIIII ....

.. .. .. ..----
Alternatively, you may press II," (device control) to access these same
values, regardless of the initial label set.

Step 3. Press" to display the Device Modes label set:

.. Ell ....
IEIZIID IImimiI mm.~
"' em!iII~

........
IIIIiTi1mII~ GD!JD IIDIm
1ll3lllll1IiIIm.1IiIIm.1i3IDI

At this level, pressing" enables bottom logging. (If top logging had been active, enabling
bottom logging cancels the top logging selection.)

Alternatively, pressing" enables top logging. (If bottom logging were active, enabling top
logging cancels the bottom logging selection.)
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Top Logging

~ First Line In
Workspace Computer

H

EJ I...
Last Line In /
Workspace

Bottom Logging

Computer

n
Printer EJ
~

... ... I

/
Last Line
Entered

Figure 8-l. Data Logging

This completes the set-up procedure for data logging. You then enter data, as normal. The
terminal automatically routes the information to the selected destination device(s).

To disengage the printer after you have completed the data entry task, press ..
(LOG BOTTOM) or" (LOG TOP) to disable the mode. (The asterisk disappears from the
corresponding label.)
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Screen Copy

In many instances, you want to copy data that currently appears on the screen. (Also, after a
top logging operation, you may want to copy the remainder of the workspace to obtain a
complete listing of the file.) The keyboard provides two methods: (1) using the function key
labels or (2) pressing the Bill key.

USING THE FUNCTION KEYS. After selecting a destination device, you must return to
the Device Control set of labels to initiate screen copy operations.

If the "To Device" set of labels are visible, press" (d~vi c~ cant roI) to return the labels to
the Device Control values:........
-----~

.. - .--~

.. ..- ..
Alternatively, if another set of labels are displayed, you may access the Device Control labels
by pressing II," (d~vic~ control).

If you wish the printer to skip a line before printing begins, you can press ..
(ADVANCE LINE). Likewise, if you want to skip the paper to the top of the next page (a "form
feed"), press" (ADVANCE PAGE).

Next, determine the amount of information you want printed, then press" (COpy ALL),

.. (COpy PAGE), or" (COPY LI NE) to initiate the copy operation.

These operations accomplish the following:

• Copy All copies all the data from the cursor's current line to the end of the workspace. (To
copy the entire workspace, you must "home" the cursor before pressing".)

• Copy Page copies all the data from the cursor's current line to the end of the viewing
window.

• Copy Line copies the line that contains the cursor.
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Display Workspace

Cursor

(Copies the line that
contains the cursor
to the last line in
the viewing windo.w)

Printer

Display Workspace

(Copies· the line that
contains the cursor)

Printer

Figure 8-2. Copy All, Copy Page, Copy Line

USING THE ENTER KEY. If the terminal is set for Local mode, pressing the _ key
copies the contents of display memory to the selected destination devices(s).
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As an added convenience, your terminal may have the optional integral printer which can
provide printed copies of any data that you display on the screen. Additionally, you may
direct the computer to print directly to this printer. Although the integral printer can copy
graphics data, this section only addresses alphanumeric text. Appendix A covers graphics
operations, including the copying of graphic images.

COPYING ALPHANUMERIC DATA
The terminal provides two methods for copying alphanumeric data. Data logging copies data
while you enter it. Screen copy operations copy data after it has been entered. The procedure
is similar for both methods.

Selecting The Integral Printer
Your first task is selecting the integral printer as the destination device.

To set the destination device, press:

III ....--
This keystroke sequence displays the following set of labels:

.. Ell ....-----___ • 1IIIIIii£IIII...

.. .. .. ..----
Pressing" (TO I NT PRT) selects the integral printer as the destination device.
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Data Logging
When you set the terminal to perform data logging, the terminal automatically routes data to
the integral printer. Two methods of data logging are available: top logging and bottom
logging.

In top logging, the terminal copies the top line in display memory to the printer when that
line is forced from the workspace by lines being added at the bottom. In bottom logging, the
terminal copies the cursor's current line to the printer whenever the cursor leaves that line
and begins the next. Thus, bottom logging progressively copies the entire workspace. With
top logging, any data remaining in display memory is left uncopied to the printer.

To perform either top or bottom logging, follow this procedure:

Step 1. Select the integral printer as the destination device. (See discussion in previous
paragraph on selecting the integral printer.)

Step 2. After selecting the destination device, you must access the Device Modes labels to
enable data logging. If the "To" Device labels are displayed, you should press"
(deVice control). This returns the labels to their previous values:

.. Ell ....
Er!I!IIDI__~
am. .- .....

....-- ..
Alternatively, you may press II," (deVice control) to access these same
values, regardless of the initial label set.

Step 3. Press" to display the Device Modes label set:

.. Ell ....

..
. . 1Ii1DiImI 1111

. . --.1IBIIiIiII ·.
........

IIJ:Iili1mI~ IID.iJ!]8I1D13B.........-.-
At this level, pressing" enables bottom logging. (If top logging had been active, enabling
bottom logging cancels the top logging selection.)

Alternatively, pressing" enables top logging. (If bottom logging were active, enabling top
logging cancels the bottom logging selection.)

This completes the set-up procedure for data logging. You then enter data, as normal. The
terminal automatically routes the information to the integral printer.

To disengage the printer after you have completed the data entry task, press ..
(LOG BOTTOM) or" (LOG TOP) to disable the mode. The asterisk disappears from the corres
ponding label.
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Screen Copy

You may select between two screen copy operations. By using the function keys, you have
considerable control over both the format and the quantity of data that is transferred. By
using the Enter key, you copy the entire contents of the memory workspace to the integral
printer.

USING THE FUNCTION KEYS. After selecting the integral printer as the destination
device, you must return to the Device Control set of labels to initiate screen copy operations.

If the "To" Device set of labels is visible, press II1II (dev ice cant ro I) to return the labels to
the Device Control values:

II1II .. .. ..1m!I!II!Il.I ~

__ !BlllDl1IIIiIilBI
........----

Alternatively, if another set of labels are displayed, you may access the Device Control labels
by pressing 11,II1II (device control).

If you wish to skip a line on the printer before initiating a copy operation, you can press"
(ADVANCE LINE).

When the integral printer is operating in Report or Metric Print, you can direct the printer to
go to the top of the next page by pressing" (ADVANCE PAGE). When neither Report Print
nor Metric Print is active, the integral printer advances one line if you press this key.

After correctly positioning the paper, you may copy the selected amount of information by
pressing" (COpy ALL)," (COpy PAGE), or" (COPY LI NE).

USING THE ENTER KEY. If the terminal is set for Local mode, pressing the IllIllI key
copies the contents of workspace memory to the integral printer. For example, this method
can be used to obtain copies of the various configuration menus since it is impossible to access
the necessary Device Control labels while a menu is being displayed.

PRINTER TEST AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

The following paragraphs describe the printer test and the procedure for changing the roll of
printer paper. Additional information on maintaining the printer may be found in the Ser
vice Manual.

Printer Test

The printer test verifies the proper operation of the integral printer. It does not test external
devices. You initiate this test by pressing:

II ....--
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When the test completes successfully, the printer prints the test pattern illustrated in figure
9-1. If the test fails, the terminal displays the message: Integral Printer Error. This
could mean the printer latch is open, the printer is out of paper, or the test was unsuccessful.
In the latter case, contact your nearest Hewlett-Packard sales and service center for help.

iPEC DEFGhIJK LMNDPQRS TUVWXYZ[ \J"_'abc defghIJK Imnopqrs tuv~xyz[ I}-I
@ABC DEFGHIJK LMNOPQRS TUVWXYZC ,~~

"etc ~iEfWL;K ~i1NOPQJ"S TUVWXm \J"o 'abc defghi.1K Jrnnupqrs !.UVW'Y2[ I)-I !"Ii$u,' ()><,-.I 01n4557 m:;<~)'1 i1fIOCOEFG
@pse CEFG @ASe DEFG _ABC DEFq ~ABC DEFq

Figure 9-1. Printer Test Pattern

Maintaining The Integral Printer

PRINTER PAPER. The integral printer uses a special form of thermal printing paper. You
may purchase this paper through your local HP sales and service office by using the following
names and part numbers:

1 box (24 rolls) Thermal Paper (blue), HP part no. 9270-0638.

1 box (24 rolls) Thermal Paper (black), HP part no. 9270-0656.

CAUTION: We recommend that you use only HP Thermal Paper in your integral printer.
Using other paper can shorten the life of the print head and reduce the print
quality. Also, if you have an HP Warranty Service Contract, you must use HP
Thermal Paper to keep the contract valid.

LOADING PRINTER PAPER. To load the printer paper, follow these instructions:

Step 1. Lift the top cover of the printer mechanism (figure 9-2). An illustration of the
correct paper position and flow is embossed on the underside of the cover.

Latching Frame

Figure 9-2. Printer Mechanism
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Step 2. Press the latch toward the front of the terminal to release the latching frame. Lift
the hinged latching frame to its forward position.

Step 3. Remove any paper remaining in the printer.

Step 4. The paper comes rolled on a cardboard cylinder. A metal rod, passing through the
cylinder, holds the cylinder in place. Lift the cylinder upward and forward along the
guide slots to remove the cylinder and rod.

Step 5. Remove the rod from the old cylinder and insert it into the new cylinder for the next
roll of paper.

NOTE: The print material only occurs on one side of the paper. Therefore, you must insert
the paper correctly to produce print. The paper must feed toward the front of the
terminal from the underside of the paper roll. See the embossed illustration on the
underside of the top cover.

Step 6. Place the ends of the metal rod in the guide slots on either side of the print
mechanism and press down and toward the rear until the rod snaps into place.

CAUTION: The print head (figure 9-2) is relatively fragile and susceptible to damage. Be
careful not to strike the print head while loading the paper.

Step 7. Feed the leading edge of the paper through the latching frame between the latching
frame and the clear plastic guide window.

Step 8. Lower the latching frame into place without locking it.

Step 9. Align the sides of the paper with the guide lines embossed on each side of the guide
window.

Step 10. Each new roll of paper has a glue spot, near the leading edge of the roll, which holds
the roll intact. Feed approximately 12 inches of paper through the latching frame
so the glue spot is beyond (outside) the print head and guide window.

NOTE: You should never allow the print head to pass over the glue spot during print
operations.

Step 11. Press down the latch until it locks into place with an audible click. If the latch fails
to lock, the terminal displays an error message when you attempt your first printer
operation.

Step 12. Tear off any excess paper by using the guide window as a cutting edge.

Step 13. Close the top cover.

NOTE: If subsequent print operations appear normal except no image appears, the paper
may be installed backwards. Refer to the embossed illustration on the underside of
the top cover and verify that the paper is feeding through correctly.
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At certain times, the terminal displays error messages across the bottom of the screen. Some
errors diagnose wrong keyboard input. Other errors indicate improper configuration set
tings. A few errors show a terminal malfunction.

The first part of this section tells how you may isolate the problem and determine what form
of error you have. The latter part of this section gives some simple preventive maintenance
procedures.

NOTE: A qualified service engineer should perform all maintenance procedures that re
quire opening this unit. The controls available to you are readily accessible. Under
no circumstances should you open your terminal to expose its internal circuitry.

ERROR MESSAGES
The terminal generates several kinds of status checks and diagnostic error messages. You
should concern yourself with two: user-error messages and system-error messages.

Most user-error messages occur when you enter data that the terminal was not expecting or
request a service that the terminal cannot perform. However, some errors result from incom
patible settings in the configuration menus.

System-error messages may indicate the integral printer is malfunctioning (see Section 9 if
this option applies to your terminal) or that the battery protecting non-volatile memory has
failed (see appropriate paragraphs later in this section).

The error messages appear on lines 25 and 26; they replace the function key labels. Pressing
the c:I key clears the error message, restores the labels, and unlocks the keyboard.

Table 10-1 lists the most common error messages and their meanings.
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MESSAGE

Configuration Must Be
FULL DUPLEX
HARDWIRED

Default Configurations
Used

Device Busy

Function Locked

Illegal For Edit
Type: ALPHABETIC

Illegal For Edit
Type: NUMERIC

Illegal or No
Destination Device

Illegal or No
Source Device

Illegal Unit Device

Integral Printer
Error

Invalid Configuration

MEMORY FULL

No Device Driver

10-2

Table 10-1. User Error Messages

MEANING

Multipoint or modem configurations are invalid.

This message occurs whenever the terminal cannot read non
volative memory or finds it malfunctioning for any reason. In
this case, the terminal uses a default set of configuration
parameters.

A device selected for a data transfer is currently being used
by another process.

An attempt to perform a function that has been program
matically "locked".

While in Format mode, an attempt to enter invalid data into
a field defined as "alphabetic only".

While in Format mode, an attempt to enter invalid data into
a field defined as "numeric only".

Either no destination device was specified or the selection is
invalid.

Either no source device was selected or the selection is in
valid.

The specified unit is an invalid selection.

Integral printer is malfunctioning. It may just be out of
paper or the metal latch (under the plastic printer lid) may
be ajar.

A conflict exists between two interrelated fields in the dis
played configuration menu. (An example would be disagree
ment between the DataBits and Parity fields in the
Terminal Configuration menu.)

Display memory is full and Overflow Protect is preventing
accidental loss of data. Either disable Memory Lock (and,
perhaps, enable data logging) or delete some lines from the
workspace.

No hardware device exists for the sending or receiving of
data.
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Table 10-1. User Error Messages (Continued)

MESSAGE MEANING

Pod/Driver Types Either the configuration settings specify "Multipoint" but
Not Matched the hardware supports "Point-to-Point" or the configurations

settings specify "Pt-to-Pt" while the hardware supports
"Multipoint".

Source = Destination An attempt to perform a data transfer between devices ex-
cept one of the "to" devices is the same as the "from" device.

Use NEXT or PREVIOUS An attempt was made to enter data through the keyboard to
Key change a configuration field that is underlined. Such fields

can only be changed by using the "NEXT CHO I CE" or
"PREV I OUS CHO I CE" function keys.

Value Out Of Range The configuration menu field marked by the cursor contains
a value that falls outside the acceptable range.

MALFUNCTION AT POWER ON
When you power the terminal on, the terminal performs a power-on test. The test lasts for
approximately 45 seconds. After successful completion of the test, the terminal "beeps" once
and displays the initial screen image. Figure 10-1 shows the initial screen display for a
terminal in its primary HP personality. See Appendix C for the initial display when the
terminal "comes up" in its alternate IBM state.

Cursor

Terminal
Screen

Label Line

Status Line

~ "1'--1'" "r--....
'F:_ ""\

""-
~

""-
~

:::: ""-
i"--t--i'--
t'--~........ l1li"__

\. ./

l

Figure 10.1. Initial HP Screen Display
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If the terminal fails to reach this state, turn the power switch off and call your nearest
Hewlett-Packard sales and service office for help.

"Default Configurations Used"
If the terminal displays the message: Defaul t Conf igurat ions Used, the battery protect
ing non-volatile memory may have jarred loose. Follow the procedure given later in this
section on removing, inspecting, then replacing the battery support. Now, turn off the power
to the terminal then turn it back on. If the same message reappears, see the paragraph in this
section on performing the Terminal Test.

If the Terminal Test completes successfully, the battery is probably faulty, so replace it.
However, if that fails to solve the problem, contact your local sales and service office for help.

Centering The Screen Image
The terminal stores in non-volatile memory a value that it uses to center the visual image
upon the screen. If the "Defaul t Conf igurat ions Used" message appears, you may have to
recenter the screen manually. To do so, tollow this procedure.

Shifting the screen's image requires your pressing four keys simultaneously. With your left
hand, press and hold down the. and l1li keys. Use the thumb on your right hand to hold
down the right. key. Then pressing the a key with your right index finger shifts the
screen to the left. In a similar fashion, pressing thea key with your index finger shifts the
screen to the right.

MALFUNCTION IN A MULTIPOINT ENVIRONMENT
In a multipoint environment, several terminals share the same communication line to a
computer. To avoid the garbling of data over this line, the computer assumes complete control
concerning which terminal may send information and which terminal may receive informa
tion. However, if a power failure or£ome other disruption occurs and the communication line
comes down, you must take steps to ensure that your terminal is in a proper receiving state.
In particular, if the line goes down while your terminal is waiting for another terminal to
send or receive data, your terminal may continue to wait indefinitely.

After any disruption in data communications, you should initiate this procedure to return
your terminal to a "ready" state while minimizing your chances of destroying information (as
may occur by your turning the terminal off then on, or by performing a hard reset).

If you can enter information through the keyboard, sequentially press:

II ....--
This keystroke sequence displays the Terminal Configuration menu. As the terminal stores
the active configuration parameters in non-volatile memory, simply press" (SAVE CON

FIG). This returns the terminal to its initial operating state where it can accept commands
from the host computer.
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If your keyboard is locked, you must do a soft reset (by pressing the. key) to unlock the
keyboard before undertaking the above procedure. (See the following discussion for further
details on ((soft" and ((hard" resets.)

TROUBLE-SHOOTING PROCEDURES
Other terminal problems may arise during normal operation. You should conduct the follow
ing procedures (in their presentation order) before calling a service representative.

Configuration Checking
What sometimes appears to be a terminal malfunction may rather be an incorrect terminal
computer configuration. When the terminal appears to malfunction, before resetting the
terminal or conducting any tests, you should verify that the parameters in each configuration
menu are correct for the task at hand. If you believe configuration settings may be the
problem, see the Reference Manual, or the appropriate person within your installation, for
help.

Resetting The Terminal
Occassionally, you may find it necessary to reset the terminal to clear an error condition.
There are two types of reset: a soft reset and a hard reset. Both types stop printer and
datacomm operations. Additionally, a hard reset activates the configuration values stored in
non-volatile memory and destroys all data in workspace memory. (That is, a hard reset
returns the terminal to its power-on condition.) For these reasons, you should use discretion
when considering a reset operation.

SOFT RESET. You perform a soft reset by pressing the. key. A soft reset has these
effects:

• The terminal bell rings.

• The active configuration values remain in effect.

• The terminal preserves all data stored in workspace memory.

• The window maintains the current screen display.

• The terminal unlocks the keyboard.

• If Display Functions is enabled, the terminal disables it.

• If Record Mode is active, the terminal cancels its selection.

• The terminal stops all operations by devices (such as printers) which it controls.

• The terminal stops transferring data to the datacomm line.
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HARD RESET. You perform a hard reset by simultaneously pressing the. ,., and_
keys. A hard reset has these effects:

• The terminal bell rings.

• The terminal resets all configuration parameters to the values stored in non-volatile
memory.

• The terminal destroys any data stored in workspace memory.

• The terminal resets the user-defined function keys to the values stored in non-volatile
memory.

• The terminal unlocks the keyboard.

• The terminal displays the Modes set of function key labels.

• The terminal sets the left margin to column 1 and the right margin to column 80.

• The terminal clears all tabs.

• If enabled, the terminal disables the following capabilities:

1. Display Functions
2. Line Modify
3. Insert Character
4. Memory Lock
5. CAPS Mode
6. Record Mode
7. Monitor Mode
8. Any special datacomm modes
9. Extended Characters Mode

10. Top or Bottom Logging

• If an integral printer is present, the terminal turns off any Report Print or Metric Print
selection.

Self Tests
Your terminal can test itself. You may select between five tests by displaying the Service Set
of function key labels.

You display these labels by pressing:...
l1li
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This keystroke sequence displays the following labels:

.. .. 11m ..---- l11li .. .. ..-_l1li-
If your installation has not programmatically locked the Service Keys, you can initiate a test
by pressing the appropriate key.

This section describes the Terminal Test. Section 9 describes the Integral Printer Test. See the
Reference Manual for information on the remaining tests.

TERMINAL TEST. The Terminal Test verifies whether the terminal is operating correctly.
Once the Service Keys labels are visible, pressing l11li (TERM I NAL TEST) initiates this test.

When the test completes successfully, the terminal displays a test pattern on the screen (see
figure 10-2). If the test pattern does not appear or if an error message replaces the function
key labels, you could conduct additional tests to isolate the problem, or you could contact
your nearest Hewlett-Packard sales and service office for help.
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Figure 10-2. Terminal Test Pattern

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
Two simple procedures which you may do to help ensure the proper operation of your termi
nal are (1) regularly replacing the battery that protects non-volatile memory and (2) keeping
the screen and keyboard clean.

Protecting Non-Volatile Memory
NON-VOLATILE MEMORY. Display Memory is volatile memory; that is, it losses stored
information upon power failure. Non-volatile memory is a battery-maintained portion of
RAM memory that stores configuration parameters. Without the battery power supply, this
information would also be lost whenever power to the terminal is turned off.
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BATTERY REPLACEMENT. To safeguard non-volatile memory, you should replace the
battery every 12 months. You can obtain a new battery through commercial outlets by
requesting a Mallory Battery, Type TR133. Alternatively, you can order batteries through
your local HP Sales and Service Office by using the following name and part number:

Terminal Battery, HP Part No. 1420-0259

By leaving the terminal powered on, configuration data should be protected when you replace
an old battery. However, because someone bumping the terminal could accidentally jar the
battery loose, it is prudent to keep a record of the terminal's configuration menus. Since you
can copy the screen's display to a printer (either external or integral), it is a simple task to
display each menu then copy it. (See Part 8 of Appendix D for this procedure.!

Figure 10-3. Battery Support Location

The battery is located above the terminal's rear panel (figure 10-3). To replace the battery,
perform the following procedure:

Step 1. If terminal power is off, turn it on and wait until the terminal is ready for use. (The
terminal now supplies power to non-volatile memory. This "protects" the configura
tion menus while you replace the battery.)

Step 2. Refer to figure 10-4. Squeeze the tabs toward the center of the battery support with
enough pressure to disengage the flanges which hold the battery support in place.
Pulling down frees the battery support from the terminal.

Step 3. Remove the old battery from the support.
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Step 4. Insert the new battery into the support. Be sure the positive end of the battery
corresponds to the positive end of the support (+ to + and - to -).

Step 5. Insert the battery support into the terminal. A slotted guide in the outward-facing
side of the support ensures that you replace the battery support with the right
polarity.

Figure 10-4. Battery Replacement

Cleaning The Screen And Keyboard
You should regularly clean your terminal to remove dust and grease. First, dust lightly using
a damp, lint-free cloth. (Paper towels are fine.) The cloth should be just damp enough to pick
up dust. Avoid wiping dust or lint into the keyboard area.

If smudges or fingerprints persist, you can use a mild solution of soap and water. Remember
to wring the cloth thoroughly; otherwise, rubbing the dirty areas will drip water over the
terminal. Avoid getting any liquid between the keys.

CAUTION: Never use petroleum-based cleaners, such as lighter fluid, or cleaners contain
ing benzene, trichloroethylene, dilute ammonia, ammonia, or acetone. These
cleaners may harm the plastic surfaces.
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DISPLAY ADJUSTMENTS

The terminal has two display adjustments that you may use if the screen's image appears
fuzzy or dim.

Brightness

The Brightness Control knob is located on the terminal's rear panel (figure 10-5). If you are
facing the rear panel, turning the knob clockwise increases the brightness. Turning the knob
counter-clockwise decreases the brightness.

Position the cursor near the middle of the screen and enter a few characters. Then adjust the
brightness so the image is comfortable to your eyes.

Figure 10-5. Brightness and Focus Control

Focus
The Focus knob is located beside the Brightness Control knob. Using the characters that you
just centered on the screen, turn the Focus knob to the right or left until the characters
appear in sharp focus.
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Appendix A
Using Your Terminal
In Graphics Applications

INTRODUCING GRAPHICS MODE
As an option, your terminal can support graphics applications. In such cases, the terminal
maintains distinct memories for alphanumeric and graphics data. It provides separate con
trol of each allowing you to display the contents of either memory alone or both simulta
neously. Through the "graphics" keypad, you have limited control over the terminal's
graphics features. Escape sequences provide complete control. This section describes the
graphics keys and summarizes some of the graphics capabilities. The Reference Manual
describes escape-sequence programming.

GRAPHICS KEYPAD
With the graphics option, the numeric keypad assumes an extended role. A plastic template
overlays the numeric keypad and shows the various keys' operation when they are function
ing in graphics mode. Where the template lacks a label, the corresponding key has no ex
tended function. For example, both tab-positioning keys are inoperable in graphics mode.

Figure A-I depicts the correspondence between the graphics keys and the numeric keypad.

Figure A-I. Graphics Operations Of The Numeric Keypad
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The terminal stores the keypad's operating state in non-volatile memory. Thus, when you
power the terminal on (or do a hard reset), the terminal cCremembers" the mode in which you
last left the keypad.

The Status Line shows the keypad's current operating state. You change the keypad to
graphics operation by simultaneously pressing the Shift and cCMinus" keys. When set for
graphics operation, you return the keypad to numeric operation by again pressing the Shift
and cCMinus" keys. That is, these two keys switch the keypad between both modes of opera
tion.

Table A-I lists the function for the graphics keys when the keypad is in graphics mode.

Table A-I. Graphics Keypad Functions

KEY FUNCTION

G. A toggle switch that alternately turns the graphics display
DISPLAY off then on. The graphics display views the contents-both

text and vectors-of graphics memory.

G. A toggle switch that alternately turns the graphics cursor off
CURSOR then on. However, to view the cursor, the graphics display

must be on.

G A toggle switch that alternates the numeric keypad between
graphic operations and its normal numeric state. The Status

NUM Line indicates the keypad's current mode of operation.
PAD

ALPHA A toggle switch that alternately turns the alphanumeric dis-
DSPLY playoff then on.

G. Pressing this key clears the contents of graphics memory.
CLEAR

G. Pressing this key copies the contents of graphics memory to
COpy the selected destination device(s).

j, ~, Pressing these keys moves the graphics cursor in the direc-
~, and tion indicated by the symbol shown on the key. Simulta-
~ neously pressing two orthogonal keys moves the cursor in a

diagonal direction. (An example of orthogonal keys is the ~

and ~ keys.)

CURSOR Simultaneously pressing this key with any of the four cursor
FAST movement keys speeds cursor movement.

GRAPHICS CONTROL FROM A PROGRAM
The Reference Manual gives complete instructions on programming the terminal for graphics
operations. This includes drawing vectors since no keys provide this function.
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GRAPHICS TEXT MODE
Graphics memory may contain vectors, graphics characters, or both. You may enter any
displayable character from the terminal's base character set into graphics memory. (You may
also enter the special characters for each of the local languages.) You specify whether the
characters should be upright ("normal" print) or slanted ("italicized") and choose between
eight character sizes. The smallest size is the default selection. See figure A-2.

TEXT SIZE (1-8) 1

TEXT SIZE (1-8) 2

TEXT SIZE (1-8) 3

TEXT SIZE (1-8) 4

TEXT SIZE (1-8) 5

TEXT SIZE (1-8) 6

TEXT SIZE (1-8) 7

TEXT SIZE (1-8) 8

_----HP

HP

/HP //P
-------H P /7'P

Figure A-2. Graphics Text Sizes

Additionally, you can display lines of text at four different angles (in gO-degree increments.)
See figure A-3. The Reference Manual provides further information on both text size and
slant control and also information on graphics text origin/justification.
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TEXT ANGLE (1-4) 3
SLANTED? (Y OR N) N

.....

TEXT ANGLE (1-4)2
SLANTED? (Y OR N) N
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TEXT ANGLE (1-4) 4
SLANTED? (Y OR N) N

TEXT ANGLE (1-4) 1
SLANTED? (Y OR N) N

Figure A-3. Graphics Text Orientation

DISPLAY CONTROL

You can manipulate the graphics and alphanumeric displays so they are displayed separately
or simultaneously.

Remember: Thrning a video display window on or off differs radically from clearing the
respective workspace. (See following paragraphs.)

Graphics/Alphanumeric Video On/Off
You turn the graphics display on and off by pressing the G. DISPLAY key. You turn the
alphanumeric display on and off by pressing the ALPHA DSPLY key.

The terminal maintains the data for both displays in separate memory areas. Under no
circumstance is information lost when you turn off the video for either display.

Erasing The Graphics Display
As one keystroke (lIB) clears the alphanumeric workspace, you may also clear graphics
memory with a single keystroke.

Pressing the G. CLEAR key clears graphics memory. This erases the entire graphics
workspace (including any graphics text). Once erased, the data is lost. You cannot recover it.
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CURSOR CONTROL

Alphanumeric Cursor
The alphanumeric cursor is tied to the alphanumeric display. Using the ALPHA DSPLY key to
turn the alphanumeric video on and off also turns the alphanumeric cursor on and off.
(However, through an escape sequence, you may turn the cursor on and off independently
from the alphanumeric display. See the Reference Manual for details.)

Graphics Cursor
You can turn the graphics cursor on and off by pressing the G. CURSOR key. The cursor is
visible, however, only when graphics video is turned on. The arrows on the graphics/numeric
keypad move the cursor to any position on the display window. Simultaneously pressing the
CURSOR FAST key and the cursor keys increases the speed at which the cursor travels.
Simultaneously pressing two cursor arrow keys that occur at right angles to each other
moves the cursor diagonally.

COPYING GRAPHICS DATA
You can copy the contents of graphics memory to a selected destination device. You select the
destination device by pressing:

II ....--
After the "To Device" set of labels appears, you can enable an external device, the integral
printer, or both.

The alternate peripheral interface provides Decision Support Graphics (DSG) compatibility
for the following HP devices:

• printers: 2631G, 2671G, 2673A, 2932A, 2934A, and the 82906A
• plotters: 7470A, 7475A, 7580B, 7585B, and the 9872C/T

Pressing the G. COPY key initiates the data transfer. You can cancel the operation by press
ing the _ key. Otherwise, the terminal copies the entire contents of graphics memory to
the destination device.

COMPATIBILITY MODE
Compatibility mode enables your terminal to use graphics packages designed for terminals
that have more addressable points on their display screen. Tek 4010 mode supports applica
tions designed for screens with twice the linear dimensions of your screen (four times the
area). See figure A-4. Tek 4014 mode supports applications designed for screens with four
times the linear dimensions of your screen (16 times the area). While the following discussion
pertains to Tek 4010, similar concepts apply to Tek 4014.
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Your terminal accomplishes Compatibility mode in one of two ways. In Scaled mode, the
terminal scales the incoming data so the entire image fits onto the display screen. In Un
sealed mode, the terminal only displays a portion of the entire image. However, through
movements of the viewing window, you can display the different portions of the image.

779

1024 x 780 IMAGE AREA

389

HP
IMAGE

AREA

1023511

0L...- ---1 ---I

o
Figure A-4. Display Area Comparison

Turning Compatibility Mode On And Off
You select Compatibility mode through the Terminal Configuration menu. Setting the
Graph Compat field to either Scaled, Scl 4014, Unscaled, or Uns 4014 enables Com
patibility mode. Compatibility mode is disabled when you set the Graph Compat field to
"Off". (This is the default setting). To change the field entry, display the Terminal Configura
tion menu by pressing:

II II1II 1111--
Once the menu appears, use the _ key to position the cursor in the Graph Compa t field.
Then use the NEXT CHOICE or PREVIOUS CHOICE keys to choose between "Scaled",
"ScI 4014", "Unscaled", or "Uns 4014".

Scaled Mode
Scaled mode halves a 1024 X 780 image so the image fits onto your terminal's screen. (Figure
A-5 depicts this scaling technique.) Characters are also scaled.
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HP

IMAGE
AREA

Figure A-5. 1024 X 780 Image Area Scaled To Fit Your Terminal's Image Area

Setting the terminal for Scaled mode forces graphics text mode. Furthermore, the terminal
fixes the text size to ttl" and the angle of the characters to tto" to accommodate 35 lines of text.

Unsealed Mode
Unsealed mode displays a 512 X 390 subset of a 1024 X 780 display. The terminal ((clips" any
vectors going off the screen. This mode allows full use of the terminal's resolution but re
quires you to modify scaling statements in the software package if you want to display the
complete image on the terminal screen.

By moving the relocatable origin, you can change which subset of the image the terminal
displays. The terminal subtracts the relocatable origin from all incoming coordinates. If the
origin is set to 0,0 (the default setting), the terminal displays the area between x = 0 to 511,
and y = 0 to 389 (figure A-6). Setting the origin to 0,390 covers the area between x = 0 to 511,
and y = 390 to 779. To display an area larger than 512 X 390 requires your changing the
program's scaling statements.

If you enter alphanumeric characters into graphics memory, the terminal uses the currently
selected size and angle. You may subsequently change these values by using escape sequen
ces. This gives you maximum flexibility for writing labels. (See the Reference Manual for
details on these features.)
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1023511

389 t-------a.

779 .....--------....,

Origin = 0,0 Origin = 512.0

Origin = 0,390 Origin = 512,390

Figure A-6. Using The Relocatable Origin To Cover The 1024 X 780 Diaplay

In summary, you turn Compatibility mode on by selecting either a "scaled" or "unsealed"
mode. When Graphics Text mode is off, the terminal stores all text into alphanumeric
memory. When Graphics Text mode is on, the terminal stores alphanumeric characters in
graphics memory. In Unsealed mode, you may vary the size and angle of characters. In Scaled
mode, the terminal fixes both of these values.
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Appendix B
Using Your Terminal
For Word Processing

The 2628A supports HPWORD, a HP 3000 software package that eases the entering and edit
ing of text. Additionally, you may order HPWORD support as an option for the 2625A.

The HPWORD documentation fully describes this utility program. You should have access to
the following manuals:

• HPWORD Reference Guide 32120-90001
• HPWORD Quick Reference Guide 32120-90002
• Using HPWORD Self-Paced Training 22839A

HPWORD requires overlays for the character set group, the display control group, and the
numeric keypad. Figure B-1 illustrates the keyboard templates for HPWORD.

r:":::tr::"r::1r::1~
OOL:.:..l~~L:J

REQUIRED SPACE

Figure B-l. Layout Of Keys For HPWORD

IIrlS IIfl Cl:::t
CHARCHAR~~

Refer to the appropriate HPWORD manuals for details on the operation of the various keys.
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Appendix C
Using Your Terminal
In IBM Applications

INTRODUCTION

The terminal is your means of communicating with a computer system. A computer's design
and complexity, however, often prevents terminals from communicating with computers that
were manufactured by different companies. With the proper options, your terminal may
serve within a Hewlett-Packard system, an International Business Machines Corporation
(IBM) system, or an IBM-compatible system. You may even simultaneously connect your
terminal to HP and IBM systems. In essence, your terminal takes on a "dual personality".

HP Computer

I

IBM Computer

--- ---
I I
I I

DO
I I

When your terminal assumes its primary HP personality, it resembles other Hewlett
Packard data entry terminals. (A few function key labels may change to support the IBM
option on Port 2.) When ordered with the appropriate options, the terminal also supports
graphics and/or HPWORD applications.
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When your terminal assumes its alternate personality, it functions as an IBM 3276 control
unit/display station. Because its operation is similar to an IBM 3276, you should refer to the
appropriate IBM manuals for a complete description of terminal operations.

Even though your terminal may function as an IBM 3276 control unit, it doesn't replace this
terminal. For example, the following restrictions apply. You cannot connect an IBM 3278
display station to your terminal. Special features, such as the ((selector light pen" and the
((magnetic slot reader", are unavailable. Furthermore, where applications require the
((security keylock" or the ttencrypt/decrypt" feature, you must still use the IBM terminal.

However, in the daily tasks of communicating with a computer, data entry, and in
quiry/update applications, you may use your terminal as an IBM display station.

The remainder of this appendix provides more details on your terminal's operation in an IBM
environment.

NOTE: Except for this appendix, the word ((terminal" adequately describes your work sta
tion without ambiguity.

However, if your terminal has the IBM option, it may function as one of two
ttterminals". Therefore, it becomes necessary to distinguish between the physical
box, an IBM ((display station", and an HP ((terminal". The remainder of this appendix
uses the following terminology:

• "terminal retains the meaning it has held throughout this manual. It refers to a
"general" work station that may be configured for special applications by ordering
appropriate options. (Since you are reading this appendix, it is assumed your "ter
minal" has the IBM option.)

• "HP 2625A" is the product number of the new data terminal with the IBM option.
Whenever this specific term is used, it implies that your terminal not only has the
IBM option but that the IBM personality is currently active.

• "IBM 3276" or ("3276") is used when it is necessary to differentiate between the im
plementation of a feature as supported by IBM and Hewlett-Packard.

PREPARING YOUR TERMINAL FOR USE

Cable Connections

No special actions are required for connecting either power or the keyboard to your terminal
(see Section 2.) You also connect your terminal to an.HP computer in the same manner.

Supporting IBM data communications requires special hardware. Therefore, the factory con
figures Port 2 as the IBM datacomm port. Although you have some flexibility in configuring
Port 1, you must always connect Port 2 to the IBM (or IBM-compatible) system.
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Switching Between Personalities

If you connect your terminal to two different systems, it functions as an IBM terminal when
it communicates with the IBM host, and it functions as an HP terminal when it com
municates with an HP host.

The terminal partitions its display memory between both personalities. Memory allocation is
sufficient so both personalities may operate simultaneously without loss of data.

The keyboard sends its input to the active personality. Therefore, when the terminal is
serving as an IBM terminal, the terminal directs all keyboard data to the IBM workspace.
Likewise, when the HP personality is active, all keyboard data goes to the HP workspace.

Data transfers from a host computer go to the proper workspace, regardless of which person
ality is currently active. That is, an IBM computer always sends data to the IBM workspace,
and an HP computer always sends data to the HP workspace.

The screen is a viewing window into the active workspace. Changing personalities updates
the screen to show the contents of the newly selected workspace. The function key labels and
the Status Line also change to reflect the new personality.

The middle portion of the Status Line shows the terminal's "active" personality. One function
key (NEXT SYSTEM) switches the terminal between personalities. As each workspace area is
distinct, switching between personalities never causes information to be lost.

Initial Screen Display

The initial screen display depends upon whether the terminal is configured for an external
printer on Port 1 (as specified by the entry in the Ext Pr i nt er field of the 3276/8 Configura
tion menu).

INITIAL uHP" DISPLAY. If Port 1 is configured for a HP computer, the terminal comes up
in its primary HP personality and displays the Modes function key labels. To change your
terminal to its alternate IBM personality, you must press the • key to display the Aids set
of function key labels. Pressing "(NEXT SYSTEM) accesses the IBM personality and dis
plays the following function key labels:.. .. .. ..---- ........---..
NOTE: Ifyour terminal lacks the appropriate options, the function key labels for"," ,

.., and" appear as blank fields.

When your terminal is functioning as an IBM terminal, you may switch to the HP personality
by pressing "(NEXT SYSTEM).
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INITIAL "IBM" DISPLAY. If the terminal was turned off while Port 1 was configured for
an external device, this information is stored in non-volatile memory, and the terminal is
restricted from accessing the HP function key labels. Therefore, the terminal powers on as an
IBM terminal, and the function key labels assume the following values:

.. Ell ....---- - - ..--These values form the basic IBM "Aids" level when Port 1 is configured for an external device.

NOTE: Since you can configure Port 1 for an external printer only when it is not connected
to an HP computer, the label for selecting the external printer replaces the softkey
that switches your terminal between personalities. Thus, while you are using your
terminal with an IBM system and an RS-232-C printer, the terminal excludes you
from accessing the HP Modes, Aids, and User Keys function key labels.

Configuring For IBM Mode
The 3276/8 Configuration menu contains parameters that pertain to the IBM personality.
For example, you must state in the configuration menu whether an external printer is
connected to Port 1. Furthermore, certain features that an IBM user accomplishes through
key strokes, you must do through menu selections.

Displaying The IBM Configuration Menu
Once the Aids set of IBM function key labels appear on the screen, you may display the
3276/8 Configuration menu by pressing _(3276/8 conf i9).

Figure C-l shows the menu and its default ("normal") settings.

3276/8 CONFIGURATION

Cur!!or Type -+,..- Cur!!or Blink ..
Al termite Work!!pace Size "U:ln Ext Printer III

A!!teri!!k IDII Fir!!tTerm III
BSC Control Unit Addre!!!! E BSC Device Addre!!!! E

Figure C-1. 3276/8 Configuration Menu

Where appropriate, some of the following text refers to fields in this menu. However, the
Reference Manual provides a full description of all menu fields and how you make menu
selections. You should also refer to the Reference Manual for the necessary information on
data communications.
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USING YOUR TERMINAL WITH A COMPUTER
See the first part of this manual for details on using your terminal in HP applications.

In IBM applications, your terminal operates as an IBM display station. It connects to an IBM
computer through a remote bisynchronous connection. For a group of terminals, the first
terminal must be connected to a modem. Subsequent terminals connect to the first in daisy
chain fashion. The Reference Manual provides the necessary details.

NOTE: Your terminal only supports Binary Synchronous Communications (BSC). It offers
no support for Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) or for local channel connec
tions to an IBM host.

APPLICATION PROGRAMS
An IBM 3278 display station normally serves as an inquiry/update or data entry terminal.
An application program running on the host system interacts with each terminal. The pro
gram sets the format for the display screen and determines how certain keys are interpreted
and how the system responds to the operator. You should see the appropriate manual for the
implementation of any application program that you are using.

THE DISPLAY
The screen's display contains a fixed number of horizontal rows. Depending upon the configu
ration, your ((screen" may consist of 24 lines, 32 lines, or 43 lines. Each row contains 80
columns.

Displays may be formatted or unformatted. An unformatted display has no defined fields. A
formatted display contains at least one defined field, which may be either protected or
unprotected. The terminal prevents you from entering data from the keyboard into a protec
ted field. Since you may enter characters into unprotected fields, they are also called ((input"
fields.

An attribute byte defines each protected and unprotected field. A field remains defined until
the occurrence of the next attribute byte. Therefore, fields may wrap across a line or several
lines, and may wrap from the bottom line of the format area to the top of the screen.

An application program issues a Start Field order to set each attribute byte. The byte con
tains the video and field enhancements which pertain to that field. The character that
corresponds to the attribute byte appears as a blank on the display screen.
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VIDEO ENHANCEMENTS
Once defined within an attribute byte, video enhancements propagate throughout their field.

The HP 2625A supports the following video enhancements:

• HIGH INTENSITY (implemented as HP's Full Bright)

• NORMAL INTENSITY (implemented as HP's Half Bright)

• NONDISPLAYABLE (implemented as HP's Security Video)

The HP 2625A does not support the SELECTOR PEN DETECTABLE video enhancement.
Instead, it supports the Cursor Selectable field enhancement and the Cursor Select (CURSR
SEL) key.

FIELD ENHANCEMENTS
An application program may define fields to be:

• PROTECTED. The terminal restricts you from entering data into (or modifying the data
within) a protected field.

• UNPROTECTED. You may enter (and edit) characters within an unprotected field.

• NUMERIC ONLY. You may only enter the numeric digits (0 through 9), the minus sign
(-), a decimal point (.), or the DUP character within a numeric field.

• AUTO SKIP. When the Auto Skip feature is encountered, the cursor advances to the next
unprotected location.

• MODIFIED DATATAG. The MDT bit shows whether any data within this field has been
entered, edited, or erased since the last input/output sequence.

• CURSOR SELECTABLE. This enhancement permits the Cursor Select key to function,
provided that the first character of the field is a properly defined designator character.

COMMANDS AND ORDERS
An application program interacts with your terminal through "Commands" and "Orders".
Commands allow data to be either written from the host or read from the display. Orders fur
ther define write operations.
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Commands
The HP 2625A supports three types of commands: write commands, read commands, and con
trol commands.

WRITE COMMANDS. The HP 2625A supports three types of write commands that control the
writing of data to the display. A Write Control Character may supply additional information.

• WRITE - This command transfers (Uwrites") data from the host computer to the terminal.

• ERASE/WRITE - This command erases the entire display before implementing the
write operation.

• ERASE/WRITE ALTERNATE - This command erases the entire display and sets the
alternate screen size before implementing the write operation. The normal ("default")
screen size is 24 lines by 80 characters. You may set an alternate screen size in the 3276/8
Configuration menu.

The WCC (Write Control Character) contains information associated with a write command.
The information shows whether to reset the keyboard, ring the bell, or reset the MDT
(Modified Data Tag) bits.

READ COMMANDS. The HP 2625A supports two types of read commands. These commands
control the reading of data from the display.

• READ BUFFER - This command is primarily used in diagnostic tests. It initiates the
transfer of the entire display to the IBM host from the buffer position where reading
begins to the last buffer location in the display.

• READ MODIFIED - This command reads those fields where the MDT bit is set. Depen
ding upon which key you pressed to request this operation, the Read Modified command
initiates one of two actions:

a) Read Modified-pressing the ENTER key, the CURSOR SEL key (when a ampersand
is the designator character), or a PF key transfers all modified fields to the pro
gram.

b) Short Read - pressing either the CLEAR key or one of the three PA keys transmits
a code signifying which one of these keys was pressed.

CONTROL COMMANDS. There are two control commands:

• ERASE ALL UNPROTECTED - This command erases all data within unprotected
fields.

• COpy - This command transfers data between devices. The HP 2625A offers no sup
port for this command. (See the following discussion on "PRINT OPERATIONS" for
ways to obtain printed copies with your HP 2625A.)
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Orders
An IBM 3276 recognizes two types of orders: buffer control orders and print-out format
orders.

BUFFER CONTROL ORDERS. Six types of buffer control orders facilitate the writing of infor
mation to the display:

• START FIELD (SF) - The SF order notifies the terminal that the next byte in the data
stream is an attribute byte.

• SET BUFFER ADDRESS (SBA) - The SBA order specifies a new buffer address from
which write operations start or continue.

• INSERT CURSOR (IC) - The IC order moves the cursor to the cursor to the location
specified by the current buffer address.

• PROGRAM TAB (PT) - The PT order advances the current buffer address to the ad
dress of the first character position within the next unprotected field.

• REPEAT TO ADDRESS (RA) - The RA order stores a specified alphanumeric or null
character in all buffer locations from the current buffer address up to the specified stop
address.

• ERASE UNPROTECTED TO ADDRESS (EUA) - The EUA order inserts nulls in all
unprotected buffer locations from the current buffer address up to the specified stop
address.

PRINTOUT FORMAT ORDERS. The printout format orders are stored in the buffer as control
characters. They are executed during a printout operation. As the HP 2625A provides alter-
nate means for printing data, it offers no support for the 3276 format orders. '-~-

THE IBM KEYBOARD
Templates overlay the HP keyboard to show the placement of the differing IBM keys. Figure
C-2 shows the layout of the IBM keys for an HP USASCII keyboard.

mmmm
GE3~[§][§]G

mmmm
mGG[!]~ffi

Figure C-2. IBM Key Locations On HP Keyboard
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On the templates, the ((names" for the keys appear in one of two colors. Brown labels show
that the indicated key replaces the corresponding key on the HP keyboard. For example, the
CURSR SEL (Cursor Select) key replaces the. key. Although the ALT (Alternate Shift) key
replaces the. key, it appears in blue print. For keys that function as Alternate Shift keys,
you must simultaneously press the ALT key and the corresponding key to select that function.
These keys also appear in blue print. Since the way of accessing certain functions differ
between their HP and IBM implementations, the blue color scheme quickly identifies all
Alternate Shift keys.

The HP 2625A offers support for the following languages:

• Danish
• Dutch
• English (United Kingdom)
• English (USASCII)
• Finnish
• French
• French Canadian
• German
• Italian
• Norwegian
• Spanish
• Swedish

With the national languages, the templates also show which keys in the character set group
may have been relocated.

IBM CHARACTER KEYS
The 3276 provides three keys that are not available on standard HP keyboards. These keys
are the cent sign (¢), the split vertical bar (:), and the logical not sign ( ... ). Likewise, IBM
does not support three HP USASCII characters: the left bracket ([), the right bracket (]), and
the circumflex (A ). Therefore, when your terminal functions as an IBM terminal, the terminal
maps the left bracket into the cent sign, the right bracket into the vertical bar, and the
circumflex into the logical not sign. (The template for the character set group shows all
((replaced" keys.) Besides these six keys, the HP-USASCII character set parallels the IBM
EBCDIC character set.

Table C-l summarizes the keys on an IBM keyboard and their HP implementation. For those
users familiar with IBM terminals, this may suffice. For further information on key opera
tion, read the remainder of this section.
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Table C-l. Comparison Of IBM And HP Keyboards

IBM 3276 HP 2625A
KEY/SWITCH

Alternate? Repeating? Alternate? Repeating?

(A,a/A) No No Not supported
SHIFT No No No No
SHIFT LOCK No No supported by CAPS key
ALT No No No No
Alphabetic No Yes No Yes
Numeric No Yes No Yes
Symbolic No Yes No Yes
Cursor Control No Yes No Yes
C Left Twice Yes Yes Not supported
C Right Twice Yes Yes Not supported
NEW LINE No Yes No Yes
TAB FORWARD No Yes No Yes
BACK TAB No Yes CCShifted" Yes
HOME Yes Yes No Yes
BACKSPACE No Yes No Yes
ATTENTION No No Not supported
SYSTEM REQUEST Yes No Not supported
CURSOR SELECT No No No No
CLEAR Yes No No No
ERASE INPUT Yes No No No
ERASE EOF No No No No
CURSR BLINK No No Menu selection
ALT CURSR Yes No Menu selection
PRINT No No CCSoftkey" implementation
IDENTIFY Yes No Not supported
CLICK No No Menu selection
TEST Yes No Not supported
RESET No No No No
DEVICE CANCEL Yes No Yes No
DUP No No Yes No
FIELD MARK No No Yes Yes
PA1 and PA2 Yes No No No
PA3 Not supported Yes No
INSERT No No No No
DELETE No No No Yes
ENTER No Yes No Yes
PF1·PF12 Yes Yes Yes Yes
PF13·PF24 No No No No
SPACE BAR No Yes No Yes
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The following discussion describes how your terminal implements the functions accessible
from an IBM 3276 keyboard. The IBM implementation is given first; HP's implementation
follows.

NOTE: IBM uses icons to (tname" several of their keys. Throughout this appendix, IBM keys
are shown in bold type and capitalized letters. For HP's version of the IBM keyboard,
the HP keycap is shown when you must press an ttexisting" key. Whenever you must
press a key that the template has renamed, that key is also shown as bold,
capitalized text.

CHARACTER SELECTION KEYS

Four keys impact which character is selected, or displayed, when you press a particular key.

Shift Key

IBM 3276. The SHIFT key accesses uppercase letters or the topmost character on keycaps
displaying two characters. Accessing these functions require your continually pressing the
SHIFT key while you press and release the other key.

HP 2625A. Pressing the. key duplicates this operation.

Alt Key

IBM 3276. Pressing the ALT key accesses the function printed on the face of the appropriate
keycaps. The ALT key operates like the SHIFT key since you must press and hold the ALT key
while you press and release the other key to select the alternate function.

HP 2625A. Pressing the ALT key duplicates this operation. However, since the template
serves as the face of your keys, blue color titles indicate the t~lternate-Shift"functions on
your keyboard.

Shift Lock Key

IBM 3276. The SHIFT LOCK key resembles the Shift Lock key on a typewriter. Once ac
tivated, the terminal only types uppercase letters and the top symbol on keycaps with two
symbols. Pressing either the left or right SHIFT key cancels the Shift Lock operation.

HP 2625A. The Shift Lock function is unsupported. Instead, you may print all capital letters
by pressing the III key. The operation of the III key is identical to its operation when in HP
mode. Important differences between IBM and HP's implementations are:

• The III key only affects the alphabetic keys; the numeric and symbolic keys retain their
normal operation.

• Pressing the. key while in Caps mode prints lowercase letters; it does not cancel the
selection of Caps mode.

• The III key toggles Caps mode on and off. (The Status Line indicates whether Caps mode
is active.)
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(A,alA) Switch

The Dual Case/Mono Case (A,a/A) Switch determines how the terminal displays characters
upon the screen. Selecting Dual Case (A,a) prints both uppercase and lowercase letters while
selecting Mono Case (A) restricts the display to uppercase letters. Regardless of the setting of
this switch, the terminal transmits the code for the "pressed" character. For this reason, the
HP 2625A doesn't support this feature.

FIELD-ORIENTED CURSOR MOVEMENT KEYS

Because a major use of the IBM 3278 terminal is data entry, four keys provide easy access to
the next ((input" field. These keys are

• TAB FORWARD
• BACK TAB
• NEW LINE
• HOME

For each key, the screen's format determines the cursor's final position.

The Tab Keys

The Tab keys access the next or previous input field. Both Tab keys repeat their function if
you continue to hold the key down.

Tab Forward

IBM 3276. Pressing the TAB FORWARD key advances the cursor to the first character
position in the next input field. Depending upon the screen's format, the cursor may wrap
over lines and around screen boundaries.

When the screen contains either an unformatted display or a formatted display with only
protected fields, the TAB FORWARD key ((homes" the cursor to the first character position on
the first line.

HP 2625A. Pressing the _key duplicates these operations.
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Back Tab

IBM 3276. In unprotected fields, the Back Tab action depends upon the cursor's initial
position:

• When the cursor is within a field, pressing the BACK TAB key moves the cursor to the
beginning of that field.

• When the cursor is at the first character position of a field, pressing the BACK TAB key
moves the cursor to the first character position of the previous unprotected field.

Depending upon the screen's format, the cursor may wrap over lines and around screen
borders.

When the screen contains either an unformatted display or a formatted display with only
protected fields, the BACK TAB key cChomes" the cursor to the first character position on the
first line.

HP 2625A. Simultaneously pressing the. and _keys duplicates the 3276's Back Tab
function.

NOTE: As the keys in the numeric keypad have assumed an IBM cCrole", you can no longer
use these keys for CCtabbing" the cursor.

New Line Key

IBM 3276. Pressing the NEW LINE key advances the cursor from its current line. Its final
position depends upon the screen's format:

• When the screen contains an unformatted display, pressing the NEW LINE key moves
the cursor to the first character position in the next line.

• When the screen contains a formatted display but all the fields are protected, pressing
the NEW LINE key cChomes" the cursor to the first character position of the first line.

• If the display is formatted and contains unprotected fields, pressing the NEW LINE key
m~ves the cursor to the first unprotected. position of the next line. If the next line
contains only protected fields, the cursor continues forward until it encounters the first
unprotected field. The cursor can wrap from the end of the display to the beginning of the
display. (It may even return to its original line if that is the only line containing input
fields.)

Holding down the NEW LINE key repeats the New Line function.

HP 2625A. Pressing the 1:1 key duplicates the operation of the NEW LINE key.
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Home Key
IBM 3276. Simultaneously pressing the ALT key and the HOME key moves the cursor to the
first unprotected position on the screen. (Depending on the screen's format, this could be the
middle of the screen.)

When the screen contains either an unformatted display or a formatted display with only
protected fields, simultaneously pressing the ALT and HOME keys moves the cursor to the
first character position on the first line.

The Homing function repeats if you continue to hold both keys down (but once the cursor
reaches its tthome" location, no further movement is apparent).

HP 2625A. Pressing the. key duplicates the Homing operation.

CHARACTER-ORIENTED CURSOR MOVEMENT KEYS

The IBM 3276 provides five keys that move the cursor a character at a time. All of these keys
repeat their function if you continue to hold them down.

Vertical Movement Keys

IBM 3276. The CURSOR UP and the CURSOR DOWN keys move the cursor vertically
through a column. Depending upon the model number, a 3276 terminal may display 24, 32, or
43 lines (where each line is 80 columns wide). The vertical cursor movement keys wrap on the
top and bottom lines of the screen format, not the physical dimensions of the screen.

HP 2625A. The _ and _ keys duplicate the action of the CURSOR UP and CURSOR

DOWN keys. However, when the screen format exceeds 24 lines and the cursor is in the
bottom line, pressing the _ keys rolls the workspace up one row so that the cursor appears
in the next row. Similarly, when the cursor is in the top line of the screen window and text
exists beyond the window's bounds, pressing the _ keys rolls the workspace down one row
so the cursor appears in the appropriate row.

NOTE: You may also use the Roll and Page keys to view lines that have rolled off the screen.

Horizontal Movement Keys

IBM 3276. The CURSOR LEFT and CURSOR RIGHT keys move the cursor one character
position in the indicated direction each time you press the key. When the cursor reaches the
screen border, pressing the CURSOR LEFT key wraps the cursor to the last character position
in the previous line, whereas pressing the CURSOR RIGHT key wraps the cursor to the first
character position of the next line.
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The 3276 also provides "double-speed" horizontal movement keys that are the Alternate Shift
counterparts of the CURSOR LEFT and CURSOR RIGHT keys. They behave similarly to
these keys except they move the cursor two character positions at a time.

HP 2625A. The _ and _ keys duplicate the operation of the CURSOR LEFT and
CURSOR RIGHT keys. If pressing a key accesses a row position that is beyond the viewing
window, the terminal "rolls" the workspace to bring that line into view.

As these keys repeat at a relatively rapid pace if you continue to hold them down, the HP
2625A does not support the double-speed cursor positioning keys.

Backspace Key

IBM 3276. The BACKSPACE key duplicates the operation of the CURSOR LEFT key.

HP 2625A. The a key provides an identical implementation.

CURSOR DEFINITION KEYS

For its cursor, the 3276 displays either an underline (the normal form) or a rectangular box
(the alternate form). Either type of cursor can appear as blinking or non-blinking. Two keys
allow you to select these features.

Alternate Cursor (ALT CURSR) Key

IBM 3276. Alternate presses of the ALT CURSR key select either an underline or a rectan
gular box for the cursor's form.

HP 2625A. You may select either' 'L i ne" or ' 'Box" in the 3276/8 Configuration menu.

Cursor Blink (CURSR BLINK) Key

IBM 3276. Alternate presses of the CURSR BLINK key alter the cursor's appearance so it
either blinks or does not.

HP 2625A. You may select blinking or non-blinking in the 3276/8 Configuration menu.

ERASING THE DISPLAY

The 3276 has three keys (CLEAR, ERASE EOF, and ERASE INPUn that erase all or part of
the display. The resulting operation may also reposition the cursor.
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Clear Key

IBM 3276. Simultaneously pressing the ALT key and the CLEAR key initiates these actions:

• The cursor moves to the first position in the first line of the display and the entire screen
is cleared. This converts the screen to an unformatted display.

• If an alternate screen size is in effect, the Clear function changes the format to the
default workspace size.

• As the CLEAR key is an I/O key, pressing the CLEAR key locks the keyboard and the
"DO NOT ENTER - TIME" message appears in the Status Line.

HP 2625A. Pressing the CLEAR key duplicates this operation, except the status message
reads: "X Sys tern".

Erase End Of Field (ERASE EOF) Key

IBM 3276. Pressing the ERASE EOF key leaves the cursor at its current location and erases
from the cursor's position forward depending upon the screen format:

• When the cursor is in an unprotected ("input") field, pressing this key erases all charac
ter positions from the cursor's current location to the end of that field. When a field wraps
around screen boundaries, the erase operations also wraps around to the end of the field.

• When the screen contains an unformatted display, pressing the ERASE EOF key erases
all character positions from the cursor's current location to the last character position in
the display.

• If the cursor is at an attribute byte or in a protected field when you press the ERASE
EOF key, the keyboard locks and the message "Go Elsewhere" appears in the Status
Line.

HP 2625A. Pressing the ERASE EOF key duplicates this operation.

Erase Input Key

IBM 3276. Simultaneously pressing the ALT key and the ERASE INPUT key moves the
cursor and clears portions of the screen depending upon the screen's format:

• If the screen contains a formatted display with input fields, simultaneously pressing the
ALT key and the ERASE INPUT key erases all input areas and moves the cursor to the
first unprotected character position on the screen.
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• If the screen contains a formatted display with only protected fields, simultaneously
pressing the ALT key and the ERASE INPUT key moves the cursor to the first character
position on the first line but nothing is erased.

• If the screen has an unformatted display, simultaneously pressing the ALT key and the
ERASE INPUT key moves the cursor to the first character position of the first line and
erases the entire screen.

HP 2625A. Pressing the ERASE INPUT key duplicates this operation.

TESTS, ERRORS, AND RECOVERY

The SYSTEM REQUEST and TEST keys request testing routines to be run on the 3276. A
change in the "click" sound indicates that the terminal's keyboard is locked and an error
condition has occurred. The RESET key serves in error recovery.

System Request Key

IBM 3276. Simultaneously pressing the ALT key and the System Request (SYS REQ) key
initiates one of two actions:

• Simultaneously pressing these keys clears the screen and switches the terminal between
application and control programs.

• The terminal sends a test request message to the host system.

In both cases, the keyboard locks, the "DO NOT ENTER - TIME" message appears in the
Status Line, and Insert Mode (if active) is turned off.

HP 2625A. Your terminal offers no support for this key.

Test Key

IBM 3276. Simultaneously pressing the ALT key and the TEST key prepares the terminal to
run tests that reside in the 3276 control unit. Upon completion of the test procedures, you
must again press both the ALTand TEST keys to return the terminal to its normal operating
state.

HP 2625A. The HP 2625A does not support the IBM test features. To test the integrity of
your terminal, you should switch the terminal to its HP personality then use the Service
Keys set of function key labels.
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Click Key

IBM 3276. The CLICK key controls whether pressing the keyboard keys produces an audible
sound. The key toggles between producing a "click" or not producing a "click".

Your selection determines how the keys function when the terminal is operating normally.
When an error condition occurs, the keyboard "locks", and pressing the keys produces the
alternate "sound". For example, if you select no click for normal operation, the clicking sound
indicates an error condition.

HP 2625A. While the terminal is in its primary HP personality, you may select "c 1 i c k" in
the Global Configuration menu. However, this affects the operating state of the terminal and
not a particular personality. In particular, the "click" sound functions as in all HP terminals
as you may either choose that the keys always click or that they never do. The sound doesn't
change to indicate an error condition. Instead, the terminal bell rings.

Reset Key

IBM 3276. You must press the RESET key to recover from "DO NOT ENTER" error conditions.
Once the keyboard is disabled, no other keyboard operation is honored. You may also use the
RESET key to exit Insert Mode.

HP 2625A. Pressing the III key duplicates these functions, except that the. and function
keys still work.

I/O INITIATION AND PROGRAM INTERACTION

These keys initiate host communication and may specify to the application program what
action to invoke.

Enter Key

IBM 3276. Pressing the ENTER key notifies the program that you have completed entering
your data and are ready to transmit the data to the system. The keyboard locks and the
"DO NOT ENTER - T I ME" message appears in the Status Line. Even though this key repeats
if you continue to hold it down, this practice is discouraged as the operation of the program
becomes unpredictable.

HP 2625A. Pressing theII key duplicates this operation, except the status message reads:
"x System".
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Program Function (PF) Keys

IBM 3276. Pressing one of the PF keys accesses the function that an application program
may have assigned to that key. On the IBM 3276, PF1 through PF12 are Alternate Shift keys,
whereas PF13 through PF24 are not. Upon pressing any PF key, the "DO NOT ENTER - T I ME"

message appears in the Status Line.

HP 2625A. The PF keys function similarly, both in their operation and in which keys are
Alternate Shift keys, except the status message reads: "x System".

Program Access (PA) Keys
IBM 3276. Pressing a PA key signals the application program that you want its attention. On
the IBM 3276, PA1 and PA2 are Alternate Shift keys. Upon pressing the key, the keyboard
locks and the "DO NOT ENTER - TIME" message appears in the Status Line. The 3276 with a
data entry keyboard offers a PA3 key while the typewriter keyboard model does not.

HP 2625A. Your terminal offers the PA1 and PA2 keys and also a PA3 key. PA1 and PA2 are
standard-operation keys while PA3 is an Alternate Shift key. When you press one of these
keys, the status message reads: "X Sys t em".

Cursor Select (CURSR SEL) Key
IBM 3276. The CURSR SEL key duplicates the function of the Selector Light Pen feature as
it allows you to select items from a table or menu.

This key works in conjunction with "Cursor Selectable" fields. The terminal recognizes two
types of Cursor Selectable fields: "Selection" fields and "Attention" fields. A special desig
nator character, which must be the first character in the field, differentiates the two types of
fields .

• A question mark (?) or a greater-than sign (» shows a selection field .

• An ampersand (&) or a blank character shows an attention field.

Once the terminal displays a selection menu, you locate those fields beginning with a ques
tion mark to view the available choices.

To "select" an item, you move the cursor within the selection field of your choice, then press
the CURSR SEL key. This action changes the designator character to the greater-than sign to
show that this item was selected. If you decide to cancel the selection, you must position the
cursor within the field then press the CU RSR SEL key. The designator character reverts to its
question mark form.

After you have made all your choices, you notify the program of your selections by moving the
cursor to an attention field and pressing the CURSR SEL key. This locks the keyboard and a
"DO NOT ENTER - T I ME" message appears. (Consult the appropriate application manuals to
see how your program uses this feature.)

HP 2625A. Pressing the CURSR SEL key duplicates this operation, except the status mes
sage reads: "X System".
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Attention (ATTN) Key
IBM 3276. The Attention key signals the program that you want its attention. Pressing this
key displays the "DO NOT ENTER - TIME" message and disables the keyboard. The applica
tion program determines how to interpret this key and the appropriate response to send to
the terminal.

HP 2625A. Your terminal only supports Binary Synchronous Communications (BSC) be
tween the terminal and host computer. As the IBM implementation of BSC does not support
the Attention key, neither does the HP 2625A.

PRINTER FUNCTION KEYS
IBM 3276
The 3276 provides local print control to an external printer. This may involve the use of three
keys: the PRINT key, the IDENT key, and the DEV CNCL key.

PRINT KEY. The PRINT key copies the contents of the screen to the printer assigned to your
display station.

IDENTITY KEY. The IDENT key performs one of two functions:

• You may use it to request or change the Printer ID/Printer Class for a print operation.

• You may use it to display the current valid printer ID for that display station.

DEVICE CANCEL (DEV CNCL) KEY. You must press the DEV CNCL key to recover from
errors that indicate that the printer is busy or inoperable. Pressing the RESET key has no
effect under these conditions.

HP 2625A
Your terminal does not support the PRINT key or the IDENT key. Instead, by using the
function key labels presented at the IBM Aids level, you may copy the contents of the screen
to a selected destination device.

While copying data from the HP 2625A, you may simultaneously press the ALT key and the
DEV CNCL key to cancel the print operation. (See the description of print operations which
follows later in this appendix.)

EDITING CAPABILITIES
The 3276 edits on a character basis through the use of the INSERT and DELETE keys.
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Insert Key

IBM 3276. During normal operation, your terminal overwrites existing text when you enter
characters onto a line. To type in characters without overwriting text requires your setting
the terminal for Insert mode.

Pressing the INSERT key puts the terminal into Insert mode. To return the terminal to its
normal overwrite operation requires your pressing the RESET key or any key that causes
host communicatication (such as the ENTER key, the PA keys, or the PF keys).

The effect of Insert mode depends upon the screen's format:

• In an unformatted display, as you insert characters, existing text is shifted to the right.
These characters may wrap across lines or from the bottom line of the display to the top
line.

• After entering Insert mode, if you try to enter a character into a protected field or an
attribute byte, the keyboard locks and the "Go Elsewhere" message appears in the
Status Line.

• If the cursor is within an unprotected field, you may insert characters into the field as
long as space is available between the cursor's current position and the end of the field.
Characters forced from one line automatically wrap to the next line. When the field to the
right of the cursor completely fills with data, the keyboard locks, and the message
"Too Much Data" appears in the Status Line.

HP 2625A. Insert mode functions similarly. If you attempt to add more data than the field
can accommodate, the message "Too Much Data" appears in the Status Line. To enter Insert
mode, press the • key. You may exit Insert mode as you do on the IBM 3276. Additionally,
you may again press the • key to cancel Insert mode. (This follows the HP practice of
exiting Insert mode; this feature is not provided on a 3276.)

Delete Key
IBM 3276. The operation of the DELETE key depends on the screen's format:

• Within an unprotected field (or with an unformatted display), pressing the DELETE key
erases the character at the cursor's current position. The cursor retains its position while
the remaining characters on that line shift one position to the left. Subsequent lines are
unaffected.

• If you press the DELETE key when the cursor is within a protected field or an attribute
byte, the keyboard locks and the "Go Eis ewhe r e" message appears in the Status Line.

HP 2625A. Pressing the III key duplicates the delete operation of the 3276. (However,
continuing to hold down the III key repeats the delete operation. The 3276 does not provide
this feature.)
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UNIQUE DISPLAYABLE CHARACTERS

IBM has two special characters, Duplicate (DUP) and Field Mark (FM). Both provide the
application program with special information that aids data entry.

Depending upon the setting of the (A,a/A) Switch, these characters take one of two forms .

• When set for Dual Case (A,a) the DUP character appears as an asterisk with an over
score (*). The FM character appears as a semicolon with an overscore (;).

• When set for Mono Case (A), both characters lose their overscore so that the DUP
character appears as an asterisk (*) and the FM character appears as a semicolon ( ; ).

The Duplicate (DUP) Key
IBM 3276. The DUP operation allows you to duplicate input data that occurs repeatedly.

If the cursor is in an unprotected field when you press the DUP key, the 3276 displays a DUP
character in the field and moves the cursor to the first character position of the next unpro
tected field.

If the cursor is in a protected field or at an attribute byte when you press the DUP key, the
keyboard locks, and the message "Go Elsewhere" appears in the Status Line.

HP 2625A. Simultaneously pressing the ALT key and the DUP key implements the function
of the DUP key. As the HP 2625A doesn't support Mono Case, your terminal displays the DUP
character as an asterisk with an UNDERSCORE (!).

The Field Mark (FM) Key
IBM 3276. When the screen contains an unformatted display, you may use the FM key to
show an application program where a field ends.

If the cursor is in an unprotected field when you press the FM key, the 3276 displays a FM
character at the cursor's position and moves the cursor to the first character position of the
next unprotected field.

If the cursor is in a protected field or at an attribute byte when you press the FM key, the
keyboard locks and the message "Go Elsewhere" appears in the Status Line.

HP 2625A. Simultaneously pressing the ALT key and the FM key implements the Field Mark
function. As the HP 2625A doesn't support Mono Case, your terminal displays the FM charac
ter as a semicolon with an UNDERSCORE (i).
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PRINT OPERATIONS
Your terminal offers no support for the Print or Copy routines supported by the IBM 3276.
Instead, you may configure Port 1 for an external device and use the function key labels to
obtain a printed copy of the screen display.

IBM Computer

Port 1
Printer~

~

-- ---
I I
I I

DO
I I

Furthermore, if your terminal has the integral printer option, you may print the contents of
the screen to the integral printer without worrying about cable connections or configuration
settings. The following paragraphs describes these features.

Copying Data To An External Printer
After connecting and configuring an external printer to Port 1, you may obtain a printed copy
of the screen display by using the IBM Aids function key labels:........----
Table C-2 describes the function of these labels.

...... Ell----
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Table C-2. The External Device Function Key Labels

LABEL

l1li

III

rD:II:IJ!I
IBJiIIn

~
~

IIl!Il!D
IBJiIIn

FUNCTION

Alternate presses of this key selects or cancels a device on the
alternate peripheral interface as the destination device.

Alternate presses of this key selects or cancels the integral
printer as the destination device.

Alternate presses of this key selects or cancels the external
printer as the destination device.

Pressing this key displays the External Device Configura
tion menu.

After a destination device is selected, pressing this key
causes the printer to skip a line.

After a destination device is selected, pressing this key copies
the entire contents of the IBM workspace.

Pressing this key displays the 3276/8 Configuration Menu.

To select an external printer as a destination device, you must press the appropriate function
key to display an asterisk in the corresponding label. Pressing" (TO EXT DEV) selects a
printer connected to an RS-232-C interface while pressing" (TO AL T PRT) selects a printer
connected to the alternate peripheral interface.

NOTE: If you omit selecting a destination device, pressing either" (ADVANCE LINE) or
.. (LOCAL PR I NT) locks the keyboard and displays the error message:
"No To Devices Press RETURN To Clear" in the function keys' Label Line.

After pressing" (LOCAL PR I NT), you may cancel the print operation by simultaneously
pressing the ALT key and the DEV CNCL key.

Copying Data To The Integral Printer
If your terminal has the optional integral printer, you may also obtain a printout of the data
on the screen by printing the screen's contents to the integral printer.

When you have configured Port 1 for an HP host computer, the IBM Aids labels have the
following values:
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The NEXT SYSTEM function key switches the terminal to its HP personality. The other func
tion keys perform the same operations as indicated in table C-2.

To select the integral printer, you must press" before initiating any print operation.

By simultaneously pressing the ALT key and the DEV CNCL key, you may stop a print
operation that is in progress.

STATUS LINE ERROR MESSAGES
While the IBM 3276 displays icons to indicate error messages and to show the terminal's
operating state, your terminal uses written text for these purposes.

Table C-3 lists the various messages that may appear within the Status Line. See Section 10
for a list of those error messages that replace the function keys labels.

Table C-3. IBM Status Messages

MESSAGE

2

CAPS

Ins Char

X Go Elsewhere

X Numeric Only

X Printer Busy

X Prog nn

X DC nn Error

X System

X Too Much Data

X ? +

MEANING

The IBM personality of your terminal is ready or working.

The terminal selects uppercase letters; the remaining keys
are unaffected.

The terminal is in Insert Character mode.

Press the _ key. Then move the cursor to another location
on the screen or take another action.

Press the _ key. Then enter only "numeric" data into this
field.

The printer connected to your terminal is currently busy.

(Where "nn" is a 2-digit number.) The terminal has detected a
programming error in the data it received from the host.
Press the _ key. If the problem persists, refer to your 3276
Problem Determination Guide for further information.

(Where "nn" is a 2-digit number.) A problem exists in the
datacomm line. Press the _ key. If the problem persists,
refer to your 3276 Problem Determination Guide for more
information.

The host system has locked the keyboard. Wait for an addi
tional message or press the _ key to cancel the operation.

You attempted to enter more information than this field can
hold. Press the _ key, then correct the entry.

Press the _ key, then try the operation again.
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Appendix 0
Exploring Your Terminal's Features

PART 1: GETTING TO KNOW YOUR TERMINAL
One of your terminal's greatest assets is its ability to assume one of several personalities.
Depending on what options were ordered, you may use your terminal for data entry, word
processing, graphics applications, or as a substitute for an IBM 3276/78 terminal. Section 10f
this manual explains how you can identify what options apply to your terminal.

Regardless of your terminal's optional capabilities, it supports a basic set of powerful
features. This appendix acquaints you with these features. The first seven exercises (Parts 2
through 8) apply to all terminals. Read Part 9 if your terminal has an integral printer. Part
10 demonstrates terminal test procedures and error messages.

The following examples are simplistic. They only illustrate potential uses. How you finally
use the terminal in your daily work depends upon your creativity.

PART 2: PREPARING YOUR TERMINAL FOR USE
The following exercise shows how parameters in a configuration menu determine the termi
nal's operating state.

NOTE: Your installation may have set the parameters in the various menus to the neces
sary values, then "programmatically locked" the menus to prevent accidental
changes. Ask your supervisor whether you can change selected values in the Termi
nal Configuration menu.

Terminology

To understand the configuration process, you must first understand the terminology.

A MENU is a list of available items. The key word is "available". As you choose a dinner from
available courses, you configure your terminal through available parameters. The menu
forms a working outline. By filling in appropriate values, you configure your terminal for a
particular application. That is, CONFIGURATION implies adding the necessary details to
fully specify an operating state.
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Setting The Terminal For Local Operation
This exercise (and most of the following exer.(;ises) requires your setting the terminal for
"Local" operation. To set the proper operating modes, perform these steps:

Step 1. Press the II key to display the labels for the terminal's major operating modes.

Step 2. If an asterisk appears in the REMOTE MODE label, press IIZII to disable Remote
mode. (Disabling Remote mode activates Local mode.)

Step 3. If no asterisk appears in the AUTO LF label, press". This enables automatic
linefeed. (That is, when you press thec:l key, the terminal not only repositions the
cursor to the left margin but also advances the cursor to the next line).

Step 4. You may also select Smooth Scroll. You should disable the remaining five modes,
however, by pressing the appropriate function key until each of the corresponding
labels appears without an asterisk.

You can take the following steps to clear existing margins and then clear the screen window
of any information (by erasing the workspace memory) without performing a "hard" reset.

Step 1. Press III to display the Aids set of function key labels.

Step 2. Press" to display the Margins/Tabs/Col label set, then press" to clear any
previous margins.

Step 3. PressB to "home" the cursor (that is, position it at row 1, column 1).

Step 4. Pressing D clears the entire workspace.

Configuring The Terminal
In this example you type a line of text and observe the terminal's normal operation.
("Normal" implies that the menu's default values are active for the two parameters being
tested.) Next, you display the Terminal Configuration menu, change these two parameters,
then reenter the same line of text and observe any differences.

Step 1. Enter the following text as a continuous stream, without regard to screen bound
aries:

Starting out there was an abundance of room, but now
I'm at the end of the line with mymother-in-law.

Notice the following:

• As you approach the edge of the screen (the default right margin) a warning bell rings .

• As you continue typing, all excess characters flow over to the next line. (This is known as
"wraparound".)
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The screen display should appear as follows:

Starting out there was an abundance of room, but now I'm at the end of the line
with my mother-in-law.

Step 2. Display the Terminal Configuration menu by pressing:

II Ell ImI--
Once the menu appears, do Step 3 to change the entry in the Bell field to "Off". (Notice that
the Bell field is the first field in the menu and that the terminal automatically positions the
cursor to this field.)

Step 3. Press II!II (NEXT CHO I CE) to change the Be 11 value from "On" to "Off". Since the
field is underlined, you must use the function keys to make your selection. If you
try typing "Off", the terminal "beeps", the keyboard locks, and an error message
appears in the label line.

Step 4. Using the _ key, move the cursor to the I nhEolWrp(C> field. (This field inhibits
end-of-line wraparound.) The default (normal) setting is "No". Press II!II
(NEXT CHOICE) to change this value to "Yes".

Step 5. Save these new configuration settings by pressing" (SAVE CONFIG). Upon sav
ing the values, the menu disappears and the previous window display returns to the
screen.

Step 6. Press the 1:1 key twice (to skip a line and advance to the beginning of the next
line), then reenter the same line of text. This time notice that the bell gives no
warning and that the cursor does not advance to the next line. Instead, the cursor
remains in column 80 and continually overwrites each character as you enter the
next.

Your final display should appears as follows:

Starting out there was an abundance of room, but now I'm at the end of the line
with my mother-in-law.

Starting out there was an abundance of room, but now I'm at the end of the line.
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As the warning bell and end-of-line wraparound are "friendly features", you should undo the
changes you made.

Step 7. Display the Terminal Configuration menu by pressing II, 11m, ...

Step 8. Since the cursor is in the Be 11 field, press" (NEX T CHO I CE) to change "Of f" to
HO n ".

Step 9. Tab the cursor to the InhEoIWrp<C) field and press" to change "Yes" to "No".

Step 10. Pressing" saves this configuration and the terminal returns to its original
operating state.

PART 3: THE KEYBOARD
The following exercise demonstrates the Display Control keys and Edit keys.

The Cursor
The cursor is the blinking mark that appears on the screen. (Through an entry in the
Terminal Configuration menu, you may select the cursor to appear either as a rectangular
box or as an underline.)

The cursor serves one of two functions. It either points to a specific location on the terminal
screen or it marks the position where the terminal will enter the next character. The exercise
at the end of Section 2 illustrated the cursor's role in entering data.

While entering data, the cursor must be positioned at a valid data entry point. Therefore, the
terminal can take special action to ensure that this occurs. For example, the terminal keeps
the cursor within the bounds set by existing margins. Or, at the end of one line, the terminal
can wrap the cursor to the beginning of the next line (depending on the terminal's configura
tion settings).

When the cursor functions as a pointer, it obeys a different set of rules. In particular, the
cursor must be able to access any point on the screen. Therefore, the cursor-positioning
("arrow") keys work on screen boundaries; they ignore margin settings. The a key never
rings the terminal bell as it approaches the screen's edge. The horizontal movement keys
always wrap around to the next row, regardless of the end-of-line wraparound setting in the
Terminal Configuration menu.

To familiarize yourself with these differences, perform this simple exercise.

Step 1. Power the terminal on. Notice that the terminal positions the cursor in the upper
left corner. Under normal circumstances, when no margins are set and Memory
Lock is disabled, this location represents the cursor's "home base". "Homing the
cursor", therefore, implies moving the cursor to the first accessible character posi
tion in workspace memory. Pressing the. key homes the cursor. (Because this
key works on workspace boundaries, it differs from the remaining "arrow" keys
which operate on screen boundaries.)
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Step 2. Use the a and a keys to move the cursor horizontally along a screen row.
Observe the cursor's response at screen boundaries.

Step 3. Use the a andD keys to move the cursor vertically along a screen column. Do
you see any difference when the cursor reaches a screen boundary?

Unlike the horizontal positioning keys, which always wrap to the next line, the
vertical positioning keys never leave their respective column.

Step 4. Finally, position the cursor to the last column in the last row (screen row 24, column
80). From this position, pressing thea key wraps the cursor from the screen's last
addressable point back to the screen's first addressable point (screen row 1, column
1).

Edit Keys
Your terminal has a built-in editing capability allowing you to modify text without using a
special editor program.

The following exercise illustrates the III key. The important point to remember is that the
insert operation does not automatically wrap excess characters to the next line (as normally
happens when you are entering text). To achieve "wraparound", you must explicitly request
it.

This example assumes that the margins are set to the width of the screen (the default
condition).

Step 1. Set your terminal for local operation. (See the exercise in Part 2 if you need help.)

Step 2. Enter the following 80-character line as a continuous line of text.

A boring sentence drags on forever or until it exhausts

a 11 its allocated space.

Step 3. Using the cursor-positioning keys, move the cursor back to the beginning of the
line. (Pressing the a key suffices as the cursor should normally wrap to row 2,
column 1 in preparation for the next character.)

Step 4. Press the. key. (The terminal displays the message "Ins Char" in the Status
Line.) Now observe what happens at the end of the line while you enter the follow
ing text:

Through use of the insert character feature,

\
trailing space
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Your screen display should appears as follows:

Through u!!e of the in!!ert character feature, A boring !!entence drag!! on forever

Step 5. Press the lIB key to disable the insert character operation. (The "I n5 Char"

message disappears from the Status Line.)

Step 6. In many cases, you want text forced from one line to be entered on the next line. To
enable Insert Character With Wraparound, simultaneously press the. and lIB
keys. (In this operating state, the terminal displays the message "I n5 Wrap" in the
Status Line.)

Step 7. Use the cursor-positioning keys to move the cursor back to the "f" in "feature".

Step 8. Enter the following text:

with wraparound\

trailing space

The screen display should appear as:

Through u!!e of the in!!ert character with wraparound feature, A boring !!entence d
rag!! on forever

Step 9. You may also delete characters while in Insert Character mode. Use the cursor
positioning keys to place the cursor under the capital up,:' before "boring". Press the
e key. The terminal deletes the "N. Since the terminal is still in insertion mode,
enter a lower-case "a". This produces the final screen display:

Through u!!e of the in!!ert character with wraparound feature, a boring !!entence a
rag!! on forever.

Step 10. Press lIB to end Insert Character With Wraparound. (The "In!! Wrap" message
disappears from the Status Line.)
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PART 4: FUNCTION KEYS

This exercise demonstrates how you may program the function keys to do a repetitive task. It
also shows how you may employ margins to force text within specific bounds.

The task is to create the following screen display:

1. This is 1 rows of text.
2. This is 2 rows of text.
3. This is 3 rows of text.
4. This is 4 rows of text.
5. This is 5 rows of text.
6. This is 6 rows of text.
7. This is 7 rows of text.
8. This is 8 rows of text.
9. This is 9 rOW5 of text.

Before beginning the following procedure, you must set your terminal for local operation.
(Refer to the exercise in Part 2 if you need assistance.)

Step 1. Display the User Keys Definition menu by simultaneously pressing the. and
• keys.

For your reference while performing this exercise, when you complete filling out the defini
tion menu, it should appear as follows:

f 1 II LABEL I!ii.i·d
123456789
f2 II LABEL .·'i"·I.1 .;;;,1.•
.........
f3 II LABEL lii4i. w••
Th15 15"
f4 II LABEL ••• w••
row, of text."
f5 II LABEL ,
~t

f6 II LABEL I.
~u

f7 II LABEL t

~v

f8 II LABEL I:
~w
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NOTE: This sample definition menu follows the convention of centering a title within its
eight-character field. (To show necessary spaces, quotation marks surround the text
that you must enter. You should omit the surrounding quotes and enter only the
intervening text.) Alternatively, you may elect to "left-justify" the titles within each
box.

Step 2. Press the_ key to position the cursor at the type field for function key 1, then
press" (NEXT CHO I CE) twice to display an "L" for "Local".

Step 3. Tab the cursor to the title field and in the first box enter the word: " dig it 5 "

Step 4. Tab to the definition line and enter the nine decimal digits as a continuous string:
"123456789"

Step 5. Define function key "f2" to contain nine consecutive dots:

• Tab to the type field. Press" twice to display an "L" in the field.
• Tab to the title field.

In the first box enter: " pe r i od "

Tab to the second box and enter: " 5 t ring"
• Tab to the definition line and enter nine consecutive dots: " "

Step 6. Define function key "f3" to be the initial text in the line:

• Set the type character to "L" as done above.
• Tab to the title field.

In the first box enter: " fir 5 t "

Tab to the second box and enter: " text"
• Tab to the definition line and enter the text: "Th i 5 i 5"

• Press the • key. Since you enabled automatic linefeed when you configured your
terminal for Local mode, press" to disable Auto Lf.

• Press. • to redisplay the definition menu.
• Press" to enable Display Functions mode.
• Press the 1:1 key to append a carriage return at the end of "Th i 5 i 5"

• Press" to disable Display Functions. (You must do this before attempting to move the
cursor.)

Step 7. Define function key "f4" to be the remaining text:

• Set the type character to "L" as done above.
• Tab to the title field.

In the first box enter: " 1a 5 t "
Tab to the second box and enter: " t ex t "

• Tab to the definition line and enter the text: "row5 of text."
• Press" to enable Display Functions mode.
• Press the 1:1 key to append a carriage return at the end of the string.
• Press" to disable Display Functions.
• Press the • key. Press" to enable Auto Lf.
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This completes the set-up procedure. (As SAVE CONF IG was not used to leave the definition
menu, these values take effect but leave undisturbed the previous definitions that were
stored in non-volatile memory.)

To generate the desired screen display requires alternately using the margin function keys to
define a working area then the user-definable function keys to enter the text.

Step 8. Press the II key then" to display the Margins/Tabs/Col label set. Press" to
clear any previous margin settings. PressB to "home" the cursor. Press" to set
the right margin. As the left margin is already at column 1, this sets both the left
and right margins to column 1. For now, the terminal restricts all data to this
single column.

Step 9. Press liM. Notice that your titles appear as the first four labels. Press" . This
prints the column of digits.

Step 10. PressB to home the cursor.

Step 11. Using the _key, move the cursor to column 2.

Step 12. Press the II key then" to display the Margins/Tabs/Col label set. Press" to
clear the existing margins. Press II1II to set the left margin, then press" to set
the right margin. (If you had not previously cleared the margins, you must set the
right margin first and then the left margin as the terminal rejects any setting
where the left margin exceeds the right margin.)

Step 13. Press liM to enable the user-definable function keys. Pressing" adds a column
of dots after the column of digits.

Step 14. PressB to home the cursor. Notice that the cursor "homes" to the left margin and
not to the screen boundary. Use thea key to move the the cursor to column 5.

Step 15. Press the II key then" to display the Margins/Tabs/Col label set. Press" to
clear the existing margins. Press II1II to set the left margin. (The default setting
for the right margin suffices.)

Step 16. Press m to display your labels. Press" to print the initial text in line 1. Notice
that the terminal has advanced the cursor to the proper place in line 2; therefore,
press" again. Repeat pressing" until you have entered the first part of the
sentence for every line.

Step 17. PressB to home the cursor to the left margin of the top row.

Step 18. Use thea key to advance the cursor to column 14 (two character positions beyond
the "s").

Step 19. Press the II key then" to display the Margins/Tabs/Col label set. Press" to
clear the existing margins. Press II1II to set the left margin. Press" to set the
right margin. (This again defines a working area one-column wide.)
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Step 20. Press the IB key. Press" .The numerical column appears in its proper place.

Step 21. Press the8 key to return the cursor to the left margin of the top row. Use thea
key to move the cursor two columns to the right (column 16).

Step 22. Press the" key then" to display the Margins/Tabs/Col label set. Press" to
clear the existing margins. Press" to set the left margin. (The default setting
for the right margin suffices.)

Step 23. Press the IB key, then press" nine times to complete the data entry task.

For the simplistic task involved, this procedure is more complex than entering the text. Yet
you gained adequate experience in both programming the keys and using them. Further
more, you can now use margins to channel data within precise bounds.

PART 5: USING YOUR TERMINAL BY ITSELF
Section 3 introduced several definitions to describe the action of the cursor-control and
display-control keys. The following exercise uses Memory Lock to visually demonstrate this
terminology.

"Locked"
Data
\

\ "'I' \ "r \ , - ,..- h

1 )
Viewing
Window

v•••• 1••••- - I- f-'

\. / /
- - r-

l II
/ ttatus Line

Screen
Window Display

Screen

Label Line
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Refer back to the exercise in Part 2 if you need help in accomplishing the first two steps.

Step 1. Set your terminal for Local operation. While the Modes function key labels are
visible, ensure that Memory Lock is currently inactive (that is, no asterisk appears
in this label.)

Step 2. Clear the complete contents of the current workspace.

Step 3. Use the down-arrow ( D) key to position the cursor in line 15. (This is one line
BELOW the last line to be retained on the screen.)

Step 4. Press. to display the Modes function key labels and then press" to enable
Memory Lock. This "freezes" the top 14 rows on the screen.

Step 5. Normally the screen holds 24 data lines. To see how Memory Lock has restricted
this area, enter the numbers 1 through 24 on 24 consecutive lines. (That is, enter
"1" on the cursor's current line, "2" on the next line, "1 0" on the tenth line, "20" on
the twentieth line, and "24" on the last line.)

Step 6. Inspect the viewing window. It should appear as follows:

/"

"Locked"
Area

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24_\.---- ----

\
\_---------------_.//

NOTE: If you pressed thec:l key after entering the "24", the top row contains "16" and the
cursor occupies the first character position of the last row.

Notice that the terminal only displays data between the area protected by Memory Lock and
the function key labels. This "viewing window" consists of ten lines (24 total - 14 "frozen" =

10 "available"),
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Step 7. Home the cursor by pressingg . As the top 14 screen rows are protected, the
cursor "homes" to row 15, column 1 (the first "accessible" character position). Notice
that the viewing window now shows rows "1" through "10".

Step 8. Press the fllB key. The terminal replaces the viewing window with rows "11"
through "20" (the next "page" of data).

Step 9. Press the fllB key again. The terminal updates the window with rows "21 " through
"24" (with the remaining 6 data lines left blank).

Step 10. Also experiment with the" key. Pressing this key once displays rows 11-20 while
pressing it again displays rows 1 through 10.

In summary, the display screen has 27 lines. You may enter data into the upper 24 lines.
These 24 lines form the screen window and normally constitute a "page" of data. However, by
using Memory Lock, you can retain information at the top of the screen; thus restricting the
number of lines on which the terminal can display data. The "viewing window" is that portion
of the screen that displays data. Its extent determines the current page size.

PART 6: USING YOUR TERMINAL:S ALPHANUMERIC CAPABILITIES

This exercise contains two parts. The first part illustrates how you set display enhancements
and how they appear on the screen.,The second part constructs a data entry form. Only the
necessary keystrokes to generate the form's outline are given. Typically, you would assign
characteristics to the fields, and, perhaps, use video enhancements to highlight specific
areas.

Setting Display Enhancements
The task is to print "Dull White" in half-bright, "vs." underlined, "Flashing" in blinking
characters, and "Br i gh t " in blinking inverse video.

NOTE: To show trailing spaces, quotation marks surround the text that you should enter.

Step 1. Set the terminal for Local operation (see Part 2 for additional information). Then
use the cursor-positioning keys to move the cursor to row 10, column 20 (or approxi
mately center the cursor on the screen).

Step 2. Display the Enhance Video function key labels by pressing Ill,".

Step 3. Pressm to select Half Bright. Remember, this only "selects" the enhancement. To
activate it, you must press" (SET ENHNCMNT). (Notice that the asterisk disap
pears from the HALF BR I GHT label.)

Step 4. Enter the text: "Du 11 Wh i t e"
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Step 5. As the cursor is one character position beyond the end of the field, press" (SET

ENHNCMNT). Since no enhancements were "starred", this sets no enhancements from
the cursor's current position forward. (In essence, the terminal has set the precise
field width with the minimum amount of effort on your part.)

Step 6. Press the space bar to enter a space character. (The space character will have no
enhancement.)

Step 7. Press" to select Underlining, then" to activate it.

Step 8. Enter the abbreviation: "vs."

Step 9. Press" to end this field.

Step 10. Enter a space.

Step 11. Press" to select blinking video and" to activate it.

Step 12. Enter the word:" Flashing"

\ '1'tral Ing space

Step 13. Starting a new enhancement field also ends the previous one. Press" to select
blinking and" to select inverse video. Activate both by pressing".

Step 14. Enter the word: "Bright"

Step 15. Press" to end the last enhancement field.

Observe how the terminal displays the various enhancements.

As an additional experiment, you could change the Inverse Background field in the Global
Configuration menu and see what happens.
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Using The Line-drawing Character Set

The task is to draw the following form by switching between the line-drawing set and the
base character set.

Department Personnel Record

Hame:

Home Addres s:

Home Phone: ( ) -

Year Jo i ned Company: I Year Joi ned Dept:

JobTitle: I Form #AB-123C

Normally, after constructing the form's physical layout, you would next use the Define Fields
function key labels to assign edit checks and field specifications to individual fields. You
might also use display enhancements to highlight different fields. For space considerations,
this example only draws the form. (As it is, the written explanation appears formidable.
However, you will soon observe a pattern between successive steps, and you'll find construct
ing the form an easy task.)

To center the form on the screen, set the left margin to column 10:

• Press the • key, then" to display the Margins/Tabs/Col set of function key labels.
• Use the a key to position the cursor at column 10.
• Press" to set the left margin at this position.

When you begin each line, the terminal reverts to the base character set as the "active"
character set. Thus your first action on each line is selecting the line-drawing set.

As you must continually change between the line-drawing set and the base character set,
display the alternate character set function key labels by pressing:

... mil--
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NOTE: Each of the following steps creates one line of the form. These conventions are used.
(1) When you MUST press the _ key to display the proper character, the text
explicitly shows both keys. Otherwise, the case of the character is immaterial.
(2) Quotation marks surround the text that you must enter. Enter only the text and
not the quotation marks.

Step 1. Construct the first line of the form:

• If the cursor is not at column 10 (the left margin) press the 1:1 key to move the cursor to
this location.

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Press l!I to draw the upper left corner.
• For columns 11 through 69 continually press the semi-colon key ( D) to generate the

top line.
• In column 70, enter the upper right corner by pressing m.
• Go to line 2 by pressing the 1:1 key.

Step 2. Construct the second line of the form:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press _II (a colon) to draw the left border.
• Change to the base set by pressing"
• Space over to column 25.
• From column 25, enter the text:

"Department Personnel Record~

• Space over to column 70.
• Reactivate the line-drawing set by pressing".
• In column 70, enter the right boundary by simultaneously pressing _II.
• Go to line 3 by pressing the 1:1 key.

Step 3. Construct the third line of the form:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Press the One key (D) to create the left border.
• For columns 11 through 69, continually press the Nine key (1iJ) to draw the double-width

dividing line.
• In column 70, press the Two key (f)) to draw the right border.
• Press the 1:1 key to go to line 4.

Step 4. Construct the fourth line of the form:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press _II to draw the left border.
• Change to the base set by pressing".
• Space over to column 13.
• From column 13, enter the text: "Name:".
• Space over to column 70.
• Reactivate the line-drawing set by pressing".
• In column 70, enter the right border by simultaneously pressing _II.
• Go to line 5 by pressing the 1:1 key.
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Step 5. Construct the fifth line of the form:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press _ (the exclamation point) to create the left border.
• For columns 11 through 69, continually press the comma key (.) to draw the single

width dividing line:
• In column 70, simultaneously press ..(a quotation mark) to draw the right border.
• Press the 1:1 key to go to line 6.

Step 6. Construct the sixth line of the form:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press ._ to draw the left border.
• Change to the base set by pressing".
• Space over to column 13.
• From column 13, enter the text: "Home Address:".
• Space over to column 70.
• Reactivate the line-drawing set by pressing" .
• In column 70, enter the right border by simultaneously pressing ._.
• Go to line 7 by pressing the 1:1 key.

Step 7. Construct the seventh line of the form:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press ._ to create the left border.
• For columns 11 through 69, continually press the comma key to draw the single-width

dividing line.
• In column 70, simultaneously press _ to draw the right border.
• Press the 1:1 key to go to line 8.

Step 8. Construct the eighth line of the form:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press ._ to draw the left border.
• Change to the base set by pressing".
• Space over to column 70.
• Reactivate the line-drawing set by pressing" .
• In column 70, enter the right border by simultaneously pressing ._.
• Go to line 9 by pressing the 1:1 key.

Step 9. Construct the ninth line of the form:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press • _ to create the left border.
• For columns 11 through 69, continually press the comma key to draw the single-width

dividing line.
• In column 70, simultaneously press ._ to draw the right border.
• Press the 1:1 key to go to line 10.
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Step 10. Construct the tenth line of the form:

)

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press ._ to draw the left border.
• Change to the base set by pressing" .
• Space over to column 13.
• From column 13, enter the text: "Home Phone:

• Space over to column 70.
• Reactivate the line-drawing set by pressing".
• In column 70, enter the right border by simultaneously pressing
• Go to line 11 by pressing the 1:1 key.

.-.
Step 11. Construct the form's eleventh line:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press • II to create the left border.
• For columns 11 through 39, continually press the comma key to draw the single-width

dividing line.
• In column 40, press the Seven key (D).
• For columns 41 through 69, press the comma key ( .).
• In column 70, simultaneously press • _ to draw the right border.
• Press the 1:1 key to go to line 12.

Step 12. Construct the form's twelfth line:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press ._ to draw the left border.
• Change to the base set by pressing" .
• Space over to column 13.
• From column 13, enter the text: "Year Joined Company:".

• Space over to column 40.
• Change to the line-drawing set by pressing" .
• In column 40, press the period key ( .).
• Press" to revert to the base set.
• Space over two positions and enter the text: "Year Joi ned Dept:".

• Space over to column 70.
• Reactivate the line-drawing set by pressing".
• In column 70, enter the right border by simultaneously pressing ._.
• Go to line 13 by pressing the 1:1 key.

Step 13. Construct the form's thirteenth line:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press _ II to create the left border.
• For columns 11 through 39, continually press the comma key to draw the single-width

dividing line.
• In column 40, press the Eight key ( iii ).
• For columns 41 through 54, press the comma key ( .).
• In column 55, press the Seven key ( D ).
• For columns 56 through 69, press the comma key ( .).
• In column 70, simultaneously press ._ to draw the right border.
• Press the 1:1 key to go to line 14.
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Step 14. Construct the form's fourteenth line:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Simultaneously press ._ to draw the left border.
• Change to the base set by pressing".
• Space over to column 13.
• From column 13, enter the text: «Job Tit 1e : ".
• Space over to column 55.
• Change to the line-drawing set by pressing" .
• In column 55, press the period key ( • ).
• Press" to revert to the base set.
• Enter the text: "Form #AB-123C".
• Space over to column 70.
• Change to the line-drawing set by pressing" .
• In column 70, enter the right border by simultaneously pressing ._.
• Go to line 15 by pressing the c:I key.

Step 15. Construct the form's last line:

• Press" to select the line-drawing set.
• Press a to draw the lower left corner.
• For columns 11 through 54 continually press the semi-colon key ( II) to generate the

bottom line.
• In column 55, simultaneously press .0 (the dollar sign symbol).
• For column 56 through 69, press the semi-colon key to draw the remaining portion of the

bottom line.
• In column 70, enter the lower right corner by pressing ~.

PART 7: USING YOUR TERMINAL WITH A COMPUTER
Previous exercises have demonstrated several of the terminal's features. All were done with
out computer assistance. In this exercise, you set the proper operating modes to communicate
with an HP 3000 computer.

Setting The Terminal For Remote Operation
To communicate with a computer, you must set your terminal for Remote operation. This
involves more than merely selecting Remote mode. As a minimum, the following four steps
are normally required.

Step 1. Press the. key to display the function key labels for the terminal's major operat
ing modes.

Step 2. If no asterisk appears in the REMOTE MODE label, press" to activate Remote
mode.
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Step 3. Depending upon the application, you should next select between Block and Charac
ter mode. Filling out forms, editing them, then transmitting them to the computer
is a common application for Block mode. For this exercise, you want to converse
interactively with the computer. This requires character-by-character transmis
sions. Therefore, inspect the BLOCK MODE label. If an asterisk appears in the label,
press" to disable Block mode. (This simultaneously enables Character mode).

Step 4. While conserving with the computer in Character mode, you should disable Auto
matic Linefeed if this mode is active. Therefore, if an asterisk appears in the
AUTO LF label, press" to disable Auto Lf. (The asterisk disappears from the
label.)

Configuring The Terminal
In most instances, someone will have configured your terminal to meet the requirements
established by your installation. However, if no one has done this task and you must con
figure the terminal, your terminal provides assistance when you are using a standard HP
computer configuration.

Pressing II then" (conf i 9 keys) displays the available selection of configuration
menus.

Port 1 is always the datacomm port for the primary HP personality. Pressing" displays
the "Datacom1 Configuration" menu.

This also changes the function key labels to the following values:........---- .. -- .. -IlIlIIIJI
At this level, pressing" (syst em defaul t s) displays labels which you may use to establish
default values for the configuration parameters. Thus, without understanding what the
various fields mean, you may still configure your terminal if you know to which computer
your terminal connects and how that connection is made.

The terminal provides default values for the following set-ups:

• HP 1000 in a point-to-point environment
• HP 1000 in a multipoint environment
• HP 3000 in a point-to-point environment
• HP 3000 in a multipoint environment

For example, if you know your host computer is an HP 3000 and that a cable directly connects
the terminal to the computer, you should press" (sys t em def au 1 t s) to display the follow
ing labels:.. .. .. ..---- .. - ....

......EI
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Pressing" automatically sets up the datacomm port to agree with the normal ("default")
HP 3000 point-to-point settings.

The labels have returned to their previous values:........---- ..- .. ....--
Pressing" (SAVE CONF I G) both activates and stores these configuration parameters in
non-volatile memory.

You should then follow a similar procedure to set the terminal for an HP 3000 point-to-point
environment. This would involve displaying the Terminal Configuration menu, pressing"
to select system defaults, pressing" to set the HP 3000 point-to-point parameters, then
saving these parameters by pressing" (SAVE CONFIG).

A Computer Session
To communicate with the computer requires your "logging-on" to the system. This varies
between installations. Ask someone what procedure you need to follow.

Once you have successfully logged on, the computer requests information by "prompting" you
with a special character (for example, a colon (: ), a pound sign (#), or, perhaps, a dollar sign
($) ).

To notify the computer that you have finished your request, you must end each line by
pressing the 1:1 key. Normally, your request will be a "command" and typing in the com
mand then pressing the 1:1 key is called "entering" a command.

A computer system can only recognize commands that it "expects" to see. The following
examples use "MPE" commands for an HP 3000 computer.

Step 1. Enter the command:

1 i stf

This command prints a listing of the files in your account.

Step 2. Enter the command:

sholollme

This command shows you who the computer thinks you are.
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Step 3. Enter the command:
!!howtime

This command shows the day, the date, and the time in hours and minutes.

If your terminal is connected to another computer model, ask your neighbors for some com
mands that work for your system.

PART 8: USING YOUR TERMINAL WITH AN EXTERNAL DEVICE
Even though the terminal stores the parameter settings for all configuration menus in
non-volatile memory, you are wise to keep a printed record of the usual settings for your
terminal. This exercise copies the four configuration menus to an external device.

Step 1. Set your terminal for local operation. (See the exercise for Part 2.)

Step 2. See the Reference Manual for details on configuring Port 2 for an external printer.

Step 3. Display the To Device set of labels by pressing II,",". If no asterisk
appears in the TO EXT DEV label, select the external printer by pressing ..
(TO EXT DEV).

Step 4. Display the Config set of function key labels by pressing II,".

Step 5. Press" to display the Global Configuration menu.

Step 6. Pressing the" key copies the menu to the selected destination device.

Step 7. When the first print operation finishes, press" (config key!!) to redisplay the
different menu selections.

Step 8. Press" to display the "Datacom1 Configuration" menu.

Step 9. Copy the menu to the printer by pressing the" key.

Step 10. Press" to display the menu selections.

Step 11. Press" to display the "Ext Dev Configuration" menu.

Step 12. Press the" key to copy this menu to the printer.

Step 13. Press" to display the menu selections.

Step 14. Press" to display the Terminal Configuration menu.

Step 15. Press the" key.

This completes the task of copying the menus.

NOTE: If your terminal has the integral printer option, you could select the integral printer
as the destination device, then follow this procedure to copy the menus to the inte
gral printer.
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PART 9: USING YOUR TERMINAL WITH THE INTEGRAL PRINTER
This exercise demonstrates logging data to the integral printer.

Step 1. Set your terminal for Remote operation by enabling Remote mode and disabling
both Block and Auto Lf modes. (See Steps 1-4 in the exercise for Section 7.)

Step 2. Display the To Device set of function key labels by pressing II,",". If no
asterisk appears in the TO I NT PRT label, press" to select the integral printer
as the destination device.

Step 3. Press" (device control) to display the Device Control labels.

Step 4. Press" to display the Device Modes labels. If no asterisk appears in the
LOG BOTTOM label, press" to enable bottom logging.

Step 5. Request the host computer to send data to your terminal. The "command language"
for your computer should have several such commands. For example, you can re
quest a listing of files or a listing of system devices. Find a suitable command for
your system and enter it. (An adequate amount of data can be generated on a HP
3000 by asking the system to list all system devices.) If your computer system is an
HP 3000, enter the command: SHOWDEV

As the terminal routes information to the printer, notice that the printer starts copying data
"immediately". When the computer finishes transmitting one line and proceeds to the next,
the terminal sends the just entered line to the printer. After the printer stops, verify that the
printed copy contains the last line transmitted from the computer.

Repeat this experiment, but this time select top logging. (See Steps 6 and 7.) Notice that the
printer only starts copying data once workspace memory fills. You should also observe that
only the "overflow" lines occur on the printed copy. Thus top logging yields an incomplete
listing.

Step 6. To enable top logging, press" (LOG TOP). Selecting top logging automatically
cancels the bottom logging selection.

Step 7. To the computer prompt, enter SHOWDEV (or a similar command for your system).

PART 10: IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY
Your terminal can perform several tests to verify its proper operation or to isolate a problem
if difficulties arise. The first part of this exercise illustrates the Terminal Test. The second
part demonstrates error messages.

Terminal Test

Step 1. To perform the Terminal Test, press II then" to display the Service Keys
labels.

Step 2. Pressing" initiates the Terminal Test.
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Upon successful completion, the terminal displays the following test pattern:
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Error Messages
To see how the terminal displays error messages and how you should respond to them,
perform the following experiment. (This example uses the integral printer. If your terminal
lacks this option, you should try copying the screen display to an external printer WITHOUT
selecting a destination device.)

Step 1. Raise the plastic cover on the integral printer.

Step 2. Lift up the aluminum latch. This frees the locking mechanism that holds the paper
in place_ The printer is now inoperable.

Step 3. Display the To Devices label set by pressing III,",".
Step 4. If no asterisk appears in the TO I NT PRT label, press" to select the integral

printer as the destination device.

Step 5. Display the Device Control labels by pressing" (deVice control).

Step 6. Try to advance a line on the printer paper by pressing" (ADVANCE LINE).

The terminal responds with a "beep" and displays the message:

Integral Printer Error
Press RETURN To Clear

Step 7. Refer to the list of error messages at the beginning of Section 10. You'll see that a
possible cause for this message is the latch being open.

Step 8. Be sure the paper is properly positioned, then press down on the aluminum latch to
secure it.

Step 9. Press the 1:1 key. This clears the error message and returns the screen to its
previous display.

Step 10. Press" (ADVANCE LINE) to verify that the printer is now functioning correctly.
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Index
a (Backspace Key) 3-4
n (Break Key) 3-12
1:1 (Return Key) 3-4

accessories, how to identify 1-2
active character set 6-3
AIDS key 3-13
aids function key labels 4-4
aids label set 4-6
aligning screen image 10-4
ttall character" field 6-9
alphabetic field 6-9
alphanumeric cursor, moving 3-7
alphanumeric memory, scanning 3-8
alternate character sets 6-3
arrow keys 3-8
asterisk, in label field 4-2
automatic linefeed 4-4, 7-2

BACKSPACE key 3-4
background inverse video 6-1
base character set 6-4
battery replacement 10-8
blinking video enhancement 6-1
block mode 4-3, 7-3
bottom logging 8-2, 9-2
BREAK key 3-12
brightness control 10-10

cables 1-4
cabling 2-2
CAPS key 3-3
caps lock 7-2
centering image on screen 10-4
changing printer paper 9-4
character mode 7-2
character mode, modifying text 7-3

using start column 7-4
character set of keyboard keys 3-2
character sets, alternate 6-3
cleaning procedures 10-9
CLEAR DSPLY key 3-11
clearing error messages 3-13, 10-1
clearing margins 5-8
clearing tabs 5-5
compatibility mode A-5
compress print 4-9



computer, receiving data from 7-4
sending data to 7-3
using terminal with 7-1

config label set 4-15
configuration, general procedure D-19
configuration checking 10-5
configuration menu, terminal 2-5

user definable function keys 4-17
configuration menus, table of 2-4
Configuration Must Be FULL DUPLEX HARDWIRED 10-2
copy operations 8-4
copying alphanumeric data 8-1, 9-1
copying graphics data A-5
copying menus D-21
correcting data 5-4
CTRL key 3-4
cursor, homing 3-10

moving 3-7
cursor control, alphanumeric 3-7, A-5

graphics A-5

data, receiving from the computer 7-4
sending to the computer 7-3

data checking 6-9
data correction 5-4
data entry 5-4
data-entry form, sample 6-4, D-14
data logging 8-2, 9-2
cCdarkened" function key labels 4-2
Default Configurations Used 10-2
defining fields 6-7
definition mode, user keys 4-17
definition of common terms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. iii
delete character 3-11
delete character with wraparound 3-11
DEL LINE key 3-11
Device Busy 10-2
device control label set "..................................................... 4-6
device modes label set 4-7
display adjustments 10-10
display control 3-5, A-4
display enhancements 6-1
display functns function key label 4-4
display group of keyboard keys 3-5
display lock 5-9, D-IO
display screen 5-2



edit group of keyboard keys 3-10
editing data 5-4, D-5
ENTER key 3-5, 8-5, 9-3
entering data 5-4
erasing graphics display A-4
error messages 10-1
error messages, recovery from 3-12, 10-1
ESC key 3-4
example, cCbickering paragraphs" 5-9

computer session D-20
configuring the terminal D-2
confining data between margins 5-7, D-9
copying menus D-21
cursor control D-4
data logging D-22
datacom1 configuration menu D-19
display enhancements 6-2, D-12
display lock D-ll
drawing data entry form D-14
cCDu11 White" D-12
editing text 5-4, D-5
entering text 5-4
cCermin" in your terminal 6-3
error messages D-23
insert character mode D-5
line-drawing character set D-14
logical start-of-text pointer 7-4
margins 5-7, D-9
math character set 6-6
memory lock D-ll
moving the alphanumeric cursor D-4
paging D-12
record mode 7-6
relocating blocks of text 5-9
remote operation D-18
CCReturn Address" 4-18
screen terminology D-IO
start column 7-4
tab stops 5-5
terminal configuration menu D-2
terminal test D-22
user-defined function keys 4-18, D-7
video enhancements 6-2, D-12
viewing window D-IO

expand print 4-9
extended characters mode 6-7
external devices 8-1
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definition label set 4-14 ~
Ie s ~ 6-8 ,

focus control 10-10
format mode 6-7, 6-9
function control group of keyboard keys 3-13
function key labels, AIDS set 4-6

config set 4-15
define fields set 4-14
device control set 4-6
device modes set 4-7
enhance video set 4-13
margins/tabs/col set 4-10
((missing" 4-2
MODES set 4-3
service keys set 4-12
((to" devices set 4-9
upper and lower case 4-2
USER KEYS set 4-16

function keys 4-1
function keys group of keyboard keys 3-12, 4-1
Function Locked 10-2

graphics control from keyboard A-I
graphics control from program A-2
graphics cursor control A-5
graphics data, copying A-5
graphics display control A-4
graphics display erasing A-4
graphics keypad functions A-2
graphics mode A-I
graphics text mode A-3

half-bright 6-1
hard reset 3-12, 10-6
homing the cursor 3-10
HPWORD, keyboard layout B-1

ffiM compatibility C-l
IBM mode, configuring for C-4

keyboard layout C-8
printer operations C-23
selecting C-3

identification label 1-2
Illegal For Edit Type: ALPHABETIC 10-2
Illegal For Edit Type: NUMERIC 10-2
Illegal or No Destination Device 10-2
Illegal or No Source Device 10-2
Illegal Unit Device 10-2
in case of difficulty 10-1



INS LINE key 3-11
indicators, HP mode 5-3

IBM mode C-25
status line 5-2

insert character 3-11
insert character with wraparound 3-11
installation 2-1
integral printer 9-1
Integral Printer Error 10-2
Invalid Configuration 10-2
inverse background color 6-1
inverse video 6-1

keyboard, character set group 3-2
display group 3-5
edit group 3-10
function control group 3-13
function keys group 3-12
graphics keys A-I
HPWORD keys B-1
IBM keyboard C-8
national 3-14
numeric keypad 3-5
terminal control group 3-12

labels, asterisk in 4-2
function key 4-2
cCmissing" 4-2

languages, national 3-14
line drawing set 6-4
loading printer paper 9-4
local mode 5-3
logging data 8-2, 9-2
lowercase labels 4-2

malfunction at power-on 10-3
margins 5-6
margins/tabs/col label set 4-10
math character set 6-5
memory, terminal 5-1
MEMORY FULL 10-2
memory lock 4-4, 5-8
menu, how to display 2-5

printing D-21
terminal 2-5
user-definable function keys 4-17

metric print 4-9
cCmissing" function key labels 4-2



mode, auto If 7-2
block 4-3, 7-3
CAPS 3-3
caps lock 7-2
character 7-2
format 6-7
line modify 4-3
local 5-3
memory lock 4-4, 5-8
modify 7-3
modify all 4-3
monitor 4-12
record 7-5
remote 4-3, 7-1
user keys 4-17

modem, using 7-1
modes, selecting between 7-1
MODES function key labels 4-3
MODES key 3-13
modify all mode 4-3
modify modes 7-3
monitor mode " 4-12
moving blocks of text 5-9

national language keyboard options 3-14
NEXT PAGE key 3-10
NEXT SYSTEM function key label 4-5, C-3
No Device Driver 10-2
non-volatile memory 10-7
numeric field 6-9

operating modes 7-1
options 1-3
options, how to identify 1-2
overflow protection 5-9

j
,..._.

paging 3-7
Pod/Driver Types Not Matched 10-3
power cord 2-3
power-on 2-3
predefined function key labels 4-1
PREY PAGE key 3-10
print, expand vs. compress 4-9

report VB. metric 4-9
printer, external 8-1

integral 9-1
printer paper 9-4
printing menus D-21 ~"..
product number 1-1 )
protected fields 6-8



readouts, status line 5-3, C-25
rear panel 2-2
receiving data from the computer 7-4
record mode 4-8, 7-5
remote mode 4-3, 7-1
replacing battery 10-8
replacing printer paper 9-4
report print 4-9
RESET key 3-12, 10-5
RETURN key 3-4
ROLL keys 3-10

scaled mode A-6
scanning alphanumeric memory 3-8
screen brightness 10-10
screen copy 8-4, 9-3
screen window 3-6
scroll keys 3-10
security video 6-1
selecting operating modes 7-1
self tests 10-6
sending data to the computer 7-3
service keys label set 4-12
setting margins 5-6
setting tabs 5-4
setting video enhancements 6-2
SHIFT key 3-3
smooth scroll 4-3
~~soft" keys (see function keys) 4-1
soft reset 3-12, 10-5
Source=Destination 10-3
SPACE bar 3-4
start column, defined 4-11

using 7-4
status line 5-2
stop field marker 4-15

TAB key 3-4
tabs, setting and clearing 5-4
terminal, cleaning 10-9

installation 2-1
preparing for local operation 5-3
preparing for remote operation 7-1, D-18
resetting 3-12, 10-5
testing 10-7
turning on and off 2-3,2-7
using with a computer 7-1
using with other devices 8-1

terminal configuration menu 2-5



terminal control 4-1
terminal control group of keys 3-12
terminal memory 5-1
terms used in manual iii
test, printer 9-3

terminal 10-7
text, graphics A-3

moving blocks 5-9
text processing B-1
thermal printer paper 9-4
top logging 8-2, 9-2
transmit-only fields 6-8
trouble-shooting procedures 10-5
turning off terminal 2-7
turning on terminal 2-3
((type" character (L,T,N) 4-16

underline video enhancement 6-1
unprotected fields 6-8
unsealed mode A-7
uppercase labels 4-2
use, preparing the terminal for 2-1
Use NEXT or PREVIOUS Key 10-3
user-definable function keys 4-16
user key modes 4-17
user keys, definition mode 4-17

use mode 4-20
USER KEYS key .. ~ 3-13
using block mode 7-3
using start column 7-4
using terminal with a computer 7-1
using terminal with other devices 8-1

Value Out Of Range 10-3
video enhancements .....•....................................................... 6-1
video enhancement label set 4-13
viewing window 3-6, D-I0

window 3-6, 5-2
workspace 5-1
word processing B-1
wraparound, insert character 3-11

delete character 3-11



For more information about display terminals,
see your local Hewlett-Packard sales representative
or contact the HP office nearest you:

Other International Areas:
Australia/New Zealand Hewlett-Packard Intercontinental
Hewlett-Packard Australia Pty. Ltd. 3495 Deer Creek Road
31-41 Joseph Street Palo Alto, CA 94304
Blackburn, Victoria 3130 Tel: (415) 857-1501
Tel: 89-6351

Latin American Headquarters:
Hewlett-Packard Co.
3495 Deer Creek Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Tel: (415) 857-1501

Far East Headquarters:
Hewlett-Packard Asia, Ltd.
G.p.a. Box 795
5th Floor, Sun Hung Kai Centre
30 Harbour I,oad
Hong Kong
Tel: 5-8323211

Japan
Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
29-21 Takaido-Higashi 3-chome
Suginami-ku Tokyo 16825
Tel: (03) 331-6111

South Africa
Hewlett-Packard
South Africa (Pty.) Ltd.
Private Bag Wendywood
Sandton 2144
Tel: 802-5111, 802-5125

France
Hewlett-Packard France
Zone Industrielle De Courtaboeuf
Avenue Des Tropiques
F-91401 Les Ulis Cedex Orsay
Tel: (1) 9077825

West Germany
Hewlett-Packard GmbH
Vertriebszentrale Frankfurt
Berner Strasse 117
Postfach 560 140
D-6000 Frankfurt 56
Tel: (611) 50041

Northern Europe:
Hewlett-Packard S.A.
Uilenstede 475
P.O. Box 999
NL-1180 AZ Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Tel: 20/437771

United Kingdom
Southern Europe: Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
Hewlett-Packard S.A. Nine Mile Ride
clo 7, Rue du Bois-du-Lan Easthampstead, Wokingham
P.O. Box Berkshire RG1 I 3LL, England
CH-1217 Meyrin 2 (Geneva) Tel: 3446/3100
Switzerland
Tel: 22/989651

Western United States:
Hewlett-Packard
3939 Lankershim Blvd.
North Hollywood, CA 91604
Tel: (213) 877-1282

Southern United States:
Hewlett-Packard
P.O. Box 1.05005
Atlanta, GA 30348
Tel: (404) 955-1500

Midwestern United States:
Hewlett-Packard
5201 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
Tel: (312) 255-9800

Canada
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.
6877 Goreway Drive
Mississauga, Ontario L4V 1M8
Tel: (416) 678-9430

Eastern United States:
Hewlett-Packard
4 Choke Cherry Road
Rockville, MD 20850
Tel: (301) 258-2000
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